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In the matter of full-duplex data communication 
at 9600 bps, a number of approaches have been 
discussed. There's the CCITI-approved V.32. There 
are even some "pseudo V.32s" around. Some 
suggest that, because of their somewhat lower 
cost, non-standard modems may be the answer. 

At Universal Data Systems, our position is 
carved in stone: for full end-to-end compatibility, 
regardless of equipment source, standardization 
on true V.32 is the only workable solution. 
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That's why the fully 
featured UDS V.32 is the 
acknowledged price/per
formance leader. 

Our exclusive near-end/ 
far-end echo cancellation 
techniques, combined 
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with trellis coding, result in -17dBm signal
to-noise ratio; that's plenty of horsepower for 
voice-grade lines. 

As back-up for your dedicated four- or two
wire system, or for a 9600 bps upgrade of your 
present dial-up communications, check out the 
UDS V.32. It's the standard! 

Universal Data Systems, 5000 Bradford Drive, 
Huntsville, AL 35805. 
Telephone 205/721-8000; 
Telex 752602 UDS HTV. 
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"Our network moves 
enormous loads quickly. 
So does our CICS." 

'JU CSX, we have 61 production acr 
regions and seven million transactions 
per day. With The Monitor For CICS,'"we 
see problems long before our users do. " 

Rail transportation. Container shipping. Gas pipe
lines. Resorts. CSX is a $13 billion giant. With over 
21,000 miles of rail , 6,000 miles of natural gas pipeline, 
and 5,000 miles of fiber optics, CSX needs real-time 
status to service its customers. 

So at their Jacksonville, Florida, and Baltimore, 
Maryland, facilities, CSX uses CICS to track status and 
inventory- and relies on Tile Monitor For CICS to 
manage CICS performance. "The Supertrace feature lets 
us look inside an application and gauge its effects on 
system performance," says Jason Butler, Manager, 
Technical Services. "We can trace application logic 
and evaluate resource consumption right down to the 
event level." 

"We've built a unique monitoring system that is 
PC-based and set up so that Monitor commands are 
automatically executed to identify poor response times. 
This lets me spend more time with features such as the 
storage display. Now when a problem arises in CICS, I 
can alter storage or delete ICE/AID chains rather than 
shutting down and cold starting the system." 

The Monitor is the complete CICS performance man
agement system that'll help you save the day. Become 
the hero in your CICS community! For a.free, 30-daJ' 
trial of The Monitor For CICS, call us today at 
1-800-227-8911or1-703-893-9046. i ·· 
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NEWS 
1 1 Look Ahead 

MSA moves to follow up its 
promise that future products 
will comply with IBM's SAA. 

17 Software 
What is that sound coming 
from the combatants in the 
ADAPSO-IBM dispute over Big 
Blue's object code only poli
cy? It sounds almost like 
... harmony. Willie Schatz 
reports on IBM's agreement 
to work with independents 
on source code problems in 
return for a truce with 
ADAPSO. 

23 Optical Systems 
Marsha J. Fisher writes 
that software code for image 
data management on the 
MVS/ESA and S/36-based 
ImagePlus document image 
processors is complete, but 
it will be a while before 
users can acquire the neces
sary MYS component. 

2 5 Operating Systems 
Susan Kerr finds some 
Hewlett-Packard users reluc
tant to upgrade to the 
long-awaited RISC-based Spec
trum family until the next 
release of the MPE-XL operat
ing system. With: 

28 Unix and MPE Share HP 
Research & Development 
Dollars 
A "twin towers" strategy. 

3 1 Behind the News 
Faced with declining enroll
ment and strong competition 
from HMOs and corporate 
self-insurance plans, Blue 
Cross/Blue Shield is in
vesting heavily on develop
ment and centralization of 
discrete systems. Gary 
McWilliams reports. With: 

42 Role Model 
How one plan gained from 
early systems revamping. 
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~-y SUSAN KERR 
What goes up must come 
down. This simple rule de
scribes the gravity of the 
situation in IS budgeting, as 
corporations bring IS expen
ditures back to earth. The 
annual argument that more 
resources this year will 
bring in returns next year 
isn't working anymore. Next 
year is here. With: 

4 9 The Downsizing Exceptions 

53 What Are You Worth 
In '88? 
A DATAMATION REPORT 
DATAMATION'S annual salary 
survey shows that rs special
ists are still better paid 
than the average American. 

58 Average Salary by Region 
62 Average Salary by Industry 

7 1 The Myths and 
Realities of 
Competitive Advantage 
BY MICHAEL MIRON, JOHN 
CECIL, KEVIN BRADICICH, 
AND GENE HALL 
The first of a series pre
pared by consultant firm 
McKinsey & Co. exploring 
when, why, and how infor
mation technology should 
be employed to change busi
ness strategy or improve 
performance. With: 

7 2 How One Company Rode 
IT to Success 

7 6 A Test To Determine How 
IT Fits 

85 Who's In Charge? 
BY DAVID STAMPS 
Who should be responsible 
for the support of depart
mental systems? Today, a 
user department can snatch 
the coordinating and con
trol functions over applica
tions and data traditionally 
housed with central 1s. 
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NEW PRODUCTS 
95 Hardware 

Data General introduces the 
Eclipse MV /2500 DC, a 32-bit 
mini aimed at small businesses 
and departmental office automa
tion. In Trends: sales of image 
products show steady growth. 

101 Software 
Crowninshield Software Inc. 
ships MediaBase, a data man
agement program that prom
ises nontechnical users a way to 
integrate text data, graphics, 
video images, and audiovisual 
sequences. In Trends: CASE us
age appears to be on the rise. 

I DEPARTMENTS 
4 Letters 

106 Calendar 
It may be new, but AS/400 al
ready has a National Manage
ment Conference, in Houston. 

107 Career Opportunities 

1 1 6 The Marketplace 

116 Advertisers' Index 

I INTERNATIONAL 
Does not appear irt all co pies. 

- 1 Shifts In Global IS Trade 
A study of international infor
matics policy shows that the 
strength of the Far East in 
global IS, combined with techno
logical change, has forged new 
world trading patterns that are 
forcing governments to alter 
industrial policies and strategies. 

- 15 EDI In Europe 
BY JAMES ETHERIDG E 
The plan to abolish national 
trade restrictions in Europe is 
turning corporate heads in the 
direction of electronic data inter
change. European industries 
are concentrating on setting EDI 
standards cooperatively for 
their particular sectors. 
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Editorial 

Managing Channe: 
IS's Biggest Cha lenge 
Among the many job requirements for IS pros, one is 
quickly emerging as preeminent: the ability to manage 
change. It's not only technological changes that have to 
be mastered; all IS pros-from corporate MIS directors 
to data entry operators-must be able to cope with the 
organizational changes wrought by new information 
technologies and business trends. 

"IS Trims Down" (p. 46) reveals that major user 
organizations are scrutinizing centralized IS investments 
as never before, often with an eye toward cutting them 
or at least limiting their growth. They're motivated by 
technological change, namely, the decentralization of IS 
applications afforded by pc/workstation and networking 
advances, and by business considerations, such as 
earnings performance and merger mania. IS managers 
who don't understand these issues and who resist 
change put their careers, and perhaps those of their 
subordinates, at risk. 

DATAMATION's salary survey (p. 53) reveals that 
several small shifts are under way in the IS ranks. 
Although overall raises are nearly on a par with last year, 
individuals with database, telecom, and IS auditing skills 
(the right stuff in today's global business environment) 
are beginning to command greater increases than their 
colleagues elsewhere in IS. Similarly, those who can 
communicate the value of information technology to 
their business-unit peers are in greater demand. 

Finally, McKinsey & Co., in "The Myths and 
Realities of Competitive Advantage" (p. 71), advises top 
executives to change their attitudes toward IS. The 
consulting firm argues that technology alone cannot 
create sustainable advantages-an opinion that has long 
prevailed among some Fortune 1000 companies-and 
urges users to integrate technology into their line 
operations and to use IS to leverage unique institutional 
skills and strengths. Just how prepared IS pros are to 
meet the dual challenges of technological and 
organizational change is questionable. While some 
organizations seem willing to invest in training their IS 
employees, we question whether it's enough training 
and the right kind. When was the last time you heard of 
an applications programmer taking an employer
sponsored seminar on new organizational dynamics? 
The burden, no doubt, falls on IS pros themselves. They 
had better become savvy in the ways of new technology 
and, more important, new business. 

TIM MEAD 
EDITOR-IN-CH I EF 
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Letters 
A New Gateway 
Brad Schultz's article "The Evolution of 
ARPANET" (August 1, p. 71) incorrectly 
states "BITNET can only exchange data 
with the Internet via a special gateway at 
the University of Wisconsin." The BIT
NET-Internet gateway ceased to exist on 
Dec. 15, 1987. The default gateway is at 
the City University of New York, but 
many sites-this university included
have private gateways. 

BITNET comprises a large and rapidly 
growing network. Presently, over 2,500 
mainframes and minis provide BITNET 
services directly to an estimated 500,000 
users and to hundreds of thousands more 
via Internet, USEnet, and csnet. Between 
20 and 50 new nodes come on-line each 
month. Connections are planned to the 
People's Republic of China and to "Iron 
Curtain" countries. BITNET reaches the 
Far East, Southeast Asia, the Middle 
East (Israel and Turkey), Europe, North 
America, and Brazil. 

Further, David Farber mistakenly 
asserts that BITNET mainly serves aca
demic administrators: the largest service 
demand is for software, data, and mail 
transmission to Europe and Israel. Serv
ers automatically store and distribute 
public domain software, data, and publi
cations. Relay services provide interac
tive networkwide teleconferencing. 

BITNET does not employ the latest 
and greatest technology and hardware, 
but succeeds because it relies on off-the
shelf parts. Nearly every IBM mainframe 
site connected can afford a leased or dial
up phone line and a 37 x 5 binary synchro
nous communication port. IBM's internal 
VNET network uses the same facilities, al
though there is some direction toward 
SNA and TCP/IP. 

KARL GEIGER 
University of Southern California 

University Computing Services 
Los Angeles 

Open and Shut 
Since the Open Systems campaign is a 
move toward an industrywide standard, 
it should be no surprise that Eastern Bloc 
governments, with their philosophy of 
one-size-fits-all, are interested in joining 
(see Look Ahead, August 1, p. 9). 

Even more important than the Open 
System itself is that the standard remain 
"open," defining a norm without prohib
iting innovation by those who choose to 
go their own way. If we had computer 
standards in the same sense that we have 
building codes, consumers could be as-

sured of buying computers made with 
only the very best of vacuum tubes. 

CAROL PRUITT 
Libertarian Futurist Society 

Rochester, N.Y. 

Smooth Transition 
I'd like to comment on the final sentence 
of David R. Brousell's Unix editorial 
(April 15, p. 3). The Dannon Co., Ameri
ca's largest yogurt manufacturing com
pany, has been successfully using Xenix 
as the mainstay operating system for 
seven distribution centers across the 
U.S. Dannon uses the Progress RDBMS 
(ported from MS / DOS) and uses Unix 
(Xenix) as a platform for running Order 
Entry, Inventory Management, Sales 
Reporting, On-line Inquiry and 3780 
Data Communications to the host in 
White Plains, N.Y. All applications are 
concurrent and multiuser. By using Unix 
as a software platform for portability, 
we've been able to preserve our applica
tions across multiple hardware plat
forms. In fact, Unix has allowed us a 
smooth transition from PC-based Xenix 
systems to larger Unix-based minicom
puters without application code change. 
This is a cost-effective solution that 
could not have been achieved using pro
prietary operating systems. 

Just In Case 

DAVID J. BERRY 
Director of MIS 

The Dannon Co. Inc. 
White Plains, N.Y. 

In "A Guide To Selecting CASE Tools" 
Uuly 1, p. 65), Michael Gibson states in 
his introductory paragraph, "The follow
ing questions constitute a comprehen
sive set of CASE tool selection criteria." 

I take issue with this statement. 
Gibson has fallen into the all-too-com
mon trap of including in the CASE tool 
menu only those tools that bear on devel
opment/ maintenance issues. He makes 
no reference to software testing tools. 
One could infer from his article that test
ing is not considered to be a part of soft
ware engineering. I would suggest that 
CASE and software engineering both em
brace the testing discipline. 

Testers are integral to software en
gineering, and test tools should be con
sidered a part of any CASE suite . 

RODGER DRABICK, CQA 
Manager, Quality Management Services 

Eastman Kodak Co. 
Software Systems Div. 

Rochester, N.Y. 
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For the 
"" new generation, 

a new choice in 
VMsystems 
management. 
For a company the size of PepsiCo, 
it takes a lot to keep the sparkle 
in your data processing operations. 
From Pepsi-Cola to Taco Bell, 
growing user demands have made 
stron~ central systems manage-
ment essential. 

Fortunately, as the challenge 
has grown, so has PepsiCo's 
ability to meet it- thanks to 
VM Software and the capabilities 
ofVMCENTER II. 

The results: a new performance 
standard for VM operations. A 
new level of convenience for 
data center staff. And a new ability 
to manage for the long term -
knowing the short term is under 
control. 

LEARNING THE VALUE 
OF REUABIU'IY. 
At one time, the company relied 
extensively on in-house software 
for data center management. 
Saving some money up front. But 
quickly paying the price in flexi-
bility, reliability, and peace 
of mind. 

Today, more and more opera-
tions are under VMCENTER 
control. And the results are 
O 1987 VM Software, Inc. 

VMCENTERII 
Smart Economics. 

apparent in everything from 
backup and tape management to 
system scheduling and accounting. 
Performance and reliability are 
up. Operator errors and adminis-
trative headaches are down. While 
problem resolution is faster, 
easier, and more accurate than 
ever before. 

VMCENTER II. THEVM 
SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT TOOL 
FOR THE flJTURE. 
This performance is impressive. 
But it's only the beginning of 
what VMCENTER II can do. From 
comprehensive management 
reports to the automated handling 
of a broad range of everyday 
operations, VMCENTER II does 
more for VM systems management 
than any other product on the 
market. Which is why it's the one 
essential complement to all your 
VM systems - from 9370 to 3090 
to whatever the future may bring. 

VMCENTER II. Standard-bearer 
for Pepsi's new generation. 
Smart solution for today. For more 
information, write or call: 

800-562-7100 
703-264-8000 
VM Software, Inc. 
1800 Alexander Bell Drive 
Reston, Virginia 22091 

JIM 
SOFTWARE INC. 

l-DTM-8810 

The VM Experts 
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Get the Facts 
from Your DBMS. 

DATACOM/DB® ADABAS"' 
(under development) (under development) 

SYSTEM 2000® 
Software c:J jsauosl G lmMStRI 
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The SAS® System 

T he most powerful applications software 
has joined forces with the most popular 
data base management systems. To turn 

raw data into meaningful facts. To analyze, estimate, 
optimize, simulate. To produce custom reports and 
color graphs. Whatever your information need, the 
SAS System delivers more from the data you store. 

Don't Just Store Your Data. 
Explore Your Data. 

The SAS System's ready-to-use tools uncover the real 
meaning of all those names and numbers. Forecast 
sales and cash flow. Perform statistical analyses. Build 
financial and planning models. Create spreadsheets of 
unlimited size. Schedule projects for best use of time 
and resources. Produce stacks of personalized letters. 
Generate calendars, charts, and many other formatted 
reports. Spot relationships and graph trends with 
powerful presentation graphics. 

Or develop your own applications with the SAS 
System's efficient fourth-generation language. 
Customize these applications any way you wish. 

ff You Know Data Bases. 
And Even If You Don't. 

Menu-driven interfaces link the SAS System with 082, 
SOL/OS, IMS, or IOMSIR data bases, and with 
SYSTEM 2000® Data Management Software. End 

~ 
Development 

users, even those who know nothing about data bases, 
have immediate access to the data they need. It's 
as easy as filling 
in the blanks! 

Extract data 
from your 
DBMS for use 
in SAS System 
applications. 
Load data 
from the SAS 
System directly 
into your DBMS. 
Update values in a data base directly from a SAS 
System application. All without risk to data security. 
The SAS System lets you choose which users browse 
or update specific files. 

Get the Facts Today. 
And Get 30 Days FREE. 

Bring the SAS System together with your data base. 
You'll reeeive high-quality software-plus training, 
documentation, and support-all from SAS Institute Inc. 
We'll even provide a free software trial to get 
acquainted. For details, call or write today. 

/JlrJ 
SAS Institute Inc. 
SAS Circle 0 Box 8000 
Cary, NC 27512-8000 
Telephone (919) 467-8000 

® Fax (919) 469-3737 



.. 

Get the 
SAS® 

The SAS System runs on IBM Corp.'s 370/30xx/43xx and compatible machines, as weff as minicomputers and IJ!ll'S(Jl1al computers. 
SAS and l!YSTEM 2000 are registered trademarks of SAS Institute Inc., Gary, NC. USA. 082, SOLIDS. and IMS are products of IBM Corporation, Armonk. NY. 11MS1R IS a pnlducl of 
Cullinllt Software, Inc., Westwood, MA. DATACOM/DB is a registered trademark of Applied Data Research, Inc. Princeton, NJ. ADABAS is a tradernal1t of Software AG, -.i. VA. 
Copyright C 1988 by SAS Institute Inc. Printed in the USA. 



Break Through Applications 
Bottlenecks VVith 
INGRES Relational Database. 

© 1988 Relational Technology Inc. 
Printed in U.S. A. 

To shatter applications development bottlenecks, you need power and flexibility. INGRES 
provides a complete development environment combining the necessary Tools, Power, and 
Access. In addition, hundreds of ready-to-use INGRES-based business solutions are available. 
,..,-;OOlS INGRES offers an unmatched integrated application development environment pro-
1 \ viding CASE, 4GL, SQL and visual programming methods. These facilitate complex 

applications prototyping and deployment while providing independent end-user query and 
reporting capabilities. Applications are instantly portable across multiple hardware platforms. 
D The INGRES high performance SQL database engine provides OLTP power 
rOWef to support production applications in single or multi-CPU and distributed 
environments. A unique Al-based query optimizer maximizes processing efficiency. 
AC ·ceSS Only INGRES integrates existing data into your applications through flexible 

r\!. access tools. Gateways to access existing data. Networks to tie your systems 
together. The most advanced distributed technology to integrate islands of information. Access 
to your data wherever it resides. 
Find out how your company can break through applications bottlenecks-like thousands of 
companies worldwide-with INGRES Development Tools. Attend a free INGRES seminar. 

Call 1-800-4-INGRES 
iNGllES iNGRES iNGRES iNGRES iNGRES 

Application Query and Multi-Server™ Database Distributed 
Development Reporting Database G atc\o,'ays Data 

ifVGRES Tools Tools Engine Manager 

Iii II m c RELATIONAL TECHNOLOGY 

Corporate Headquarters: 1080 Marina Village Parkway, Alameda , CA 94501, (415 ) 769-1400 

Inte rnational H eadquarters: Anchor H ouse, 15-19 Britten Street, London SW3 3TY, UK , + 44 1 351 7722 DA 
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MSAHEADS 
TOWABDSAA ... 

. . . AS CULLINET 
PAVES THE WAY 
TO DB2 

NASA AMES 
GIVES ETA 
A CHANCE 

UNISYS TOUTS 
NEW UNIX 
PRODUCTS 

Look Ahead 

ATLANTA -- Upon reassuming operating control of Man
agement Science America Inc. from Bill Graves, one of 
the first things John Imlay decreed was that product 
development would henceforth aim to comply with IBM's 
Systems Application Architecture. Imlay appears to be 
following through. Sources say that MSA is negotiat
ing with IBM to license Cross System Product (CSP) , 
the IBM 4GL and applications generator interface that 
is a key part of SAA. MSA would build interfaces from 
its development tools and applications to CSP. 

WESTWOOD, MASS. -- This week, Cullinet Software Inc . 
is expected to detail plans for unbundling its Appli
cation Development System (ADS) 4GL from its IDMS/R 
mainframe database. New versions of ADS will become 
full partners with pcs and IBM's CICS, according to 
user sources. The DBMS vendor is expected to disclose 
a pc package, called ADS+ PC, that can generate appli
cations code in Cullinet's ADS 4GL when linked to a 
host. Cullinet is also expected to disclose an ADS in
terface to CICS. Referred to as ADS+CICS, the package 
enables applications written in ADS to run using only 
the facilities of CICS and VSAM files--without re
quiring IDMS/R. The development paves the way for the 
eventual use of ADS applications with IBM's DB2. 

PALO ALTO -- So, why is that ETA 10-Q just hanging out 
in a corner of the Numerical Aerospace Science Systems 
Div. at NASA Ames? Because it flunked its acceptance 
test. That put the machine several orders of magnitude 
behind the Cray-2, which breezed through its test. 
ETA's failure originally meant the company did not 
have a shot at the projected job, which is to analyze 
results from projects run on NASA's larger supercom
puters. But, after begging and pleading for NASA's 
sympathy, ETA will be given another chance this month 
in return for "pr ice considerations" should NASA de
cide to buy the 10-Q. 

BLUE BELL, PA. - - Is Unisys really serious about its 
Unix product line and open systems? Sources report the 
company is beginning to tout to potential customers 
new, multiprocessor versions of its U 6000 Unix-based 
products, which could rival its established propri
etary mainframes for performance as wel l as price. One 
potential user said to be evaluating the as - yet-unan
nounced multiprocessor s y stem is the State of Florida 
Department of Motor Vehicles, which reportedly has 
been told the line eventually will include two- to 30-
processor versions. Unisy s is competing for the Flor-
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DEC WOOS ON 
WALL STREET 

METAPHOR 
WORKS WITH 
INVESTORS 

AIR FORCE IS 
FLYING HIGH 

llECLABIFYING 
NETVIEW 
PLANS 

RUMORS AND 
RAW 
RANDOM DATA 

Look Ahead 

ida business with DEC and NCR, among others. 

NEW YORK -- The word on Wall Street is that DEC has tar
geted 25 key securities trading users and is aggres
sively pricing VAX minis and workstations to keep or 
1 ure those traders into the DEC camp. The move is ap 
parently in reaction to efforts by Sun Microsystems, 
linking with minicomputer vendors such as Stratus, to 
become a force in workstation-based trading systems. 
The latest skirmish reportedly occurred at Bear 
Stearns, which recently decided to stick with a DEC
based system rather than switch to a Sun network. 

MOUNTAIN VIEW I CALIF. - - Metaphor Computer Systems 
Inc., maker of data interpretation systems, is busy 
working with its two latest investors, IBM and Nielsen 
Marketing Research USA (which is owned by Dun & Brad
street Corp. ) . Al though IBM and Metaphor are doing 
some sales calls together, IBM won't hit the market 
with its own Metaphor product--a 386-based version-
until the second half of next year. By the first quar
ter of 1989, Metaphor and Nielsen separately will reap 
the results of work on such merchandising applica
tions as coupon redemption and trade-in evaluations. 

WASHINGTON, D. C. -- These may be lean and mean times, 
but don't tell it to the Air Force. It has just complet 
ed a supercomputer plan in which the machines would be 
installed at about nine air force bases and then 
networked together. All it's going to take is money-
$20 million in fiscal year '89 and $20 million incre
ments in each succeeding fiscal year. So what 's a few 
bucks between friends? Surely not enough to convince 
the House Appropriations Committee to hang up the dol
lars. Unless it does so, the Air Force procurement 
will be on the street in the first quarter of '89. 

WHITE PLAINS, N. Y. -- IBM has reclarified its plans 
for its NetView Network Definer product, originally 
scheduled to ship by the end of 1987 (see Look Ahead, 
Aug. 1, p. 9). Release 1 is now scheduled for a Decem
ber debut and will create definitions for multiple 
VM/SP systems. Release 2 is planned for March 1990, 
and will feature a full-screen interface to release 1 
functions, thus allowing less-skilled personnel to 
work with the networks. 

Look for Fujitsu America Inc. to continue its communi
cations drive in the U.S. by forming a brand-new Pri
vate Network Div. 
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ompare the steps it takes to 

develop a DB2 application in COBOL __ __, 

AT 

A 

TIME 
? 
• 

0 8 2 is a trademark of the 1n1ernat1onal Business Machines Corp. 

with the steps it takes to develop 

one in lDEAL®and it looks like this: 

COBOL 

I. Prototype 
in SPUFI 

2. Translate 
to stat ic SQL 

3. Edit COBOL 
program 

5. Compile and link COBOL 

6. Identi fy plan 

7. Rebind plan 

8. Inform CICS 

9. Test 

IDfAL 

I. Edit IDEAL program 

2. Compile 

3. lest 

It 's no wonder IDEAL programmers 

typically experience productivity 

gains of 300% with IDEAL. They do 

more w ith IDEAL because they spend 

more time programming and less 

time manag ing the system. And IDEAL 

is the only advanced application 

development system that's designed 

spec ifically for DB2. Which makes the 

thought of developing DB2 applica

tions in COBOL less than ideal. 

Get more from the people and com

puters you have with ADR Perfor

mance Software. To learn how call 

1-800-ADR-WARE. 

ADR PERFORMANCE SOFTWARE. 
Unlock the potential 

IDEAL 

ADR 
AN .i'JiiiEttil&~;; COMPANY 

Cl 1988 ADA. 

Applied Data Research. Inc .. Orchard Road & Route 206. CN-8. Princeton. NJ 08540 1-201-874-9000. 
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GE debugs 
!he biggest glit~h 
m computer/video 
presentations. 
Large screen graphics and data 
disp lay-solved by the new 
Talaria® MP Data/Video Projector. 

Unti l now, computer graphics and 
data displays were only seen by the 
chosen few who hung around a CRT, 
or a wee screen . GE now makes it 
possible for the masses-I 00 or 
more people-to see your com puter 
displays on a very large screen . 

How large? From 6 feet to over 
30 feet wide. 

With GE's exclusive xenon arc 
lamp-powered light valve technology, 
the MP sets a precedent with projec
tions that are I 0 times brighter than 
most CRT projectors. And with its 
multiple input capabilities , it easily 
interfaces with up to 16 different 
computer and video formats. 

Which makes the MP ideal for 
data processing, finance , training, 
marketing, sales, education , or any 
presentation with data residing in 
one or more computers . Or just 
plain video. 

Impressive output from virtually 
any input. 

How expansive is the list of compat
ible formats ? Virtually any computer 

from 15 to 36KH z (including the 
IBM® PS/2™ and the Macintosh® II); 
S-VH S; video RGB; composite feed; 
laser disc ; live camera; satell ite down 
link ; broadcast television and CCTV; 
videotape and more . 

And switching between formats is 
as easy as touching a button on the 
hand-held Operator Control Unit, 
which gives you fingertip control up 
to 1,000 feet away. 

Plus, the Talaria MP can be used 
for front or rear screen projections, 
and is backed by the famous GE lim
ited warranty and worldwide service. 

Please call or write for more infor
mation .. We'd also be p leased to set 
up a free MP demonstration so you 
can see the glitch is gone. 

Gene1·al Electric Company 
Projection Display Products Opera tion 
Electronics Park 6-205 
P.O . Box 4840, Syracuse, New York 1322 1 
3 15/456-2 152 

GE Projection 
Display Products 

lm agc=r is a 1radcmad .. am! Ltl d1i.1 .111d $ .11c 11._·g1,1t·1cd tr.1de111a1 b ol 1he (~t'11cr.tl [lniric C:orn1><tn\ 
I BM is a regi!>1ered 11.1dem.irl .• 111d PS/~ is" 1r.1demarl of 1he I B\I Corporauon. 
~ l at1 11 m"h is a registered t rademarl of Apple c:on1pu1 e1. Inc 
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The Incredible Shrinking Machine 
IAM Reduces the Size of Your VSAM Files by 30 to 70°/o 

IAM SAVES 20 to 40% 
DASO SPACE 

IAM uses an advanced file structure which is far 
superior to VSAM. IAM's supercompressed index 
requires a fraction of the space taken by VSAM. 
IAM's freespace concepts make much more effi
cient use of disk space. IAM's blocksizes are not 
restricted as VSAM's are, making full utilization 
of each track. IAM is not affected by large key 
sizes which can result in VSAM wasting Cl 's in 
every Control Area. 

SAVES AN ADDITIONAL 
20 to 50% DASO SPACE 

IAM optionally compresses data records. Most 
files contain records with unused fields or re
peating sets of characters. When IAM applies 
its proprietary compression techniques, the re
sult is an additional 20 to 50% reduction in 
file size. 

IAM's CPU time is dramatically less than com
peting compression products. In fact, since 
IAM's CPU time is normally much less than 
VSAM, IAM with data compression takes less 
CPU time than normal VSAM processing. 

AUTOMATIC RELEASE 
OF UNUSED SPACE 

VSAM files account for the lion 's share 
of disk space used in most installa
tions. Online systems (CICS), BATCH 
jobs, TSO, SMP/E and other applica
tions make extensive use of keyed in
dex VSAM (KSDS) files. 

IAM is a transparent alternative to VSAM 
KSDS files, w~ich substantially reduces 
the impact of VSAM processing in your 
installation. There are no modifications 
to programs or JCL to use IAM files in 
place of VSAM. 

VSAM SIZE REPORT 

DATA SET NAME 

BIG.CLUSTER 
BIG.CLUSTER.DATA 
BIG.CLUSTER.INDEX 

A.FILE.SMALLER 
A.FILE.SMALLER.DATA 
A.FILE.SMALLER.INDEX 

SMPE.TDFP223.CSI 
SMPE. TDFP223.DATA 
SMPE.TDFP223.INDEX 

ALLOC TOTAL 
TRKS EXCPS 

37155 2507803 
37100 2105001 

55 402802 
16540 679216 
16500 270501 

40 408715 
12315 3880211 
12300 3075021 

15 805190 

IAM's SMF analysis program identifies 
your largest and most highly used VSAM 
files. To see your VSAM usage, send 
for the FREE SMF reporting program 
(IAMSMFVS). 

Call for a Free No Obligation 
90 Day Trial 

From the Makers of FDR & ABR 
Supports MVS and MVS/XA 

IAM takes the guessing game out of VSAM 
space allocation. Large amounts of disk space 
are wasted when users over-estimate how 
much space VSAM requires or how many 
records a file will contain. VSAM cannot 
release overallocated space. 

l
1
1e llNNOVATllON 

Dl1Tl1 PROCESSING 

Circle 11 on Reader Card 

Innovation Plaza, 275 Paterson Avenue 
Little Falls, NJ 07424 (201) 890-7300 



News in Persnective 
SOFTWARE 

ADAPSO Withdraws Opposition 
To IBM's Obiect Code Stance 
Big Blue has agreed to continue working with indepen
dents, but some of them feel it's a hollow victory and fear 
that they could lose control of their destinies. 
BY WILLIE SCHATZ 

It may seem that the IBM
ADAPSG object code only 
(OCO) dispute has been going 
on for 10,000 years, but the 
recent announcement that 
the two parties have kissed 
and made up apparently 
means it's all over now. 

The agreement calls for 
IBM to continue to work close
ly with independent software 
companies that have prob
lems related to source code, 
in return for ADAPSO's with
drawing its position on oco as 
an industrywide topic. 

Appearances, however, 
can be deceiving. 

Concerns About VM In OCO 

"I'm not too thrilled 
about getting VM in the oco 
mode," says Neil Ferri, vp of 
systems software at Merrill 
Lynch in New York. Ferri has 
two 600-class machines run
ning 90MIPS of VM/SP-HP0-4.2 
for about 500 users in Merrill 
Lynch's capital markets 
division. 

Ferri has always had the 
necessary source code to do 
his thing with VM, and his staff 
has become so proficient at 
fixing problems that Big Blue 
has placed them on its cus
tomer distribution tapes. But 
those days may be dwindling 
following the agreement. 

" If we don't have the 
source code, we won't be able 
to use the standard IBM inter
faces," Ferri says. "We may 
have to dramatically re-engi
neer our operating system. 
We' ll have to take the stan
dard exit points and re-engi
neer all our applications. It 
may also [have an impact on] 

MERRILL LYNCH'S FERRI: "I'm not going to mess with MVS." 

our operating system quality 
control process. And it'll be a 
major staffing effort to 
regroup. 

" I will be very, very up
set if they go oco." 

Ferri won't be the only 
one. Vendors aren't exactly 
jumping for joy, either. 

"IBM is doing more than 
they have in the past, but it's 
still not enough to make me 
comfortable," explains Pat 
McGettigan, president of 

Landmark Systems, Reston, 
Va. " And they've s till got 
some questions to answer, 
such as how the oco policy 
will allow third-party systems 
software people to maintain 
their creativity and how users 
are going to reta in their 
independence." 

"The ADAPSO software 
products board wanted peace 
and so did IBM," says Martin 
Goetz, ceo of Syllogy Corp., 
Hackensack, .J., and a vocif-

erous oco opponent. "This 
never was a broad-based is
sue for ADAPSO, and most of 
the members wanted to stop 
fighting and go on to the next 
thing. So that's what they're 
doing. But we still have to 
watch IBM to see if they mean 
what they say." 

An IBM spokeswoman 
contacted by DATAMATION 
said IBM is "pleased to see 
ADAPSO's statement and we 
look forward to continuing a 
productive working relation
ship with both ADAPSO and its 
individual members." 

When IBM announced in 
February 1983 that source 
code was no longer going to 
be ripe for everyone's pick
ing-to protect IBM's pro
gramming and technology in
vestments-it didn't seem to 
be a capital offense. oco didn't 
become a life-and-death issue 
until last fa ll , when the n
ADAPSO chairman Jay Gold
berg ripped IBM for sharing its 
source code with Fujitsu as 
part of an arbitration settle
ment while withholding 
source code from U.S. com
panies in general <tnd ADAPSO 
members in particular. Until 
then, the sporadic sparring 
between the parties had been 
much sound and fury signify
ing very little (see "Software 
Firms Plan Campaign To Ob
tain IBM Source Code," Nov. 
1, 1987, p. 19). 

How Much Did IBM Give Up? 

Once Goldberg lit the 
fire, however, even IBM began 
to feel the heat. ADAPSO appar
e ntly mad e a ll the right 
moves, including presenting 
its case to Congress, the Eu
ropean Economic Communi
ty, the Department of Justice, 
and several state Attorneys 
General. So, Big Blue, which 
did whip the government af-
ter 13 years of one-on-one, • 
decided it would rather switch ; 
than fight. 

And what exactly did IBM 
give up in this deal? According E 
to the companies n1ost affect- ~ 
ed by it, not much. j 
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News in Perspective 

"I can't say this is any 
kind of victory" for users, 
says Goetz. "IBM may be re
sponsive to companies, but 
it's at [IBM's) discretion and 
how it fits their priorities. 
They'll play, but by their 
rules." 

Gabe Goldberg, director 
of technology for VM Systems 
Group, Arlington, Va., con
tends that "IBM is foolish for 
withdrawing source code. Its 
reasons make no sense. It 
hurts the industry. Compa
nies have to be able to make 
their own decisions on wheth
er to use source code. IBM 
doesn't see the universe the 
way people outside IBM see it. 
They don't understand that 
source code requirements are 
moving targets. For some 
leading-edge customers, it's 
totally unreasonable to put 
their fate in IBM's hands. 
They've got to be able to con
trol their own destiny." 

They often can with 
source code, which is at a 
higher level than object code 
and comes in languages that 
many software developers 
can speak. Source code also 
allows programs to be tied di
rectly into IBM code. 

Without source code, 
the vast majority of third-par
ty players might be hiding on 
the back streets. 

"If the industry had 
grown up without source 
code," Goetz contends, "a lot 
of software would have never 
been built." 

The same can't be said 
for object code, which severe
ly limits a developer's op
tions. The only way to attach a 
program into IBM code is 
through the interfaces that 
IBM provides with object 
code. 

Fearing a Loss of Control 

"You do lose your flexi
bility and control over your 
destiny," Ferri says. "If 
you're using oco, you've got 
to wait for IBM to fix your 
problem. You can't research it 
and fi x it yourself. Why 

should I have to wait for them 
to show up when I've got the 
talent I need on my staff? That 
also means you'll suffer reli
ability problems." 

That's life. When Syl
logy was seeking two inter
faces for CICSort, even Goetz 
thought it might be wise to 
seek IBM's assistance. He did, 
and IBM gave it graciously. 
But when Syllogy sought ad
ditional assistance for COBOL
Express, IBM shut it down. Big 
Blue contended that COBOL
Express would involve too 
many changes to IBM's vs 
compiler and would be too dif
ficult to stabilize. 

WITHOUT 
SOURCE 

CODE, PLAY
ERS MIGHT BE 

HIDING ON 
THE BACK 

STREETS. 

"The alternative would 
be to give us source code and 
we would build the interface," 
Goetz says. "We originally 
asked for source code, but 
IBM refused. Now we can't 
build the interface for COBOL
Express because we don't 
have the source code. So we 
can't have the product. We're 
still discussing the issue with 
IBM, but it doesn't look good. 
In that sense, they're shutting 
us out of a potential market. I 
think they have legitimate 
reasons not to do [the COBOL
Express interface)," he adds, 
in one of the more astonishing 
statements of this little war. 
"I'm somewhat sympathetic 
to their position. It's not un
reasonable. We're not happy 
they're taking that position, 
but we'll live with it." 
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As will the rest of the in
dependents. They don't have 
much choice. 

The continued oco con
fusion may have its cost in the 
user community, though. 
There's no question that the 
days when source code seek
ers could leaf through the ma
terial at their leisure are gone. 
Even eternal opponents such 
as Goetz and McGettigan con
cede that IBM is justified in 
preventing that luxury. 

Yet, that practice is at 
least partially responsible for 
creating much of the software 
that's running much of to
day's hardware. The longer 
IB M goes one-on-one with 
source code seekers, the less 
the supply of that commodity 
within the general computing 
community. But, as the sup
ply curve is dropping, the de
mand curve is rising. 

"It's a great loss to in
dustry not to be able to leaf 
through IBM code," says Mike 
Armstrong, immediate past 
president of SHARE. "A lot of 
people learned programming 
from that. 

"oco will definitely af
fect innovation," Armstrong 
asserts. "There are modifica
tions that won't be made. In 
any circumstance where in
formation is restricted, there 
are things that won't get 
done. That's going to have a 
major effect on the computer 
industry, but the energy that 
would have gone into those 
modifications will be redirect
ed elsewhere, so the users 
may benefit in the long run." 

A Marathon for Users 

It probably will be a very 
long run before users derive 
any benefit from oco. But 
where is the benefit to a shop 
such as Ferri's? It often fixes 
IBM's code better than IBM 
does. Ferri's folks won't even 
have the joy of screwing up, 
as they did when they used 
source code tu modify a VM 
HP0-3 program on the way to 
HP0-4.2. The modifications 
didn't migrate to 4.2, so the 

program crashed. Ferri and 
friends then had to remove 
them permanently from the 
program before they cou ld 
move cleanly to 4.2. 

"I could see how IBM 
wouldn't like that," Ferri ad
mits . "They wouldn't look 
very good in the eyes of upper 
management if word got out 
that there was trouble with 
the new operating system 
when it was actually our 
patches to the source code 
that were wrong." 

As long as IBM continues 
to support the source code for 
HP0-4. 2, Ferri will hang in 
there. But, just to cover all 
contingencies, he's going into 
a test mode with VM XA-SPl. 
That's his first test with oco, 
and he thinks he's got about a 
year before the oco window 
closes on his fingers. 

'Tm not going to mess 
with MYS, " Ferri says . 
"That's too complex. I want 
IBM to handle that. But if 
we're talking VM, I want that 
to remain mine. I'm going to 
stay with it unless IBM drops 
its suppor t for the source 
code. If they do that, I won't 
go with it. I won't take that 
risk." 

So, what can he do now? 
'Tm not about to take my op
erating system to Armonk 
and trash it on the front 
steps," Ferri says. "We al
ready belong to all the anti
oco groups and we're very 
vocal at SHARE. We're going 
to scream and yell at IBM not 
to gooco. 

'Tm sure their reason 
for going oco isn't bootleg
ging VM," Ferri states. "It's 
that they don't wa nt their 
name dragged through the 
mud with top management. 
And if they do go oco, the 
guys who are really going to 
suck wind are the big time
sharing companies. They bas
tardize VM all over the place. 

"I don't think it's going 
to be anything insurmount
able for me. But I'm sure as 
hell not thrilled." 

Who would be? • 
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Ho.Hum. 
Yawn. That's 

24-wire print quality. 
or 170 in draft 
mode. Dresses 
up memos, lethow people - -

react when your writing fails to keep them 
glued to the page. But you'll get readers' atten
tion and keep it, when you write with appeal
ing, fully-developed characters. Like the ones 

ters, etc., with up to 128 type variations. And, 
like all our Pinwriters , it works with more soft
ware packages than any other 24-wire printer. 

· · created by our Pin writer® P2200 printer. 
For more information about the entire 

Pinwriter Family, call 1-800-343-4418. And dis
cover what a little character development can do 
for your writing. 

The P2200's 24-wire print head produces 
crisp, fully-formed characters for a 9-wire 
price . Which means you get print quality that 
people will stop and read . At a price that 
won't stop you. 

Of course, stand-out print quality is just 
one reason the P2200 is so outstanding. 

It sprints through 55 letter quality CPS 

NEC PRINTERS. IBEY ONLY STOP 
WHENYOUWANTlHEMID. 

NEC 
NEC Information Systems, Dept. 1610 , l-ll-l 1\.\assachu sctts Ave ., Boxborough , MA 01719. 







Now you can capture 
distributed data fast. From 
factory floor, field office, or 
corporate boardroom. Then 
transform it into brilliantly 
colored charts and graphs 
that turn data into com
petitive decisions. 

To make it happen, a single 
clear window, the Tek 4207 
color graphics termi-
nal , works with a 
singularly powerful 
programmable 
graphics library, 
CA-DISSPLA.™ The 
Tek 4207 lets you 
connect to IBM and 

DEC hosts simultaneously 
While industry-leading 
CA-DISSPLA offers device 
and CPU independence. 

So when you team the Tek 
4207 with CA-DISSPLA, you 
create an integrated graph
ics system for sophisticated 
visualization and top quality 
presentation graphics. 

Regardless of data source. 

And regardless of user. 
Highly flexible , menu-driven 
access capabilities, built-in 
graphics generating pro
grams, and full program
mability put the power of Tek 
and Computer Associates 
into the hands of novices 
and experienced users alike. 

Don't wait to draw the 
right conclusion 
about your graphics 
data needs. Call 
Tektronix today: 
1-800-225-5434. In 
Oregon, call 
1-235-7202. 
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News in Perspective 

OPTICAL SYSTEMS 

IBM, Customers Continue Work 
On Document Image Processor 
Although two MVS/ESA-and System/36-based 
ImagePlus systems are installed at pilot sites, the 
legwork continues as IBM enters an emerging market. 
BY MARSHAJ . FISHER 

The software code for man
aging image data on IBM's 
ImagePlus system has been 
completed following two pilot 
programs, but it will be the 
first quarter of 1989 before 
users will know when they 
can acquire the component of 
MYS needed for the system. 

The pilot programs for 
the MYS/ESA- and System/36-
based systems were conduct
ed at USAA Information Ser
vices in San Antonio and at 
Citibank in New York. The 
case management-style work 
flow software written for the 
System/36 ImagePlus sys
tem is still being modified to 
run on the new Application 
System/ 400 processors. 

ImagePlus was an
nounced in June, and it is 
IBM's entry into the emerging 
multimillion-doUar document 
image process ing market 
(see Software, Aug. 1, p. 80). 
Some questions exist con
cerning the number of termi
nal users that a midrange Sys
tem / 36 or AS/400 ImagePlus 
system can support. IBM con
firms that users who choose 
those systems will not be able 
to migrate later to the MYS/ 
ESA ImagePlus environment. 

Compromises Were Necessary 

"We felt it was impor
tant to bring to the market
place in mid-'88 all of the in
formation they [users] would 
need to plan for a complete, 
workable system," says IBM's 
Dave Liddell , manager of mar
keting programs, image appli
cation systems. 

IBM has said that its image 

based on the Personal Sys
tem/ 2 Micro Channel archi
tecture, will not be available 
until the first quarter of 1989. 

For the next six months 
or so, the ImagePlus systems 
will be available only through 
a Controlled Systems Instal
lation Program (CSIP), which 
IBM has set up specifically for 
the new product. An IBM 
spokesperson says that al
though "demand is outstrip
ping supply," IBM plans to 

work "actively" to install Sys
tem/36 ImagePlus systems 
in the fourth quarter of 1988, 
AS/ 400-based systems in the 
first quarter of 1989, and MYS/ 
ESA-based systems in the sec
ond quarter of 1989. 

Waiting for IBM Systems 

It's no surprise that the 
list of companies interested in 
the IBM system is mushroom
ing, despite the existence of 
more readily available image 

workstations, which will be USAA'S PLESUMS: Eventually, paper mail will be thrown out. 

processing systems from 
Wang Laboratories Inc., Plex
us Computers Inc., FileNet 
Corp., and 3M Corp. 

Some IBM users are in
terested in ImagePlus, but re
main cautious. Bob Langlois, 
senior systems consultant at 
the Blue Cross/Blue Shield 
Association, Chicago, says, 
"IBM is going to be given seri
ous consideration because we 
have a number of IBM main
frames in place. But we're not 
going to jump on it just be
cause it' s IBM," says Langlois. 

One user, responsible 
for introducing image pro
cessing to a large life insur
ance company, says, "Image
Plus is to image what CICS is to 
on-line; you don't buy CICS, 
put it up, and say, 'Let me see 
my on-line transaction regis
ter.' It doesn't work that 
way." The insurance compa
ny is expecting a proposal 
from IBM for a $5 million to 
$10 million ImagePlus sys
tem by the end of this month. 

" Conceptually," contin
ues the user, "what they've 
sent you in ImagePlus is IMS 
DBDC [Information Manage
ment System, Database Data 
Communications], a back
bone on which to lay out a 
database, populate it with in
formation, describe what the 
workstations look like, write 
the application tasks, and 
crank the thing up. " 

Scott McCready of CAP 
International, in Norwell, 
Mass., agrees, and adds that 
"the ability to manage the 
documents on a storage ba
sis-that portion of the prob
lem is well solved [in Image
Plus]. The key question IBM 
has recognized is that the 
work flow software has to sit 
on top of the operating sys- 0 

tern and the users shouldn't ~ 
have to be aware what envi- <ll 
ronment they are in." 

In choosing an Image
Plus environment from IBM, 
however, user s mus t be 
acutely aware of what their ul- E 
tin1ate image processing sys- ~ 
tern need will be, as no migra- ~ 
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CHOOSING THE WRONG 
DATA ENTRY SOFTWARE 

CAN BE UPSETTING 
TO YOUR SYSTEM. 

If you're considering changing your data entry system, you need to make the 
right decision. Choosing data entry software that's less than perfect can be 
upsetting to your system. FALCON and PC/FALCON can offer some fast relief. 

Quite simply, FALCON is the best data entry software you can buy. In the 
May 1987 DATAPRO Report on Software, FALCON topped the ratings 
in overall user satisfaction. DATAPRO said, "If you are in the market for a 
highly efficient, highly flexible data entry system, you owe it to yourself to 
look at FALCON:'* 

So call (800) 622-9292 and ask for our free FALCON video. Or ask about our 
free 30-day trial program. Either way, 
you'll see for yourself that FALCON 
is strong medicine for data entry 
headaches. 

FALCON runs with MVS/SP/XA and 
VSE/SP under CICS and stand-alone under 
VTAM. PC/FALCON runs under MS/DOS. 

FALCON and PC/FALCON are pro
prietary products of Phoenix Software 
Company, 5933 West Century Boulevard, 
Suite 1200, Los Angeles, CA 90045. 
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tion path exists between the 
AS/ 400 and System/ 36 and 
the MVS system. 

Specifically, according to 
two independent sources in 
the image processing market, 
the AS/ 400 and System/36 
systems are based on a single 
loca l area network. Both 
sources estimate that a single 
AS/ 400 or System/36 Image
Plus network could handle 
"10 to 20 very active termi
nals or 40 or 50 moderately 
active terminals." 

Customer Letters Captured 

At Citibank, two token 
rings, with four System/36s, 
are supporting 70 worksta
tions, between five and 10 
scanners, and an optical li
brary. The system is being 
used at Citibank to capture 
and retrieve letters sent in by 
customers regarding their 
credit card accounts. 

Liddell says, "The num
ber of 36s [required] is depen
dent on the [required] amount 
of magnetic storage and CICS 
transactions. A single S/36 
being able to support 15 to 20 
workstations, running an ap
plication similar to Citibank's, 
is a reasonable expectation. 
The AS/ 400 provides a lot 
more magnetic storage; that's 
one of the th ings that will 
make it attractive for image." 

Bob Wintermeier , an 
IBM senior market develop
ment administrator, adds, 
"Where you have two S/36s, 
you might be able to get by 
with one AS/400." 

IBM says that the number 
of terminals that can be con
nected to a single AS/ 400 net
work depends on the applica
tion. According to an IBM 
spokesperson, IBM has "con
structed the AS/ 400 system 
for up to 100 workstations. 
Over that, you would need an 
MVS system." 

Still , acco rding to 
sources, users that want to 
start with 50 terminals and ex
pand from there should "seri
ously consider" the MVS/ESA 
system, because they see no 
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end to the growth on that sys
tem. "You can't take any of 
the [AS/ 400] documents 
across [to the MVS/ESA sys
tem] because the documents 
are formatted differently and 
stored differently," says one 
industry source. 

To set up ImagePlus in 
an MVS/ESA environment, us
ers must have the Data Facili
ty Product (DFP) version 3. It 
is DFP version 3 availability 
that IBM will announce in the 

''NOT GO
ING TO JUMP 

ON IT JUST 
BECAUSE IT'S 

IBM." 

first quarter of 1989. 
Another difference be

tween the two environments, 
as they are set up at Citibank 
and USAA, is the way image 
and data are handled on the 
network. 

With the Citibank sys
tem, says Liddell, coded data 
and images are run on the 
same token ring network. 
However, with large MVS/ESA 
systems such as USAA's, 
which is expected to have 
1,000 terminals when com
plete, Wintermeier says, "We 
try to separate the two types 
into separate lines, to allow 
response times to be main
tained." 

Wintermeier points out 
that "if 1,000 [image] work
stations are asking for a 
megabyte of information 
each-that's a billion bytes of 
info rmation-and if you're 
trying to squeeze a [request 
for a] 100-byte [coded data] 
record in between," it could 
cause chaos. 

Charles Plesums, USAA's 
manager of image systems, 
says, "At first, our communi-

cations planners said, 'We will 
integrate image and data on 
the same network,' but as we 
got to the details, it turned out 
to be more economical to run 
them on separate networks 
within the building. But, long 
distance, we run them on the 
same communications con
troller and Tl line." 

IBM's planned PS/2-based 
high-resolution, large-screen 
monochrome landscape and 
portrait monitors will handle 
image and coded data, but IBM 
expects that many ImagePlus 
customers with lots of 3270 
terminals will choose a two
moni tor configuration. The 
systems in operation at USAA 
and Citibank both feature 
two-monitor configurations, 
with 3270s and modified ATS. 

Another seeming techni
cal anomaly is that the PS/2 
workstations will run under 
PC/DOS, because it is "what 
we have available right now," 
Liddell says. 

Still , IBM sees os/2 as 
the operating system of the 
future for imaging app lica
tions because, as Winter
meier says, it offers multiple 
sessions that you can't get 
easily from PC/DOS. 

Four Key Industries in CSIP 

The users asking to par
ticipate in the CSIP, according 
to Wintermeier, include 
members of the finance, in
surance, public sector, and 
transportation industries . 

Insurance provider 
USAA, which along with Citi
bank developed the frame
work of the system, expects 
its MYS-based ImagePlus sys
tem to eliminate all of its mail 
traffic, initially in its Property 
and Casualty Policy Services 
group. "Once we have the full 
population of terminals, the 
mail will never leave the mail 
room," Plesums says. 

USAA, Plesums says, is 
seeing two major kinds of sav
ings: one in s upport staff 
costs and the other in the effi
ciency of the staff using the 
system. USAA anticipates that 

it will save over $4 million per 
year in mail handling. Most 
firms he has talked to expect 
to save between $2,500 and 
$4,000 per user per year, Ple
sums says. While USAA 
doesn't yet have a good mea
sure of improved staff effi
ciency, it expects a 2% to 10% 
improvement in productivity. 

Plesums adds that USAA 
expect s to s tore recorded 
voice statements from cus
tomers in the second applica
tion of the system. 

Wintermeier says that 
one airline wants an Image
Pl us system to catalog the 
"tons of tickets they keep in a 
warehouse somewhere." Of
ten, the tickets have to be re
trieved for "strange" rea
sons, says Wintermeier, for 
example, for court cases in 
which someone claims that he 
or she was not on a flight, and 
the court needs the ticket as 
evidence. 

The Biggest Pile of Paper 

An image processing 
system being proposed by 
IBM and TRW Financial Ser
vices at the life ins ura nce 
company will be targeted at 
automating TRW's central rec
ords office, says a user close 
to the decision-making pro
cess. "When I began looking 
at image, central records was 
the Holy Grail, because it's 
the biggest pile of paper in the 
company. And this is a tech
nology that can not only solve 
the [paper] storage problem, 
but gives us access to the doc
uments. Central records had 
been looking at ways to solve 
the file handling problem, so it 
was open to ideas." 

The insurance user ex
pects IBM to propose an MVS/ 
ESA system because "we're 
looking toward a single ser
vice center, and we have been 
upgrading our mainframes for 
reasons entirely irrelevant to 
image. So I think ImagePlus 
could fit on the unused MIPS 
on our collection of 3090s. 
We've got heavy-duty MVS 
software." • 
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THE HAYES SMARTMODEM 1200." Perfect for the home office or 
w hen you have to bring the office home. 

THE HAYES V-SERIES SMARTMODEM 2400." With data compres
sion delivers 4800 bps and beyond with error-control over dial-up 
lines. PC-to-PC or PC-to-Host. 

THE HAYES SMARTMODEM 2400.T'" Higher speeds for business. Plus 
the ability to go from PC to any synchronous or asynchronous Host. 

THE HAYES V-SERIES SMARTMODEM 9600.T" Throughput of 19.200 
bps with error-control. PC-to-PC. PC-to-Host. Or PC-to-LAN. Over dial
up lines. © 1988 Hayes Microcomputer Products. Inc. 
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At Hayes we make a number 

of different modems. Stand-alone 

and internal. No one is right for 

everyone. but one is right for you. 

Whether your communication 

needs are PC-to-PC. PC-to-Host. or 

PC-to-Network. we have the modem 

that will best address the specific 

tasks you need completed. 

And we have the perfect com

panion software. because we design 

it ourselves. Our Smartcom family 

of software offers a full range of 

capabilities that will satisfy the 

communication needs of both the 

NOONE MODEM 
IS RIGHT FOR EVERYBODY. 

UNLESS IT'S A HAYES. 
power user and the novice. 

We've also created peripheral 

and enhancement products designed 

to expand your system and improve 

its overall performance. 

The sum of these products is a 

company that provides users total 

solutions to all their communication 

problems. Using ordinary 

dial-up phone lines. 

So while it's not true 

that one modem is right 

for everybody. it may very well be 

true that one modem maker is. 

For your nearest Hayes dealer. call 800-635-1225. Hayes Microcomputer Products. Inc .. P.O. Box 105203. Atlanta. GA 30348. ~S~ 
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News in Perspective 

OPERATING SYSTEMS 

Hewlett-Packard Spectrum 
Users Migrate Slowly to New OS 
The long-awaited MPE-XL 1.1 release has some users 
moving smoothly to HP' s newer line of RISC machines 
while others adopt a wait-and-see attitude. 
BY SUSAN KER R 

Conjuring up memories of the 
grea t co la wars, Hewle tt
Packard customers are calling 
their non-RISC line of mini
computers "Classic 3000s." 

No, that doesn't mean 
that HP's newer line of Spec
trum RISC systems are analo
gous to Coca-Cola's ill-fated 
"New Coke." Or so HP execu
tives hope. But just as gro
cers were hesitant to bump 
"Class ic Coke" from their 
shelves, some HP users have 
been hesitant to upgrade to 
the long-awaited commercial 
minicomputer line. 

For some, the reason is 
simple. HP has had barely suf
ficient operating system sup
port for the commercial Spec
trum systems, referred to as 
the HP 3000 Series 9xx Preci
sion Architecture machines. 
From the date of the first ship
ment of a 9xx member, it has 
taken HP a year to release an 
operating system considered 
accep tabl e by many of it s 
minicomputer customers . 

Operating systems, the 
bane o f HP 's co mmercial 
Spectrum developme nt e f
fort, were the main culprits 
behind the 9xx family's well
publicized nine-month delay 
in going to market. Now that 
members of the 9xx fa mily 
are shipping, HP says that it is 
ecstatic with their successes, 
even while customers caution 
of incomplete systems. 

HP Faces Its Future 

Give HP credi t though. 
With Spectrum, it's attempt
ing to move to a brand-new 
hardware platform that will 
carry the company through 

the next decade. It is also try
ing to ensure that old applica
tions written under its propri
etary MPE operating system 
can be migrated. 

Last July, HP began con
trolled shipments of MPE-XL 
1.1 for the 9xx family. Since 
August, all 925 and 950 sys
tems have shipped with this 
vers ion. MPE-XL is the new op
erating system designed ex-

Spectrum s ys te ms until re
lease 1.1 is a reality. 

"I was about to have a 
950 installed but I told HP not 
to deliver it without 1.1," says 
N.M. Silverman, dp manager 
for Mercantile Mutual Life In
surance Co. Ltd. , Sydney, 
Australia. His reasoning is un
derstandable . " 1.1 works," he 
says, " LO doesn't." When HP 
s hippe d its fir st Spectrum 

LONGS' ENCARNACION: "1.1 is the first real operating system." 

pressly for commercial Preci
sion Architecture machines. 
Chief among its features is 
user-mapped fil e access, 
which means disk files are 
mapped directly into the vir
tual address space. Older, 
non-RISC 3000s run MPE-V and 
its predecessors. (HP also 
sells a technical Spectrum line 
running Unix. See "Unix and 
MPE Share HP R&D Dollars"). 

Faced with MPE-XL's his
tory, some customers have 
become understandably skit
tish. Several have gone so far 
as to delay receipt of thei r 

business system (the HP 3000 
Series 930 in August 1987), it 
went out the door with MPE-XL 
1.0 software. 

Apparently, Silverman is 
not alone in his assessment. 
HP Commercial System s 
Group genera l manager 
Douglas Spreng ack now l
edges a "softening" of orders 
during the wa it for release 
1.1. 

In going from MPE-XL 1.0 
to 1.1 , HP had to fix several 
hundred software bugs. Dave 
Hoover , HP product market
ing manager for MPE systems, 

sums up 1.1 as "improved 
performance, fun ctionality , 
and re liability ." He claims 
that 1.1 boasts 20% to 30% 
performance gain over 1.0 on 
average. 

" 1.1 is the first real oper
ating system," says Osias En
carnacion, technical s upport 
analyst for Longs Drug Stores 
Inc ., Waln u t Cree k, Ca lif. 
Longs is an important account 
for HP; the drug chain current
ly has two top-of-the-line 950 
systems and was one of the 
first sites for the newer 935. 

Improvements Noticed 

In moving to 1.1, Longs 
noticed pe rformance and 
fun ctionality gains . HP's Tur
bo lmage database system un
derwent " vast" performance 
improvements, according to 
Encarnacion. 

The Albuquerque Pub
lish ing Co. , Albuqu e rqu e, 
N.Mex., has two 950s in
stalled. With 1.1, HP did fix 
seve ral major bugs, agrees 
Albuquerque MIS director 
De brah Whitake r , but s he 
says that the system some
times loses its logging 
capability. 

According to HP, the lat
est operating system version 
supports more than 20 new 
peripheral products; commu
nications capab ilities have 
been added; and other techni
cal improvements, s uch as 
the removal of all serializa
tions in the Image database to 
speed up performance. 

" With 1.1 software, we 
support virtually all the soft
ware and peripherals s up
ported on MPE-V," says 
Hoover. 

A brand-new architec
ture means e nhance m e nts 
are an everyday occurrence. 
MPE-XL 1.2 is expected to be 
released late this year or in 
the first quarter of 1989. 

Looking ahead, HP' s j 
Hoove r predicts that there • 
will be n1ore con1plete con1- t5 
n1unications support, particu- ~ 
larly for point-to-point wide ~ 
area networking. In addition , j 
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Work with BMC 
DB2 can be a lot more work than you expected with quite a bit 
less help than you need. But when you've got BMC Software's 
comprehensive set of data base administration tools- which 
include standard interfaces and integrated function-you can 
reduce your costs and make your work fast, easy and error-free. 

082 ALTER- provides complete support for changing, copying 
and migrating DB2 data structures; includes data conversions, 
authorization-id switching and restart capabilities. 

082 CATALOG MANAGER-gives quick and easy catalog 
information, execution of SQL DDL and DB2 utilities, audit logs 
and extended SQL function. 

082 DASO MANAGER-controls the life cycle of physical 
objects with comprehensive space analysis statistics; also in
cludes space estimation, AMS command and utility jobstream 
generation and action triggers. 

DATA PACKER 'M/082-reduces DASO requirements for DB2 
tables an average of 50% to 70%; reduces EXCPs. 

082 REORG PLUS-reorganizes DB2 tables 4-10 times faster 
than the supplied DB2 utility; provides dual image copy and 
statistical history. 

For more information or to begin a 30-Day-Plus Free Trial of 
any or all of these products, complete and return this coupon or 
call BMC Software, Inc., The Complete 082 Company.™ 

In the U.S. and Canada: 1-800-841-2031 
In Texas, call collect: 713-240-8800 Japan (03) 837-8651 
France (16-1) 48 77 77 77 United Kingdom (0276) 24622 
Italy (02) 48193845 West Germany (069) 664060 

r-----------------------------------------, 
I BMC Software, Inc. rn~© I 
: P.O. Box 2002 0 
: Sugar Land, TX 77487-2002 0 

! 1 •90~:~~1!c~~~~-!aoo SOFTWARE 
Contact me about: 

Free More 
Trial Into 
D D DB2 ALTER 
0 D DB2 CATALOG MANAGER 
D D DB2 DASO MANAGER 
D D DATA PACKER '" /DB2 
D D DB2 REORG PLUS 
D D Al l BMC DB2 products 

Title ___________________ _ 

Company _ _ __________ _____ _ 

Address __________________ _ 

City _ ___ _____ State/Prov. ___ Zip/P.C. --
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X.25 capability will be up and 
running. Currently, some of 
these communications func
tions require an intermediary 
MPE-V-based system. 

Work Remains To Be Done 

Yet there is a lot of work 
to be done. Despite ga ins 
seen by users running the 9xx 
systems-Longs reports cut
ting the run time of its payroll 
application in half-there are 
many HP loyalists who see lit
tle advantage in signing up to 
the new computers now. As 
expected with a project this 
size, shaking most of the bugs 
out is a huge task. 

Norton Co., Stow, Ohio, 
is waiting until next year to 
upgrade its non-RISC HP 3000 
Series 70 and Micro 3000XE. 
Michael Molli, Norton's man
ager of computer services, 
says the 9xx series needs bet
ter communications facilities. 

"The drawback we 

found going with the 950 this 
early," says Molli, "is that the 
OS changes are not far enough 
along to give the X.25 capabil
ity we need." 

"The people who abso
lutely had to have a 900 series 
have ordered it," says Scott 
Hirsh, technical support man
ager for RCM Capital Manage
ment, San Francisco. "The 
people who can are waiting." 

Nonetheless, it appears 
that even with 1.0 and all its 
software patches, the people 
who have made the great mi
gration have done so relative
ly easily. One user of a 925LX, 
who asked not to be identi
fied, reports that "migration 
to compatibility mode went 
smoothly." 

To migrate to the Preci
sion Architecture 3000s, HP 
users ideally need to be up on 
MPE version V /E. Other re
quirements include convert
ing the Image/V database to 

Turboimage/V. 
For higher performance 

native mode operations, us
ers must be using the latest 
versions of languages. 

Just how many users 
want or need to take the extra 
step and convert to native 
mode is yet to be seen. Sur
prising many users, HP re
ports that programs under 
compatibility mode run at 
85% the rate of native mode. 
The company believes that 
some users will not welcome 
the bother of having to recom
pile to native mode to make 
up the difference. 

Delineating the Issues 

Then there is the back
wards compatibil ity issue. 
Customers who want to con
tinue with both MPE-XL and 
MPE-V systems may do better 
by sticking with compatibility 
mode. In addition, there is the 
hidden but expensive issue of 

disk and memory require
ments under Spectrum, par
ti cularly in native mode, 
where users may need at least 
20% more disk space, com
pared with the older 3000s. 
That increase is not as sig
nificant under compatibility 
mode. 

The MPE-XL operating 
system itself reportedly takes 
up 300MB of memory, many 
times more than is the case 
with MPE-V. Everything else 
about the system is bigger, 
however, and extra storage 
and memory shouldn' t be un
expected, say HPers. 

Eliminating the sur
prises is what both HP and its 
users want. Its user base re
mains committed, saying that 
despite all the delays and up
heaval, HP's competition 
hasn't come up with a more 
convincing story. Even so, it 
may take several releases of 
MPE-XL to remove all doubt. • 

Unix and MPE Share HP Research &Development Dollars 
No matter when, where, how, or why, if there's a computer 
standards meeting taking place, it's a good bet that someone 
from Hewlett-Packard is there. 

HP loves standards. But it also produces and furthers 
many proprietary products, not the least of which is its 15-
year-old MPE operating system for the 3000 mini line. 

During the last couple of years, most news of MPE has 
centered around the delays in upgrading the system to run on 
the new RISC-based Spectrum hardware platform. This is in 
sharp contrast to HP's work on (and somewhat surprising suc
cess with) Unix. In 1982, HP announced its version of Unix, 
called HP-UX, an amalgamation of System V and 4.2. HP-UX 
runs on its 9000 line of technical workstations. HP is involved 
with many Unix groups, including the Open Software Founda
tion, which, along with IBM and others, it helped form. Inevita
bly, the question arises as to MPE's future in a 
standards-driven world. 

"Our strategy is to have twin towers," explains Doug 
Spreng, HP's Commercial Systems Group general manager. 
Currently, development dollars at HP are equally split be
tween Unix and MPE. While the lines between technical and 
commercial systems are blurring, he maintains that MPE is 
clearly tuned to the commercial marketplace and to jobs such 
as transaction processing. Unix, however, is undergoing a 
very high growth rate and HP sees commercial uses for it, par
ticularly in the financial sector. 

Spreng adds bluntly: "You'd have to be stupid to drop a 
proprietary operating system." Proprietary typically means 
that customers are locked in, and that usually translates into 
bigger bucks for vendors. The MPE user base is extremely 
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loyal. In fact, some 3,000 users think spending 50% of R&D 
dollars on Unix is way out of line. 

"MPE is fairly easy to learn," says Bud Beamguard, HP 
systems manager for Syntex Inc., Palo Alto. The simplicity 
and the fine-tuning for many commercial database applica
tions is important to MPE's fans. 

Unix still represents freedom to others. "You don't see 
Microsoft coming out with packages for MPE," says Tim 
Chase, vp for Corporate Computer Systems Inc., a Holmdel, 
N.J., company that offers HP-compatible products. 

HP is trying to create a synergy between Unix and MPE. It 
is leveraging development efforts by creating common com
pilers and SQL database technology for both. One thing that 
isn't likely to be moved over, though, is HP's popular MPE
based Image database. Although it would be a roughly six
month project to put that on Unix, HP has its hands full with 
other projects and feels that Unix users want industry stan
dard tools. 

What's next? According to Joel Birnbaum, vp and general 
manager of HP's Information Architecture Group, "We will 
also do research to understand whether the running of those 
environments [MPE and Unix] on a common kernel-which 
would really be a utopian fantasy if we could accomplish it
might be possible. But I don't think it will be for at least anoth
er five to seven years." Other possibilities are providing com
mon interfaces between Unix and MPE systems so that source 
code could be compiled to run on both sets. 

Spreng says putting MPE and Unix on the same kernel "is 
a neat technical dream, but customers don't want it. They 
want interoperability between systems." 
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AT&T \a-te~and-te' \ n 1 : creator of the 
UNIX® Operating System 2 : developer of 
the foremost UNIX System training program 
3 : the source of comprehensive training for 
the entire computer industry 

AT&T defines 
computer training. 

AT&T invented the UNIX 
Operating System, and no one 
else can teach you more about it. 
But the UNIX System is just part 
of what AT&T can teach you 
about computers. We off er a 
complete range of training pro
grams, including 135 individual 
courses in five curriculums: 
• UNIX System and C Lan
guage- Up-to-date training in 
System V Release 3, including 
basic, intermediate, and 
advanced levels. 
• Data Communications 
and Networking- We'll help 
you get your computers talking 
to each other efficiently. 
• Database Management
Learn to design and manage a 
business database. 
• Business Applications and 
Personal Computers
Practical instruction, from word 
processing to spreadsheets. 
• AT&T Computers- We'll 
teach you to install, maintain, 
and operate our 3B product line. 

You can learn from AT&T 
at professional training centers 

nationwide. Or we'll send our 
instructors right to you. We even 
offer low-cost videotape instruc
tion that lets you train at your 
own pace and convenience. 

You 'll appreciate the quality 
of our training. Our AT&T instruc
tors average at least a decade of 
experience. And classes are small, 
just one student per terminal, 

so you 'll receive lots of valuable 
personal attention. 

For definitive computer 
training, AT&T is the only right 
choice. Call or write now for 
course details. 
AT&T COMPUTER TRAINING. 
Come right to the source. 
1-800-247-1212, ex t. 829. 
Or send in the coupon below. 

© 1988AT&T '-----------------------, 
Registrar , AT&TTraining, P.O. 13ox 45038,Jacksonville, FL 32232 9974 

I YES! I'd like to come right to the source for cornputer training. Please rush rne rnore information I 
I about: D Videotape Training in UNIX® Systern, C Language, and Shell Command Language I 
I Or course descriptions and schedules for: I 
I D UNIX System and C Language D Database Managemern I 
I D DatJ Comrnunications and etworking D AT&T 38 Computers I 

o Business Applications and Personal Cornputers 
I I 

Name(Ple:t.;;eprim) ____________ _ 

I I 
Ti1k Phone ( J 

~~ I 
M- I 
City _________ State ___ Zip __ I 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _?~~01~ 

- AT&T 
The right choice. 
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SYSTEM OVERHAULS 

The Blues Take the IS Cure: 
The Prognosis Is Good 
Buffeted by HMOs and others, Blue Cross/Blue 
Shield is pouring large sums into IS t0 develop 
new products and faster services. 
BY GARY McWILLIAMS 

In the 1950s, there were three primary 
colors in American life: white, black, and 
blue. All refrigerators were white, all 
telephones were black, and health insur
ance was blue. Three decades later, tele
phones come in a rainbow of colors, the 
modern icebox in dozens of hues, and 
Blue Cross/Blue Shield, once the undis
puted leader in health insurance, is fight
ing to regain its former glory-and infor
mation systems are playing a key role in 
the struggle. 

Known as the Blues, the health care 
groups have been under plenty of strain 
lately. Enrollments, although stabilized 
after several years of decline, remain 
well below their 1980 peak. In 1966, over 
40% of Americans with health insurance 
got their coverage through the Blues; to
day, only about 30% do, according to sta
tistics compiled by the Health Insurance 
Association of America. 

Competition-especially coming 
from health maintenance organizations 
(HMOs)-is partly to blame. Little known 
back in the 1960s, HM Os are solid alterna
tives to traditional group plans. Soaring 
health care costs, which drove up insur
ance premiums, have made the Blues and 
other traditional group plan insurers 
easy targets for HMOs. One fast-growing 
northeast HMO now describes itself as 
"the cure for the blues" in a not-so-subtle 
swipe at its competitor 's rates. 

Enrollments also are being 
squeezed by self-insurance programs. 
Corporations, which account for the bulk 
of the group plan business, are turning to 
self-insurance to lower their health care 
bills. Taken together, these enrollment 
losses are causing havoc among the 
Blues. Last year, the 77 regional plans 
within Blue Cross/Blue Shield suffered 
nearly $2 billion in combined losses. 

Despite their losses, the Blues indi
vidually and collectively are investing 

huge sums in information systems to re
verse the slide. Massive development 
programs to centralize a hodgepodge of 
discrete systems and newer develop
ment syndicates have become as com
monplace among the Blues as the color 
itself once was to health insurance. Not 
surprisingly, many are also forming their 
own HMOs to lure back group plan mem
bers. Blues-sponsored HMOs, despite a 
late start, are growing faster than the in
dustry rate. A spring tally by InterStudy, 
an Excelsior, Minn., HMO research and 
consulting group, credits the Blues with 
about 15% of HMO enrollments nation
wide compared to 11% in1985. 

"Until recently, the Blues were iso
lated from the competitive pressures 
that the private [insurance] carriers 
faced," notes Gregory de Lissovoy, a 
professor of health economics at Johns 
Hopkins University in Baltimore. 
"They're now being forced to become 
more competitive." 

Trying To Change the Image 

It is still too early to predict any sig
nificant recovery, but these IS invest
ments are changing the image and IS or-
ganizations within the Blues forever. • 

"A Blue Cross/Blue Shield [plan] is E" 
(.'.) 

no different from any commercial [insur- ~ 
er], " says Richard Farinholt, general £ 

manager and chief operating officer of Q 

HealthNet, the information services arm J 
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of BC/BS of Virginia. "We're a totally in
formation-dependent industry." 

For instance, Blue Cross/Blue 
Shield of Virginia hopes to complete 
within three years a $40 million installa
tion of new membership, claims, and ana
lytical systems. Massachusetts Blue 
Cross/Blue Shield is two years into an 
equally ambitious IS program that calls 
for replacing most of its current systems 
in the 1990s. In both instances, they are 
building new systems around IBM's 
newest and largest "S" series main
fra mes, the DB2 database, and the 
MVS/ESA operating system. 

Similar overhauls are under way or 
were recently concluded at Blue 
Cross/Blue Shield organizations in 
Maryland, Missouri, New York, Western 
Pennsylvania, and Washington, D.C. 
Dozens of others are dropping their tra
ditional independence and joining sys
tems and network alliances with the 
same intent. 

"For over 50 years," says William]. 
Skowyra, senior vice president of infor
mation systems BC/BS of Missouri, "the 
Blues have had a provincial mind-set. Ev
erybody did their own thing under the as
sumption that what works in Virginia 
won't work in Missouri. There's a real
ization that may be antiquated now." 

Skowyra manages an operation that 
provides systems for one of two Blues 

Behind the News 

BLUE CROSS/BLUE SHIELD MISSOURI'S 
SKOWYRA: Ending a pravincial mind-set. 

syndicates organized to seek national 
corporations. The syndicates compete 
for business considered too large or geo
graphically spread out for a single plan. 

"It wasn't until the last 10 years that 
commercial insurers became major com
petitors," explains Louis DeMaria, vp of 
the information services division at Em
pire Blue Cross / Blue Shield, Albany, 

I HMOs' Health Leads Blue Cross to IT Cure 
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N.Y. "I think as a group, the Blues are 
recognizing we've got to do things better 
and start using technology." 

The newfound competition is obvi
ous in areas beside HMOs. Empire and 
Massachusetts Blue Cross/Blue Shield 
recently competed with one another for 
all the health insurance business of 
Nynex Corp. , the regional telephone 
company in New York and the six New 
England states. Nynex chose to continue 
splitting business between the pair. 

"If you went back to 1979 and asked 
how many products we offered, it was 
one or two," says Marcel L. Gamache, 
senior vp of information services at Mas
sachusetts Blue Cross/Blue Shield. "In a 
year or two, there will be 15 or 20." 

The Effect of Taxation Changes 

The changes are found throughout 
the business. Where once the Blues 
could rely on tax exemptions and dis
counts from hospitals and physicians to 
provide full coverage at cut-rate prices, 
such Blues-only perks are gone or no 
longer exclusive. Federal' tax reform 
took away the Blues' tax-exempt status, 
and commercial insurers have won their 
own service discounts by creating pre
ferred provider organizations. 

The present emphasis on building 
new and consolidated systems says a lot 
about the evolution of the Blues. Histori
cally, the nonprofit insurers won their 
market dominance as a result of such tax 
advantages and close ties with hospitals, 
physicians, and other providers. While 
the relationships provide a source of ser
vice discounts, they also encouraged the 
development of discrete systems. In the 
early 1980s, the drawbacks of such sys
tems began cropping up. 

As health care costs skyrocketed, 
employers who foot most health insur
ance bills began demanding more and fre
quent information on their employees' 
claims. Systems designed to quickly cap
ture and process claims for health care 
providers proved ill-suited to respond to 
the employers' requests for information. 

At the same time, heightened com
petition from commercial insurers and 
others was forcing the Blues to develop 
new products. More systems, still re
flecting the discrete approach, were add
ed. "The systems [that] we have evolved 
from a time when products were techni
cally simple and discrete," explains Ed
ward A. Foley, assistant vice president of 
corporate systems at Massachusetts 
Blue Cross/ Blue Shield. 
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Behind the News 

Role Model 
National Capital Area Blue Cross/Blue Shield was among the 
earliest plans to develop a strategy to deal with inadequate 
systems. Where others lost business by failing to act, the Na
tional Capital Area plan revamped operations to better com
pete with commercial insurers, and it now claims some 
significant victories. 

Like so many others since, the National Capital Area plan 
decided in 1983 that it could no longer operate its myriad 
claims systems and provide adequate service. Its $25 million 
to $30 million systems centralization and replacement pro
gram grew out of that single realization, says Michael F. Long, 
vp and general manager of the special accounts business unit. 
"Our systems were organized by lines of business-doctors, 
hopsitals, subscribers-in such a way that did not focus on the 
customer. We had to bring them together to create the cus
tomer focus." 

Initially, the plan decided to replace nine claims process
ing systems with a single integrated claims processing sys
tem, and a current program to replace membership and billing 
systems continues the effort, says Long. Commercial insur
ers began to make inroads into Blue accounts in the 1970s 
because "we didn't put the same emphasis on the processing 

and servicing side of the business as the commercial insur
ers," says Long. "We've recognized that now." 

The payoff is coming in. Last year, the National Capital 
Area plan captured a prized contract with Washington Metro 
Airport Authority. Competition included Aetna Life & Casu
alty Co. and Cigna Corp. More important, the contract is seen 
as proof that a systems approach to service can work for the 
Blues. "We were able to demonstrate we could deliver the 
customer services they wanted," boasts Long. 

A separate contract award with Bell Atlantic Corp., Phila
delphia, shows how the National Capital Area plan matched its 
centralized systems to improve service. The contract covers 
Bell Atlantic employees scattered among seven mid-Atlantic 
states. Claims are processed centrally by the Washington, 
D.C., plan even as other services are handled by local BC/ BS 
operations. "There is no longer any local interpretation to 
claims handling," explains Mary Stetler, a National Capital 
Area staff assistant. "A Bell Atlantic employee in New Jersey 
receives the same service delivery as another in D.C." 

"Finally," Long says, "we're able to deliver the same 
consistency of service as a national insurer and still provide 
local provider discounts through affiliate plans." 

Keeping up w1th data transfer requirements can be a high-speed chase in several different directions. 
Network DataMover is the one vehicle that can take you where you're headed. With automated file 
transfer and production features that are technology independent. 
Network OataMoverx is a registered trademark of The Systems Center, Inc., I BM "' is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp., 

DEC™. and VMS 1
'" are trademarks of Dil!ita l Eouioment Corp .. Tandem"" is a trademark of Tandem Computers. Inc. 
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Massachusetts Blue Cross/Blue 
Shield's cadre of systems are typical of 
many larger plans. It currently operates 
between 12 and 15 separate claims sys
tems for hospitals, dentists, physicians, 
pharmacists, and others. The Washing
ton, D.C., plan at one time had nine sepa
rate claims processing systems, and the 
Oregon BC/ BS plan had five claims sys
tems. While the separate additions 
helped the Blues match the products 
available from the competition, they 
have strangled attempts to deliver infor
mation in a uniform and timely manner. 

Problems from the lack of integra
tion showed up first in claims processing 
systems. Commercial insurers, whose 
broader product lines fitted centralized IS 
operations, successfully lured corporate 
accounts with their ability to rapidly de
liver information on claims. For example, 
in July, Massachusetts Blue Cross/Blue 
Shield lost to John Hancock Mutual Life 
Insurance Co., Boston, a nearly $1 billion 
health insurance management contract 
with the state of Massachusetts. Loss of 

the contract, which ended Blue Cross/ 
Blue Shield's 12-year relationship with 
the state, was tied to the commercial in
surer's ability to deliver information on 
employee claims more quickly. 

The lack of integration among sys
tems is well documented. "A lot of our 
customers either demanded through 
RFPs or indicated in discussions with us 
they would like to see a more integrated 
service," says vp Foley, who is oversee
ing the plan's development program. 

Seeking an Integrated System 

Even though the problems of sys
tems that focused on health care provid
ers instead of customers was apparent as 
early as the 1970s, the Blues' initial at
tempt at centralizing systems involved a 
cooperative effort to produce an inte
grated system all could use. The devel
opment was fraught with dissention and 
delays. The resulting software is used at 
a few plans today, but the effort kept 
many plans from beginning their own de
velopment programs earlier. 

So, too, did a lack of management 
support for new systems, say IS execu
tives. It may be no coincidence that many 
of the plans that have major ongoing de
velopment efforts have had recent man
agement changes. "I grew up with the 
management that literally started the 
business, and dp was always a thorn in 
their side because it was so expensive," 
says Empire Blue Cross/Blue Shield's 
DeMaria. "Only in the last three to four 
years, when those managers retired, did 
that change." 

Looking ahead, the Blues' systems 
are increasingly centralized and custom
er-oriented. With changes ranging from 
telephone deregulation to health insur
ance, few expect a return to the halcyon 
days of the 1960s. 

"Right now, maintaining market 
share is a significant accomplishment," 
says Michael F. Long, vp and general 
manager special business unit, National 
Capital Area Blue Cross/Blue Shield, 
Washington, D.C. "The competition has 
become that much tougher." • 

NDM also expedites applications like disaster recovery, intercompany data exchange, central software 
support and lights-out operations. So contact The Systems Center if you'd like to accelerate your data 
transfer capabilities with NDM.1-800-292-0104, 214-550-0318 _ .. Th N k D ta M C 
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Stratus and SYBASE,® two masters 
of on-line transaction processing, worked 
hand-in-hand to develop SQL/2000 for the 
Stratus XA'"2000 architecture. Result: The 
first distributed RDBMS that sum1ounts 
the demands of OLTP and meshes with work
stations of your choice. 

I 
CHANGE THE RULES OF YOUR 
DATABASE ON-LINE, ACROSS 
YOUR NETWORK. While many 
• RDBMSs let you make on-line 

changes at the data level, SQL/2000 takes 
you deeper: You can change the rules that 
dictate how your business is carried out
and effect that change across your network 
without a ripple in the workflow. 
That's because the rules that run 
your business are enforced 

MODEL 70 

MODEL50 

centrally in the database. You make changes 
in one location for your entire network. And 
you never touch your application code. 

2PROCESS AT OLTP SPEED. 
Designed specially for OLTP, SQL/ 
2000 is the fastest around. It was 

• built on the requester/server 
model, uniquely suiting it to Stratus' multi
processor architecture. You simply add 
requesters and servers as your business 
expands without degrading performance. 
And since SQL/2000 is built into the Stratus 
Virtual Operating System (VOS®), the data
base foundation comes with every system. 

3PRESERVE YOUR STRATUS 
INVESTMENT. You might have 
expected SQL/2000 to offer full data 

• integrity. Distributed processing. 

I 

The XA2000 family of on-line transaction processing systems. 

Circle 21 on Reader Card 

Easy, modular growth. But maybe you didn't 
expect that your current Stratus files are 
easily integrated into SQL/2000 without any 
conversions. That's because SQL/2000 and 
VOS share the same query language and 
interface, making SQL/2000 the most pro
ductive environment for programmers. 

4
INTEGRATE WORKSTATIONS 
OF YOUR CHOICE. Compatible 
with SYBASE, SQL/ 2000 lets you 

• integrate applications with a broad 
range of workstations. Utilizing Suns and 
other UNIX-based workstations, IBM PCs, 
PS/2s, and soon Macintoshes as intelligent 
workstations, SQL/2000 brings 0 LTP to the 
local level on the workstation of your choice. 

5 PLUG INTO AN UNRIVALED 
SERVICE NETWORK. Every 
Stratus user is united with the 

• most sophisticated and successful 
on-line 24-hour remote service network in 
the industry. 

For more information on doing business 
by your own rules, call your local Stratus 
representative or phone (617) 460-2192. 

---- -=:...=-~=-=-=--~~ =-=-® --------- ---......._ _ _,. ------ -~ - ----..... -.. ------........ ._.. ••• LP 

The OLTP Database Solution. 



NTERNAT 

This article is based on the results of a re
cent study called "International Infor
matics Policy-From Participation to 
Regulation, " which was compiled by a 
team of researchers headed by managing 
consultant Roman Krawec at Logica 
Consultancy Ltd., London. 

he balance of power in the 
informatics industry is con
tinuing to move East, de
spite attempts by IS 
corporations and govern
ments in the U.S. and Eu
rope to maintain a com

petitive dominance. That industry shift, 
combined with fundamental changes in 
technology, has led to new international 
trading patterns and new pressures on 
Western IS companies. 

Equally important is the way the 
shift is forcing governments around the 
world to adapt their industrial policies 
and strategies to cope with the new infor
matics environment. The consequences 
for government policymakers have been 
threefold: a move away from direct inter
vention and toward regulation; a focus on 
the demand side of the industry rather 
than the supply side; and less protection
ism of local markets in favor of moves to 

0 N A L 

attract international vendors and multi
national users. The technology changes 
underlying this trend have become obvi
ous to many observers. 

The covergence of computing and 
telecommunications, together with the 
increasing internationalization of the in
formatics industry, means that informa
tion handling demands new solutions 
from users and suppliers alike. The infor
matics environment is extremely dynam
ic, with technological change driving 
rapid changes in industry structure and 
usage. 

Alongside these changes has come 
a shift in the technological balance of 
power. Many of the developments that 
formed the basis of the early informatics 
industry such as telex, television, and the 
first generation of thermionic valve com
puters, have .their origins in Europe. The 
development of the transistor and inte
grated circuits resulted in a shift in domi
nance to the U.S., typified during the 
postwar period by the successes of AT&T 
and IBM. 

Today, however, it's the Japanese 
electronics giants such as NEC, Toshiba, 
Fujitsu, and Hitachi that appear best po
sitioned to exploit the developments of a 
new information age. Their corporate 

Shifts in 
Global 
IS Trade 

In the last few years, 
there's been a distinct shift 
in the balance of power of 
the international IS industry 
toward the Pacific. That 
shift, along with changes in 
technology, have forced the 
world's governments to 
concentrate on demand
side intervention and to 
change from being local 
players in the industry to 
international referees be
tween vendors and users. 
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NTERNAT 

structure is typically vertically integrat
ed, with interests ranging from compo
nent manufacture through computers 
and communications to consumer elec
tronics and broadcasting. 

Governments have played a major 
role at each stage in the development of 
the informatics industry. The direction 
and aims of government intervention 
vary between countries that have chosen 
a complete espousal of free market 
forces-such as the U.S.-to those that 
have traditionally taken a more conserva
tive or structured approach, such as 
France, West Germany, or Sweden. 
Nevertheless, some common trends are 
evident. 

The telephone authorities (PTTs) in 
Europe, typically state monopolies, pro
vided both a pool of technical expertise 
and a protected market for the develop
ing national suppliers in the past. The so-

0 N A L 

called military-industrial complex in the 
U.S., meanwhile, has funded successive 
generations of research and develop
ment initiatives through the nuclear 
weapons program, the space program, 
and, most recently, the Strategic De
fense Initiative (SDI). The Ministry of In
ternational Trade and Industry in Japan, 
often known as "Mighty MITI," provided 
the vision and research direction that has 
enabled the Japanese companies to leap 
ahead of their American and European 
counterparts. 

This type of direct participatory in
tervention in the supply side of the infor
matics industry-where the state holds 
direct control of telecommunications, in
vests directly in R&D programs, and sup
ports national champions such as !CL in 
the U.K., and Siemens in West Germa
ny-is becoming less relevant as the 
supply-side pressures become more 

Balance of Trade in Computing and Communications 
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Shifts In 
Global 
IS Trade 

internationalized. 
An examination of the global sales 

of the top 10 suppliers in informatics 
(which includes a broad range of technol
ogies, from telephones to data process
ing systems) holds some surprises. Only 
two of the top 10 in 1987 were U.S.
owned, compared with four Japanese 
suppliers (see "Global Informatics In
dustry Top 10, 1987"). Of comparable in
terest is the fact that five of the top 10 are 
telecommunications operators. They 
are: NTT in Japan; AT&T; the Deutsche 
Bundespost (the German PTT); British 
Telecom; and the French PTT, known as 
the DGT. 

In addition to these shifting patterns 

IT'S MIGHTY 
MITI THAT 

PROVIDES THE 
VISION THAT 
KEEPS JAPAN 

AHEAD OF THE 
REST. 
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AS/400 
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TOPCALL allows each AS/4()() user to 
send and receive telexes from his desk 
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SPOT THE 

Not difficult! But where were you when the 
picture was taken? 
Not everyone likes fishing , but if you would like 
more time for living, for playing, then you 
should know about Mercante. That's the name 
of a company on the outskirts of Copenhagen 
which is dedicated to ending office drudgery. 
They make the Photon Im ager I, a new heavy
duty multi-user/network printer. It prints com
plex graphics and text at 25 ppm, and it can print 
three different jobs simultaneously, sort and 
collate the print-out ready for stapling. 



llFFERENCE 

Forget about photocopying a single print-out -
time's too valuable. 
Photon Imager I is packed with the latest tech
nology to do your work faster. To make life 
more enjoyable and leisure time more fun. 
If fishing's not your game - how about a round 
of golf? 

MERCANTE 
29 MIDTAGER · P.O. BOX 265 · DK-2605 BROENDBY · DENMARK 
PHON E + 45 2 96 22 99 · FAX + 45 2 96 06 13 . · TELEX 33478 nip dk 
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regulation plays a central part in the poli- services, and pressure on major trading 
cy changes taking place. nations to grant reciprocal access to pro-

Telecom policies are now being di- tected markets. 
rected toward obtaining a higher quality In Japan, too, the policy-making role 
of service and wider choice for users of MIT! has been progressively reduced 
through the liberalization of services and as the companies it has assisted are now 
terminal markets. Greater emphasis is able to direct their own research and 
being given to the development and pro- trading policies. MIT! pressure is now be
motion of open standards in telecom- ing applied to the traditionally conserva
munications and computing, and to tive Ministry of Posts and Telecommuni-
training and awareness schemes. The cations to force a shakeup in the 

Shifts In 
Global 
IS Trade 

such as VANS and mobile communica
tions, are being opened to competition. 

In West Germany, which has tradi
tionally had one of the most restrictive 
telecommunications regimes, wide-rang
ing changes have been proposed by the 
government's Witte commission and 
have been adopted as draft legislation, 
expected to come into force in 1989. Al
though the Deutsche Bundespost will re
tain its network monopoly and control 
over basic telephony, a regression from 
the more liberal interim position adopted 

THE UNITED 
STATES HAS 

BEEN LEADING 
THE WAY WITH 

DEREGULA-
TORY 

POLICIES. 

boundaries of regulation and competition structure of the telecommunications in- by the Witte comm1ss10n, a route has 
are progressively being relaxed, allow- dustry so that the new generation of val- been opened for increased competition 
ing the creation of new services that ue-added network services (VANS) can in West German telecom. 
cross the old frontiers between comput- prosper. The first stage of deregulation In Sweden, the close relationship 
ing, telecom, and broadcasting. Around has been achieved remarkably rapidly between the socialist government, the 
the world, the newly liberalized PTTs are with the privatization of NTT, the intro- PTT (Televerket), and the leading suppli
diversifying their operations into areas duction of network and service competi- er (Ericsson) is increasingly coming un
outside pure telecommunications and tion, and the growth of a Japanese VANS der threat as pressures for the liber
are increasing the international scope of industry. Japan is now preparing for a alization of telecommunications grow. 
their business. second stage, which will include the in- Swedish informatics policies show a high 

In this environment, the role of gov- troduction of more competition and the degree of coordination and integration, 
ernment is changing from that of a player possible divestiture of NTT. with programs ranging from basic re
to a referee, arbitrating between differ- In Europe, similar trends are occur- search through industrial applications to 
ent interest groups and ensuring fair play ring as governments are moving away education, training, and user awareness, 
according to the new rules of the game. from direct participation and the foster- an approach more akin to that of Japan 
The U.S. led the way with deregulatory ing of national champions and toward than other European countries. 
policies directed toward telecommunica- regulations and the creation of a single This new integrated and interna
tions services, coupled with the divesti- European market. The U.K. government tional policy environment demands more 
ture of AT&T in 1982. Meanwhile, much has progressed furthest toward telecom of policy-making organizations if policies 
of the present impetus for policy initia- deregulation through the privatization of are to keep up with technological change, 
tives-such as the U.S.-Japan semicon- British Telecom and the creation ofa net- the needs of the informatics industry, 
ductor agreement or the cooperative work duopoly. The U.K. Department of and the requirements for effective infor
research of Sematech-is corning from Trade and Industry has withdrawn from matics use. Regulation is more demand
associations within the private sector. near market support and retains support ing than intervention and calls for a 
The U.S. government continues to play a only for basic research and for precom- greater understanding of market dynam-
major role as a buyer of informatics prod- petitive collaboration between firms. ics and structure. 
ucts, especially in the defense sector, but In France, the nationalization of For example, the global informatics 
its main policy thrust recently has been leading electronics firms is being re- suppliers can now afford to locate their 

1 in extraterritorial issues. These include versed through privatization and sell- operations where the policy environJ control over high-tech exports to East- offs. Direct funding for R&D programs of ment offers new business opportunities 
£ ern Bloc countries, deregulation of inter- national champions is being reduced and or the most conducive conditions for 
o national leased circuits and satellite selected aspects of telecom provision, profitable investment. Multinational us-
u '----------------------------------------------------' 
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SYSTEMS represents the state of the art in 
computers and communications. The 11th inter
national trade fair and congress will be held 
in Munich in 1989. SYSTEMS is an absolute must 
for the entire DP industry. Highly qualified 
experts and decision-makers, distributors, 
buyers and OEMs from all over the world 
gather information at SYSTEMS on modern 
communications technology and opplicatiens. 
Make contacts that ore worthwhilel tn. 
alone, there were 146,000 vtsltors ta 
fair. SYSTEMS U 

IL 





COMPAREX-the newest and largest alternative to IBM in Europe. 

11111 
The biggest thing about the 
COMPAREX 8/BX processors: 
How small and economical they are. 
If you're committed to the IBM* world 
- software, hardware and appli
cations - but your 4381 just can't 
cope any more then all IBM can offer 
is an additional 4381 or a leap of faith 
to a 3090: the devil or the deep Blue 
sea. 

COM PAR EX can now offer you a real 
solution. 

The COMPAREX 8/8X family-
4381 size and convenience 3090 
performance. 

The COM PAR EX 8/8X family is ideal 
for users who need the power and 
capabilities of the low-end 3090s but 
don't have the space. Like the 3090s 
the first three members of the 8/8X 
family are uniprocessors. But unlike 
the 3090s they really are small about 
1.5 square metres (16 square feet) -
roughly the size of a non-executive 
desk. That's less than a fifth of th.e 
space required by a "small" 3090, 
with similar savings in weight, power 
consumption and air conditioning . 

Power - wherever you look. 

The 8/8X processors are powerful 
enough, but that's not all. Up to 32 
channels can be attached to each 
system, with support for 6 MB/sec 
transfer to and from selected 
COMPAREX peripherals . This feature 
provides channel constraint relief for 
many users, revitalising on-line 
operation and re-opening the batch 
window. 

But the real power behind the 
COMPAREX 8/8X comes from BASF 
and Siemens, two European giants 
who have combined to launch 
COM PAR EX a new alternative to I BM. 

A commitment to compatibility. 

COMPAREX is already the leading 
compatible alternative to IBM in 
Europe. With a complete range of 
hardware products for the medium 
and large scale user. Our strategy 
rests solidly on four cornerstones: 

• an open-ended commitment to 
IBM compatibility, 

• a product and pricing policy 
designed specifical ly to result in 
improved price/performance for 
users, 

• the development of technically 
superior products using state-of
the-art-technology wherever 
appropriate, 

• outstanding customer support for 
COMPAREX and non-COM PAR EX 
hardware and software products , 
including assumption of overall 
responsibility for complete 
installations. 

Over 3,000 customers have installed 
30,000 COM PAR EX products. If you 
would like to know more about 
COM PAR EX or the 8/8X family please 
contact us at one of the following: 

Great Britain (44) 01 -908-3100 

'IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp. 
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COM PAR EX 
lnformationssysteme GmbH 
Gottlieb-Daimler-StraBe 10 

D-6800 Mannheim 
West-Germany 

Tel. 06 21/4009-0 

C MPAREX 
A BASF and Siemens Company 
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The Pivotal Role of the Telephone Authority 

Network Services 

Broadband Communications 
(Satellite/Fiber Optic) 

Telecommunications 
Equipment 

Cable TV 

Source: Logica. 

Broadcasting 

Computer 
Hardware 

ers can also shift their data centers or • a bilateral treaty on the deregulation of 
network hubs to wherever regulations international VANS; and 
are least restrictive or the package of • the opening of Japanese telecommuni
service availability is most attractive. cations services to U.S. investment in 
Consequently, rather than directing the new common carriers. 
informatics industry in this new interna- ... The agreements reached between 
tional phase of its development, govern- the U.S. and Japan have eased considera
ments are increasingly having to com- bly the tensions in informatics trade, but 
pete with each other to attract it. have resulted in criticism from several 

While a deregulatory climate pro- sources, such as the General Agreement 
vides many benefits for users in terms of on Tarrifs and Trade (GATI), on the 
greater choice in services and equipment grounds of unfair trading practices. 
and generally lower prices, there are also By contrast, European govern-
costs involved. A competitive environ- ments have been largely preoccupied 
ment can lead to a deterioration in tele- with national issues or the problems sur
communications service in peripheral rounding the creation of a single Europe
regions or within disadvantaged groups an market by 1992 which, while laudable, 
in society. Deregulation can lead to the is in danger of blinding the European 
proliferation of incompatible proprietary players to the global context of the infor
standards and may deter investment in matics industry. Unless Europe can pre
services or products that cannot guaran- sent a united front, it may be too late to 
tee short-term profitability. prevent a U.S./ Japanese hegemony of 

The most evident problem arising the international informatics industry. 
from the liberalization of the informatics The message for policymakers is 
marketplace though, is the emergence of that the informatics environment is be
a growing trade imbalance in high-tech coming ever more complex. Simple di
goods. "Balance of Trade In Computing rect intervention in supporting national 
and Communications" shows how Ja- champions or maintaining monopoly con
pan's trade surplus in computing and trols of PTTs is no longer necessary or 
communications goods has risen from desirable. 
$3.3 billion in 1980 to $15.6 billion in There is, however, a key demand-
1986 at the expense of trade deficits in side role for governments to play in re
the U.S. and Europe. The Japanese trade moving obstacles to the use of infor
surplus will continue to rise to an esti- matics in the economy as a whole. These 
mated $25 billion by 1990, leading to pro- obstacles may be financial or psychologi
tectionist pressures and a possible cal, or they may be due to restrictive reg
reversal of market-opening moves. The ulations, lack of choice, or lack of 

~ U.S. government has begun to put pres- awareness. 
} sure on the Japanese government to ease One example of reducing financial 
.ii trade pressures, resulting in: and psychological obstacles, is the way 

Shifts In 
Global 
IS Trade 

terns throughout French society as a re
placement for the telephone directory. 
The result is already close to 4 million us
ers of the Teletel service and one of the 
busiest and most varied national informa
tion networks in the world. 

In the new liberal environment, 
governments must also take positive ac
tion to counteract the negative effects of 
this increased competition. This in
volves the promotion of open standards, 
enforcing reciprocal access to overseas 
markets, and encouraging collaboration 
on high-risk projects or long-term basic 
research. It will also involve arbitrating 

JAPAN'S IN
FORMATION 

TECHNOLOGY 
TRADE SUR

PLUS HAD RIS
EN T0 $15 .6 
BILLION BY 

1986. 

between different interest groups in so
ciety and protecting the weaker groups, 
such as residential subscribers, small 
firms, and disadvantaged regions. 

The major conclusion, however, is 
that governments must address interna
tional issues with greater vigor. Japan's 
MITI, for example, has now identified two 
major trends that will shape its future 
policy. First, the use of informatics will 
pervade all sectors of the economy
public, private industry, and consumer
and second, the trend toward global in
formatics operations will increase. 

This is the first evidence of a cohe
sive response to the new challenges for 
the IS industry in the future. It is now up 
to policymakers elsewhere to realize 
that they can no longer afford an insular 
perspective. The future for the informat
ics industry is global. • 

Reprints of all DATAMATION articles 
are available. There is a 500-copy 
minimum order. Details may be ob
tained by telephoning the Repn·nts De
partment, (312) 635-8800. £ • the U.S.-Japan semiconductor agree- the French government has supported 

a ment; and promoted the use of videotex sys-
u '--------------------------------------------------~ 
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NEW M380 LINE: Now MORE THAN EVER THE SPEED AND POWER To GROW WITH You. 

To keep you abreast of ad
vances in the important 80386 
sector, Olivetti has up-dated its 
powerful 386-based M380 line. 

The new line is the fastest on 
the market today and more power
ful XP (extra performance) models 
are introduced at the top end. At 
the top of the new line is the M380/ 
XP5 floor-standing PC. It has a clock 
speed of 20 MHz. Hard disk op
tions range up to 300 MB. The XP5 
also offers the new graphic subsys
tem OVC !VGA-compatiblel. The 
new M380/XP3 has 2 MB RAM and 
a clock speed of 20 MHz, plus a 135 
MB hard disk unit. It too has the 
OVC graphic subsystem as part of 
the standard configuration. 

The new M380/XP1 compact 
desktop PC has an 80 MB HDU. 
With a clock speed of 20 MHz, it of
fers l MB RAM and OVC graphic 
subsystem as standard. The new 
M380/C has an improved HDU 
capacity of 63 MB, OVC graphic 
subsystem and a clock 
speed of 16 MHz. All 

M380 models operate in 
MS-DOS, XENIX/V and MS 
OS/2 environments. And all 
include the WINDOWS 
386 package to meet all 
current and future applications. 

The new M380 line. Yet anoth
er way in which Olivetti is honour
ing its commitment to bring you the 
choice of freedom. 

MS-DOS, XENIX/V, OS/2 and MS-Windows ore 
registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. 

OUYETTI PERSONAL COMPUTERS. 

CHOICE OF FREEDOM. 
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They come in ail sizes, 
shapes and ages. Ambitious, creative, demanding. 

. 1· can 
d . divzdua zt!J 

Release zn 
organization. 

be a
n efevatingforce 

in an!} business 

Give them workstations 
perfect(y adapted to their taste, needs and demands. 

And wondeiful tl1ings wiil happen. 



Alfaskop Workstations. 
·For the European Generation. 

r-a/I NoA1a Data · Dt!m•arA (O:Z) 84 JJ 66 Finland (O) 5 6 i l Frrmtt (OJ) 4 7 lJO 7117 Tit~ /Vnlin-ltmth (OJ41f0) 709 11 /Voncay (02)3865 00 

Sp ain (91) 457 11 11 Swrdm (OS) 764 2000 Swih. f"rla"'/ (01) 82 15 9 2 1 UX (01) 409 27 45 Wr.61 Gf!Tlffany (0211) 610 90 
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Don't accept dull conformity! 
The result of your work de

pends on your competence, 
fantasy, creativity, individual
ity and ambition. 

Your workstation is your 
workmate. 

It should make everything 
easier, faster and more fun. 

Alfaskop workstations 
are built by Europeans for 
Europeans. 

There is one for every sys
tem environment and every 
individual need. 

There is one for you. 

NOKIA CATA~ 
Nolcia Data is a Scandinavian 

information technology group specializing 
in business computers, worlcstations and 

networlcs for the European business 
community. With more than 600.000 

worlcstations already installed 
we ranlc among the biggest 

suppliers in Europe. 
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The perfed choice for 
both operator and OEM 
Operator. As an operator, high picture quality is no 
doubt your most important priority when selecting a 
video terminal. You will thus immediately recogn'ize 
the benefits of Facit A3400's outstanding picture quality 
- the result of a high resolution character matrix com
bined with a flickerfree paperwhite background and 
a flat picture tube. , 

All of which provide less eyestrain, less fatigue and 
fewer errors. Especially during long sessions at the 
terminal. 

The ergonomic design of the Facit A3400 is further 
emphasized by the screen's tilt-and-swivel base as 
well as the full-size keyboard and easy control of all 
the terminal's functions. 

FACIT 
Fadt AB, S-172 91 SUNDBY BERG, Sweden. Phone: +468 764 3000 

OIM. As an OEM or system integrator, customized 
solutions are no doubt among your most important 
priorities. You will therefore be pleased to hear that 
the Facit A3400 video terminal features a unique 
memory card system which can be used to add new 
software functions, such as command set emulations, 
new set-up texts and access control. Additional flexibi
lity is provided by the keyboard which can be deliv
ered in several configurations - including one with as 
many as 128 keys. 

The Facit A3400 also features VT220 and ANSI 
command set emulations as standard and two inter
face ports which can be active simultaneously for 
dual-host operation. VT is a reg. trademark 

Whether you are interested in the ergonomics or jkxibility of the Facit 
A3400 terminal - or both - please contact your nearest Fadt representa
tive for more information. 

AUSTRALIA.- Elmeasco Instruments Pty. Ltd., 2· 736 28 88. AUSTRIA.- Facit GmbH, 0222-613 641. BELGIUM.- Facit Office Prod ucts N.V./S.A .• 02-725 20 20. CANADA.. Facit Canada Inc .• 416-
825-2712. CYPRUS.- LBM (Lillytos) Ltd 051-646 34. DENMARK Facit A/S, 02-92 24 00. FINLAND.-OY Facit Ab, 90-420 61. FRANCK Facit S.A.. 1-4780 3535. GREAT BRITAIN.- Facit Ltd .• 0634-
83 00 08. GREECE, American Computers & Engineers Hellas S.A.. 01-67197 22. HONGKONG.- Gilman Office Machines, 5-893 00 22. ICELAND.- Gisli J. Johnsen HF, 1-64 12 22. INDIA.. Forbes 
Forbes Campbell & Co. Ltd .• 22-20 48 081. ITALY.- Facit S.p.A .• 039-63 63 31.JAPAN.- Electrolux Uapan) Ltd., 03-4 79-7570. KOREA .- True Trading Co. Ltd., 2-783-3855-7. MALAYSIA.. Facit Sdn 
Bhd, 3-24 24 438. THE NETHERLANDS.- Facit B.V., 3480-21784. NEW CALEDONIA.- Maison Bar rau, 27 37 74. NEW ZEALAND.- Northrop Instruments & Systems Ltd., 04-856-658. NORWAY.
Facit AIS. 02-38 65 00. PORTUGAL.- Regisconta Sari, 1-56 00 91. SINGAPORE.- Far East Office Eqpts Pte Ltd., 66-745 82 88. SPAIN.- Facit S.A., 1-733 76 96. SWEDEN.- Facit AB. 08-764 30 00. 
SWITZERLAND.- Facit AG, 01-836 75 76. TAIWAN R.0 .C..- Dimension, Computer Technology Co., 2-50155 68. TURKEY.- Teknodata Ltd., 1-150 87 47. USA .- Facit Inc., (603) 424 -8000. WEST 
GERMANY.- Facit GmbH. 02ll-52860. Circle 61 on Reader Card 
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EDI In Europe 
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BY JAMES 
ETHE RIDGE 
s Europe moves 
toward its 1992 
deadline for abolish
ing national trade re
strictions, the 
benefits in cost, effi

ciency, and competitive position afford
ed by electronic networking between 
suppliers and customers are attracting 
the attention of individual companies and 
entire industries across the Continent. 
The era of electronic data interchange 
(EDI) is becoming inextricably linked 
with the era of European unity. 

There are many steps yet to be tak
en: a greater management commitment 
by European companies to replace paper 
documents with electronic links; agree
ment on EDI standards among organiza
tions engaged in bilateral and multilateral 
communication; and some adaptation of 
national telecom networks to accommo
date these new services. Nevertheless, 
some progress has been made. 

European industry is approaching 
EDI on a cooperative basis, concentrating 
on standards for particular sectors. Its 
motor manufacturers in particular are 
pushing ahead with their Odette project 

for developing pan-European EDI norms 
to exchange data with suppliers and dis
tributors. Similar projects are under way 
in the chemical industry (Cefic) and the 
electronics industry (Edifice). 

Banking Sector Takes a leading Role 

The banking sectors of a number of 
countries (notably the U.K. and France) 
are also on the move, developing sys
tems for settling payments and exchang
ing information both among themselves 
and with their commercial customers, al
though they are acting at a national level 
and have not reached any general Euro
pean agreement. At Credit Lyonnais, one 
of the four leading French banks, Jean
Pierre Ruelle, manager of external rela
tions in the IS and organization de
partment, acknowledges that "English 
banks are well ahead of French banks in 
terms of EDI. French banks only discov
ered EDI a year ago." 

The liberalization of the telecom 
market in the U.K. has enabled the Brit
ish to push ahead with EDI, while most 
other European countries have been 
more inhibited. It is not the leader in Eu
rope, however. According to London
based consultants Butler Cox, Sweden is 
the most advanced European country in 
EDI applications. The U.K. market has 

really taken off only over the past two or 
three years, and ICL' s Tradanet and Edict 
(run by networking firm Istel) can still 
claim no more than 500 users. 

France is the only other player to ac
tively develop EDI services. Elsewhere in 
Europe, PTTs are discouraging the devel
opment of EDI through comparatively 
restrictive regulatory attitudes to value
added network services. For instance, in 
West Germany, the motor industry is 
alone in operating EDI networks for com
municating with its suppliers. 

France, meanwhile, is the undisput
ed world leader in videotex services and 
point-of-sale EFT systems; many compa
nies there have been content up to now 
to use the Teletel videotex system for 
both internal and external data commu
nications. EDI services have been de
veloped by only a few industries with 
specific requirements-retailing, bank
ing, aerospace, and automotive. Accord
ing to France Telecom, the state telecom 
authority, France is three years behind 
the U.K. in EDI services. 

French motor manufacturers, how- ] 
ever, have proceeded in tandem with _ 
their British counterparts. According to 
Jean-Paul Kennis, IS studies manager at 
Renault and one of its representatives on 
the Odette committee, the European mo-
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SIEMENS 

The MX 300 is Siemens' state-of-the-art SINIX Computer. 

The MX 300 is the new SINIX®* multistation computer designed with teamwork in mind. It is capable of sup

porting up to 12 workstations which makes it the natural choice for departments and branch offices of large 

companies and the ideal solution to a variety of tasks in medium-size businesses. 

The MX 300 is truly impressive - both inside and out. Its elegant slimline tower looks so good it seems a 

shame to hide it under a desk. 

And inside, it has a certain quality that speaks for itself. It is so powerful and fast that each of the 12 users will 

think he has the computer entirely to himself. 

For all this it is stunningly simple to use, offering windows, mouse control and graphics at eight workstations. 

The MX 300 can be tailored to suit your individual requirements in terms of the number of screens and printers, 

the size of main memory and the capacity of the hard disk. If ever your needs grow the MX 300 can grow 

with them. 

And let's not forget all the other SINIX computers with their new levels of performance, such as the new X20 

single-station system with its super high-speed processor, and the flagship model, the MX 500, which can 

now support 64 workstations - twice as many as before. 

Find out more from Europe's No. 1 in UNIX computers: Siemens AG, lnfoservice 134/Z388 P.O.B. 23 48, 

0-8510 Furth, Federal Republic of Germany. 

Siemens is Europe's No. 1 in UNIX. 

·s1NIX is the Siemens version of UNIX. UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T (Bell Laboratories). 
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Europe's EDI Pioneers 
Among the earliest examples of EDI systems run in Europe are two of the world's 
largest international networks, both set up on a cooperative basis, one by the 
banks and the other by the airlines. 

The Paris-based Societe Internationale de Telecommunications Aeronauti
ques (SITA) was founded in 1949 to meet airlines' telecommunications needs and 
now serves nearly 300 airlines in 169 countries. Its packet switched network is 
claimed to be the largest in the world, supporting more than 30,000 terminals in 
over 16,000 airline offices. It handles mainly passenger and cargo reservations, 
requests for flight plans, and lost luggage inquiries. 

The Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunications 
(SWIFT), based in Brussels, was established by the banks as an international mes
sage transfer service, handling a variety of data in addition to electronic funds 
transfer instructions. It now serves more than 200 banks in over 50 countries, and 
carries almost 300 million messages a year. 

tor industry's Odette project got off the 
ground four years ago, when "a group of 
British motor manufacturers, especially 
Ford of Britain, came to see us to try to 
get EDI off the ground, with the aim of 
eliminating paperwork and speeding up 
the exchange of information." 

Renault has had an EDI network op
erating for the past two years on the 
basis of Odette norms. "Nearly 100 sup
pliers have micros connected to our cen
tral site, and new ones are being con
nected at the rate of six or seven a month. 
We are now testing mainframe-to-main
frame links," explains Kennis. 

One of the first tasks of the Europe
an motor industry's Odette project was 
to decide whether its EDI system should 
operate in real time or through file trans
fer. The latter course was chosen. 
Odette adopted FTAM (comprising the 
upper layers of OSI) as its file transfer 
standard, but, as Kennis points out, it will 
be years until FTAM is a reality. 

"We had to develop our own tempo
rary file transfer standards," which Ken
nis describes as the first European 
standards. "Edifact [a general set of EDI 
standards] did not exist when Odette 
started, so we also had to develop stan
dards for syntax, which meant develop
ing something from nothing." 

The European motor industry has 
not only adopted Odette itself, but is 
imposing it on its suppliers. As Kennis 
emphasizes, however, "it entails a once
for-all investment and any supplier can 
then work with any European manufac
turer." This, of course, would represent 
a significant advantage to the participant. 
Further, these companies may well de
cide to implement the same system for 
their internal communications as well as 
for data exchange with manufacturers. 

EDI capability already has helped 
some firms win contracts and increase 
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sales. Boots, the U.K. retailer, now re
ceives invoices from most of its major 
suppliers in electronic form. 

Other large distributors give prefer
ence to suppliers with EDI facilities, so 
that such capability is now a definite com
petitive asset for many manufacturers. 
Similarly, one British construction com
pany claims it won a contract for refitting 
a refinery thanks to its ability to accept
in electronic form-large numbers of 
plant drawings generated by CAD 
systems. 

The ability to exchange the output 
of CAD systems electronically is now a 
sine qua non of participation in aero
space consortia in Europe. The trouble is 
that assessing the benefits of EDI re
quires both quantitative and qualitative 
analysis. In quantitative terms, EDI 
brings savings on the production, trans
fer, and processing of documents such as 
orders and invoices-some estimates 
suggest it is 25% cheaper to generate 
and process electronic data. First Nation
al Bank of Chicago calculates that savings 
of between $3.75 and $6.50 per docu
ment can be made using EDI. 

Cost Discourages Implementation 

EDI can also reduce the number of er
rors in invoices, allow orders to be placed 
more frequently, and hence ermit in
ventories to be reduced. Furthermore, it 
can enable payments to be ma e and pro
cessed more rapidly. But the improved 
cash flow on one side of the tnding rela
tionship necessarily means a vorse one 
on the other, which has di>couraged 
many companies from introdu(ing EDI. 

The cost of EDI systems is another 
significant disincentive, both h terms of 
the up-front development an:! installa
tion costs and the operating expenses 
(consisting of the fees and volime-relat
ed charges payable to the netw:>rk opera-

EDI 
In Europe 

tor and the connection and usage tariffs 
levied by the PTT). Security concerns re
main the most serious obstacle to the de
velopment of EDI, although organizations 
are becoming increasingly convinced 
that adequate safeguards exist. 

The future development of EDI 
should be helped by the fact that a com
mon set of international EDI standards ap
plicable to all industries and all countries 
is emerging. Regarding communications 
standards, the OSI model serves as the 
common denominator, with FTAM seen 
as the ultimate standard for file transfer. 

When it comes to the structure and 
content of messages, the emerging Edi
fact proposal has the backing of both Eu
ropean and U.S. standards organizations 
and is now recognized as the de facto 
market standard. 

Nevertheless, "it remains a very 
confused situation," remarks Karol 
Szlichcinski, a consultant with Butler 
Cox in London and the author of a recent 
European EDI report. "Edifact is a set of 
standards establishing an overall struc
ture for EDI messages, but they are very 
general and some people consider them 
too complicated." 

French banks are applying two dif
ferent sets of EDI standards---0ne to in
tra-industry exchanges, another to 
communications with their customers. 
Neither corresponds to Edifact. The in
dustry has been using its own computer
ized clearing system for years, the 
Systeme Interbancaire de Telecompen
sation (SIT), as well as a system for com
municating with its customers, Etebac. 

"SIT has the merit of being unani
mously supported within France," re
marks Jean-Pierre Ruelle of Credit 
Lyonnais. " If necessary, it could be 
adapted to Edifact norms; it already cor
responds to the lower levels of OSI." Ete
bac was developed specifically for the 
banks to receive messages from their 
customers, but it could give way to Edi
fact. Ruelle would like other industries to 
adopt Edifact as a common standard. 

While the European pioneers of EDI 
may have to accept the added burden of 
modifying their systems to bring them in 
line with international standards, those 
standards will make it easier for other 
corporations to get involved. Those that 
don't do so run the risk of being left be
hind in the competitive race to cut costs 
and offer better services. Those that do 
are likely to be among the survivors of a 
united European market. • 

James Etheridge is DA TAMA TION's Paris
based correspondent. 



The future of business communications 
lies along the highways of high speed digital 
services. Timeplex, the innovator in data 
communications for more than 20 years. can 
,orovide you with a gateway to the integrated 
communications highways. 

Timeplex is committed to your future. 
with our philosophy of Systems Connectivity 
/ltrchitecture to allow transparent connection 
of diverse devices - within hybrid networks 
of'public and private services - to fully 
integrate all your data, fax. voice. video and 
;mage communications. SCA also provides a 
clear migratory path from local to wide area 

networks. allowing your Timeplex network to 
grow with your business. 

We invest heavily in Research and 
Development to bring you new products and 
systems - always compatible with existing 
Timeplex products and other manufacturers' 
systems - to protect your investment and 
help you stay ahead. 

Our renowned training and 
maintenance programmes keep your 
Timeplex networks running at their most 
effective and we assign your own Account 
Manager to provide a single point of contact 
with Timeplex. 
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NOW YOU CAN 
·DO THINGS ON UNIX 

YOU COULDN'T DO 
BEFORE. 

EXCLUSIVELY FROM SAS INSTITUTE 
AND HEWLETT-PACKARD 

What do you get when you combine the 
stnte-of-the-art ope roting system (UNIX), the 
stnte-of-the-art software system (SAS"' System), 
and the stnte-of-the-art hardware system 

powerful 4GL 
environment. Built
in flexibility 

an outstanding price/performance rntio, 

•••• unmatched 

flexible system that 's easy 
to use, that allows inter
operability in a multi

(HP)? 
You get a 
powerful , 

vendor environment, that makes new 
software easier to write and existing software 
easier to access, and that operates across the 
network on micros, minis or mainfmrnes. 
Exclusively from Hewlett-Packard and SAS 
Institute. 

THE RIGHT SOFTWARE. _____________ .f 

For data analysis and graphics, S ~ 
Software is the number one choice r,f 
applications developers, busines~ analysts, 
researchers, statisticians and s!J·.dents. Its 
network of integrated tools prJvides data 
management and anal~;" - including 
advanced statistics, dr ..:ision support, 
reporting and grop:11cs, all in a 

SAS is a rt'glstered trodemari:. of SAS lrutitule Inc.. Cary. NC. USA. 
L'.\1X 1s a registered trodemark Qf ATiff in !he USA and ether countnes. 

allows the SAS 
System to read 
data from any 
kind of file, 
and lets you 

sort, merge and 
concentrnte data using 
common sense statements. 
i iid you can display your 

results in a~i· form, from simple lists to full
colour w.Jphics, often with just a few 
keyst".'ukes. 

From persmal workstations to super
minis, Hewlett-Packard has been committed 
to UNIX for 7 years and is one of the leaders 
in implementing and, in fact , enhancing it, 
all while strictly adhering to industiy 
standards. That's one reason why SAS 
Institute decided to run on the HP9000/300 
and 800 series under HP-UX. HP-UX is a 
SVID compatible opernting system providing 
industiy standard software languages, 
networking, data management and graphics 
tools. The HP9000/300 workstations and the 
RISC-based HP9000IBOO computers offer 
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The rule in IS bud
geting today is di
minished expecta
tions. Recent sur
veys by DATAMA
TION and Price 
Waterhouse show 
that growth in IS 
budgets has slowed 
or been cut back as 
corporations scruti
nize their IS groups. 
Decentralization of
ten parallels the cut
backs and seems to 
be a cosmetic excuse 
for downsizing in IS. 
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BY SUSAN KERR 

S
cott Paper Co., Philadelphia, 
racked up an impressive 25% 
gain in profits last year, but its in
formation systems staff at its 
headquarters was cut by 15%. 
"Why," asks Scott's IS vp Dar

win John, "are we so concerned with 
keeping close tabs on the size of comput
er operations when things look this 
good?" Because, "It's better to be proac
tively competitive than reactively 
defensive." 

Across the United States, corpora
tions are taking a long, hard look at IS ex
penditures and staff sizes. Among the 
fundamental questions being asked is 
whether computers can provide the nec
essary payback, particularly in a corpo
rate America fixated on quick sells and 
buy-outs. 

In answer to those questions, many 
companies are deciding that less is best. 
That is the worst case scenario. "The 
best case I've seen," says one executive, 
"is holding your own." 

Those are gloomy words 
in an economic climate gener
ally described as good. IS de
partments have seen their 
share of slumps, but this lat
est slowdown is different. 

own 
puter systems often is cut back during 
mergers and acquisitions because of the 
cash needed to finance a transaction. De
centralization also is often undertaken 
because top non-IS managers perceive 
that a centralized computer structure 
complicates the acquisition and divesti
ture of businesses. 

Merely Keeping Pace with Inflation 

Even companies that project IS 
growth do so cautiously, and their num
bers change almost daily. Surveys con
ducted by DATAMATION and Price 
Waterhouse in late 1987 and early 1988 
make the trend toward diminishing ex
pectations apparent. In two surveys of 
973 information technology executives 
taken just one quarter apart, the percent
age expecting to increase hardware ex
penditures this year dropped to 50% 
from 61 %. The number that expect to in
crease systems and applications soft
ware expenditures also dropped, to 47% 
from 49%. The survey numbers do not 
state by how much these users will in
crease their IS budgets. 

In a series of interviews 
conducted for this article, 
however, it appears that just 
keeping pace with the roughly 
5% inflation rate is the best IS 
departments can hope to do. 

While a company's cuts 
in central IS budgets often are 
accompanied by a decentral
ization of IS resources, users 
say that business conditions 
have been such that neither 
extra money nor personnel 
are provided to handle the 
more varied work load. Al

This is the third 
in a series of articles 
which will address 

The surveys are even 
less promising when it comes 
to employment. They show 
that over 67% of the surveyed 
professionals have no plans in 
1988 to increase the number 
of systems and programming 
personnel; that percentage 
grew 4% from the earlier 

new management, 
organizational, 

and systems issues 
confronting IS. 

though decentralization often compli
cates attempts to gauge how much the 
total IS organization has shrunk, it ap
pears to be little more than a cosmetic 
explanation for the downsizing in IS. 

Buying and Selling and Cutting 

An important reason for both down
sizing and the parallel decentralization is 
the rash of buying and selling that is a fact 
of modern corporate life. The amount of 
money and manpower allotted to com-

study. Those who will cut staff grew to 
9% from less than 6%. 

The salary picture is no better. A re
cent survey by Edward Perlin Associates 
Inc., New York, shows that the average 
salary for top IS positions, primarily in 
the financial services sector, will in
crease this year by only 3.6%, less than 
half of the 7.9% gain shown in 1987 (see 
"Rate of Salary Increases for IS Execs Is 
on a Downward Spiral," July 15, p. 32). 

These forces are making some IS 

,. 

.. 

.. 
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pros rethink their profession. "Over 
time, we're making IS unattractive as a 
peaking point of a job," says one high
ranking IS executive who is not even in 
the financial community. 

While not cutting back this year, 
Home Federal Savings and Loan Associ
ation, San Diego, will try to ring in 1989 
with a flat IS budget. For the past four 
years, chief information officer Edwin 
Nichols has seen his budget increase at a 
slowing rate. "rs in all companies is being 
scrutinized much more closely than it's 
ever been," he believes. "Executive 
management of organizations under
stands the large expenditures IS is incur
ring and are asking, 'What is the value to 
shareholders?' " 

The banking industry is in a tough 
phase, and Nichols must somehow re
spond to those kinds of management 
queries. So, he, too, sings the gospel of 
actively justifying !S's existence. Later 
this fa ll , he will present a study to Home 
Federal of what returns IS is making. For 

now, Nichols cautions his fellow IS pro
fessionals against using the annual bud
geting argument that "a little more 
money this year will bring in returns next 
year. " Next year is here, and IS people 
had better prove their worth now, he 
says. 

That could easily be the theme song 
whether you're on the Atlantic, the Pacif
ic, or somewhere in between. 

"We've been through a significant 
downsizing of the 1988 budget, both in 
dollars and size of staff," says William 
Harrison, senior vp for Hartford Insur
ance Group, Hartford, Conn. He hopes 
the pressure eases somewhat in 1989. 
Until then, the insurance and financial 
services company is working hard at get
ting more for its money. 

"We're investing a lot of time and 
money trying to be more efficient in the 
development of products," says Harri
son. Among the tools Hartford has come 
up with is its own CASE product, and it has 
adopted a greater reliance on fourth gen-

eration languages, which have 
"substantially increased our per 
person ability to build products, so 
we can accommodate down
sizing." 

Harrison believes the down
ward trend is a phenomenon that 
crosses ilfdustry and company 
lines. Others echo his thoughts. 
Home Federal's Nichols is plan
ning to accommodate next year's 
flat budget by using new automa
tion technologies, such as knowl
edge-based systems. The financial 
concern also affects other new 
areas, such as executive informa
tion systems. 

Elsewhere, companies are 
looking more closely at packaged 
software and, of course, at getting 
as much as possible from existing 
hardware. 

Still, some industries, by 
their very nature, are more pres
sured than others. The insurance 
industry, well known for its rs pio
neers, is going through a tough 
competitive year and cuts are be
ing made as a result. Similarly, last 

October's stock market debacle had dev
astating effects on many Wall Street 
firms (see "Wall St. Crash Survivors: 
Who Had the Right Stuff?," March 15, p. 
41). 

"We're taking a very hard look at 
the systems we've poured money into 
for the last 10 years and are trying to 
wring out of that base as much as we 
can," says Harrison. "We've done a lot of 
automation in the last decade. The big ex
pense savings are past." Thus, in some 
cases, he and others imply, it's becoming 
harder to find and defend computer 
paybacks. 

The result from many of these deci
sions could be that traditional program
mers' roles change and, in some cases, 
perhaps disappear. 

Exceptions to the downsizing trend 
can be found in industries where comput
erization is still relatively new and where 
obvious, immediate, and substantial cost 
savings result from automating certain 
tasks (see "The Downsizing Excep-

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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I The Trimming Down Trend 

Fewer users will increase hardware expenditures 

4th Quarter 1987 1st Quarter 1988 

Fewer will increase software investments 

4th Quarter 1987 1st Quarter 1988 

Fewer will add personnel 

4th Quarter 1987 1st Quarter 1988 

tions"). Even at those companies, how- think about the job differently," says 
ever, the amount of new money available Koeller. Decentralization is tougher than 
for capital IS expenditures is small. it sounds, but the attempt alone drastical-
The flame of the Game Is Cost Pressure ly changes the traditional picture of IS in 

that it changes who's performing what 
For the majority, however, the task and at what cost. 

formation systems. Indeed, if a corpora
tion is under intense cost pressure, a 
division executive is not likely to hire 
personnel trained in information sys
tems or to make any big capital expendi
tures. "Often, the [IS] responsibility is 
moved outward, but not the staff," 
Koeller says. 

In fact, it is the job of today's IS pro
fessional to check expenditures in a de
centralized world, notes Home Federal's 
Nichols. "The role of the CIO," he says, 
"is not to let the user budget increase at 
the [same] level [that] IS is decreasing." 
That takes a lot of diplomacy and train
ing, adds Nichols. 

Scott Paper is in the early stages of 
an IS decentralization program as the re
sult of pressure to reduce fixed costs, of 
which central IS is seen as being a part. 
Right now, its internal IS budget is flat or 
down slightly, but more dollars are being 
spent at business units. 

It's too soon to say if the individual 
businesses within Scott ultimately will 
be less willing to spend money on com
puters, says IS vp John. In the past year, . 
the IS count at headquarters has dropped 
to approximately 200 people. Some 
moved into the business units, but the 
rest left either through attrition or a "vol
untary separation" program, through 
which employees are paid to leave the 
company. 

"At the same time," notes John, 
"the demand for IS work is as high as it's 
ever been, and we're all responding to it, 
although in alternative ways." 

One of those ongoing alternative 
ways is a renewed use of third-party con
tractors. Two Big Eight firms are helping 
Scott with projects. The increase in the 
buy-versus-make decision could lead to 
an interesting, though not unexpected, 
result. "IBM controls [the market], not 
through technology but [through] sup
port and service," says TRW's Koeller. 
"In a commodity market, they'll be a 
winner." 

name of the game is cost pressure, both According to a March 15 DATAMA-
within and outside IS. Richard Koeller, in- TION / Price Waterhouse study, over 50% Charging IS Costs Back to Users 
formation services vp for TRW Inc., of companies in the U.S., Japan, and Another alternative way is now in 
Cleveland, says the number one reason France have moved, or are moving, its third year at lumber giant Weyer
is that "corporations are facing a com- toward decentralized structures. This haeuser Co., Tacoma, Wash. IS costs are 
plete rethinking of industrial America." gives rise to an easy answer for the charged back to users, who may go 
Furthermore, the demand to compete downward budget and hiring trend: be- where they choose for service. Weyer
globally, and other management crises, cause computer power and authority are haeuser planning and administration 
are happening alongside specific IS cha!- shifting outward, it is not being counted manager Donald Folsom guesses that 

.~. lenges, such as decentralization. accurately. And, of course, a decentral- throughout the company, information 
_ TRW is highly decentralized. Within ized central IS budget will become small- technology related expenditures are 
• the last three years, its headquarters IS er. Yet, many professionals worry that growing 5% this year ("the inflation 
~ 
0 head count has dropped to 95 from 220. business units and end users will not pick rate," he notes). 

,. 

~ "You need to get more competency and up the same number of people or dollars Growth in IS is the exception, not 
a knowledge into the field so that they can that were dedicated to larger central in- the rule, at companies involved in merg-
e .__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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ers and acquisitions. Allied Stores 
Corp., for example, decided to dis
continue an estimated $30 million 
IS program following acquisitions 
by Allied's parent, Campeau Corp. 
(see "IS Development Is Being 
Pinched as Mergers Continue," 
July 15, p. 23). 

Another corporation that has 
seen ups and downs due to acquisi
tions is McKesson Corp., the San 
Francisco wholesale drug distribu
tor and retail products concern. 
This summer, it set out to buy Alco 
Health Services Corp. of Valley 
Forge, Pa. Robert Isley, vp and 
controller of McKesson informa
tion technologies division, is used 
to going back during the year and 
revising his budget. "We've had a 
little sizing down because we've 
sold off a lot of large companies," 

IS Trims 
Down 

says Isley. "Our budget has been HOME FEDERAL'S NICHOLS: Ringing in a flat 1989 budget. 
flat. We've not added a lot of things 
in the data center." 

Things are now settling down 
somewhat, and with a healthy drug indus
try, McKesson may see a little IS growth 
and hiring. If the Alco buy goes through, 
some growth would also occur, Isley 
says. Yet, as others have found, while an 
acquisition brings a nice immediate boost 
to the IS ranks, it often doesn't last. 

The Downsizing Exceptions 

"Each time we grew by acquisition, 
my budget went up as a result, and then 
there was a downward step after that," 
remarks James Beck, director of MIS for 
Case IH, the Tenneco subsidiary that pur
chased International Harvester in Febru
ary 1985, based in Racine, Wis. Beck 
says that IS expenditures are rising slow
ly at Case IH, primarily because of an up-

Certain industrial and service segments, which traditionally have been light com
puter users, have experienced a slight increase in IS expenditures because they 
still have tasks that can easily benefit from automation. Such IS projects, which 
provide big cost savings, are therefore more palatable to those in charge of the 
budget. 

The health care industry is one example. One problem facing National Medi
cal Enterprises Inc., Santa Monica, Calif., is finding a way to provide cheaper 
health care while coping with government funding restrictions. The company be
lieves that computers will help it respond better to these imperatives. 

Therefore, management's focus on computerization has intensified, says 
Barry Ganley, senior vp and head of IS for National Medical's $1.5 billion hospital 
group. The focus represents a change from recent history. A health care industry 
fallout, which followed a phase of rapid expansion in the early 1980s, resulted in a 
flat IS budget for Ganley's division during the last couple of years. 

"Some money is being shifted into IS," Ganley says. "So, while total expenses 
are down, IS is proportionately going up. Still, there's not a lot of money going 
around for capital expenditures." Corresponding to the slight increase in money, 
IS head count at the firm may go up between 0.5% and 2% this year. 

Ganley mentally grapples with how to prove that automation pays off. It's not 
so much in replacing people, he maintains, but in improving the way they do their 
work. That's been the case with the automation of hospital billing procedures, 
where on-line collection systems cut down payment cycles and improve a hospi
tal's cash flow. 

Another traditionally light IS user is CSX Corp. , Richmond, Va. Despite mixed 
financial results, MIS director Richard Moschler says that the transportation com
pany's IS budget is going up. "Railroads are on a very aggressive program of get
ting new computer applications," he remarks. 

ward trend in sales of farm and 
construction equipment. 

By the end of next year, Beck 
figures the company will be out of 
the systems consolidation phase 
that was fueled by acquisitions. 
While the company may reduce 
the number of data centers, Case 
IH is doing some IS hiring. Salaries 
have been on the rise in this geo
graphical area, according to Beck, 
because mid-America is on a 
comeback. 

Defense contractors may not 
be on such an immediate come
back trail. Lockheed Corp. deliv
ers its last C-5 transport plane next 
year, ending a multibillion-dollar 
program. The company may elimi
nate as many as 18,000 jobs as a 
result. "There 's no question that 
some will be in IS," says Dean Al
len, Lockheed's Calabasas, Calif.-
based corporate vp of information 

and administration. If other projects 
come through, some will be moved to 
work on them. This year, Allen suspects 
that, companywide, Lockheed experi
enced "modest" IS growth. 

"Our IS managers tend to get as 
much out of equipment as they can," Al
len says. "Obviously, when times get 
tough, you' ll keep a piece of gear longer. 
I suspect we're all doing some of that. 
Just look at IBM." IBM's negative five
year income growth rate in recent years 
reflects that user thriftiness. 

Going Down for the Count? 

With many of these downward 
signs, does down mean out? In many 
ways, yes. The years of big percentage 
gains in budgets is over, a sign of the ma
turing of the technology and of the con
cept of information systems. 

What will propel gains is new appli
cations that perhaps can be gained only 
by having former IS professionals out in 
the field, living in new jobs. Yet, if a bud
get crunch continues and decentralized 
IS structures prove too costly and ineffi
cient, some wonder if the tides won't 
turn and find companies recentralizing. 
Mitigating such a move may be the idea 
that large central organizations contra
dict other tenets of ideal business setups, 
such as being lean and mean for acquisi-
tions and divestitures. i 

"Those organizations that are going 8 
.( 

through cuts need to be careful," warns • 
Home Federal's Nichols. "They must ~ 
not slash. Instead they must look at re- E 
turns." Finding those returns is no long- ~ 
er a luxury; it is a top priority. • j 
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The 6500 Multifunction Communication System from AT&T 

If your 3270 system can make the right connections, you win. 
.. If not, you lose. Only it's not a game. 

If your 3270 workgroups aren't 
getting the highest level of flexible 
functionality, you should be talking to 
AT&T about the 6500 Multifunction 
Communication System. 

Your 3270-compatible system 
should be solving communications 
problems- not creating them. Today's 
corporate workgroups are diverse 
and complicated: mixes of main
frames, minicomputers, and other 
remote and local hosts coexist with 
scores of PCs and terminals spread 
around the company. The people 
who use them need to send and 
receive data with maximum effi 
ciency And you need assurance that 
your 3270 buy decisions are sound, 
long-term investments. 

New pieces in the puzzle can 
create plug compatibility headaches 
and cabling problems. Users can end 
up with two terminals on their desks 
because system components don't 
talk to one another, and there's often 
no way to "cut and paste" crucial data 
among applications. 

There's only one way to protect 
yourse lf: kee p up with to day 's 
demands on your 3270-compatible 

system while you invest in a trouble
free future. 

Protect your investment while 
preparing for the future. 

The AT&T 6500 Mui tifunction 
Communication System does fo r 
data communications what a PBX 
does for voice: it helps you move 
closer to creating a single, highly pro
ductive data network that lets your 
equipment - and your company's 
workgroups - run at peak efficiency 

With the AT&T 6500 System you 
can instantly transfer data between 
windows, thereby transferring data 
between sessions or hosts. By elim
inating the communications "Tower 
of Babel," the 6500 System lets users 
concentrate on the tasks that really 
matter. 

Here's what the 6500 Multifunc
tion Communication System gives 
you right now: 
• IBM13270 plug compatibility 
• Functionality d1at includes: SNN 

SDLC, 3270 BSC; Netview compati
ble, Protocol Conversion, X.25, Async 
access and others. 

6500 SYSTE M DISPLAY 

• As many as three simultaneous 
connections to synchronous host 
computers (one loca l and two 
remote, or three remote) with no 
changes to the applications software 
on the host. And all on one controller. 
• Ability to add up to 32 synchro

nous devices, including PCs, displays, 
printer controllers, and printers. 
• Abilit y to add up to 32 

asynchrono us 
devices, includ
ing mini co m
puters, PCs with 
async e mul a
tion packages, 
di splays, and 
mode ms for 
dial-in. 6544 CONTROLLER 

• Multi -host, multi -tasking win
dows. Users can bring data from mul
tiple hosts (or multiple sessions with 
the same host) into four multi-tasking 
windows - all regardless of the type 
of host accessed. 
• A choice from nine d iffere nt 

types of displays. (Four are plug com
patible with IBM 3270 controllers.) 
• Cable and wiring flexibility Host 

devices can be connected to the 6500 
System through inexpensive twisted
pair wiring- or you can use coax. 

Tomorrow's computing systems. 
Computer technology is chang

ing every day And tomorrow's corpo
rate workgroups will be even more 
diverse and decentralized. Forward
thinking MIS managers can protect 
their investments and plan fo r the 
future wid1 the AT&T 6500 Multifunc
tion Communication System. Its flex
ibility, tra nsparency, and expand
ability will prepare you for anything 
the future has to offer. 

To get more info rmation, or to 
arrange a closer look, contact your 
AT&T Account Executive, Authorized 
AT&T Reseller or call 1 800 247-1212. 

From equipment to networking, 
from computers to communications, 
AT&T is the right choice. 
() 1988 ,\T(l.:T 

-- ATs.T 
The right choice. 



The longer you wait, the deeper it gets. 
When your computer's down, every minute counts. And costs. 

That's why Sorbus ~" the world's leading independent computer service 
company, maintains an average response time of just two hours. 

And an average repair time of only one and one-half hours . 
In other words, about three and one-half hours from crashed to 

crunching. 
We cover more than 3,000 different hardware products-mainframes, 

minis, micros, peripherals. Including more IBM® equipment than anyone 
but IBM. 

Altogether, we maintain more than 400,000 pieces of computer hard
ware (including DEC'" equipment) at 60,000 sites nationwide. Chances are, we 
should be maintaining yours, too . 

So call Sorbus today. While there's still time. s·~· ... ussM 
1-800-FOR-INFO. ., • ., 

Sorbus is a service mark of Sorbus Inc. 

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. 

DEC is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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SALARIES 

What Are 
You Worth 

In'SS? 
TA DATAMATION 

REPORT 
o say that 1988 started out 
as a scary year for most IS 

professionals is putting it mildly. In 
the aftermath of October 1987's 
stock market crash, news reports 
were rife with speculation about a 
forthcoming business slowdown. 
Like their non-IS colleagues, IS staff
ers wondered whether they were 
going to be able to keep their jobs, 
much less get raises. But the U.S. 
economy surged ahead in 1988, car
rying with it the careers of IS pros. 
DATAMATION's annual salary survey 
shows that IS jobs are more lucrative 
than ever before, and that the peo
ple in those jobs are optimistic about 
their immediate futures. 

DATAMATION's annual salary survey shows that IS jobs 
are more lucrative than ever. Average salaries for IS 
workers are well above the U.S. average for nonfarm 
workers; raises are heftier for those on the coasts. 

garnered by their staffs will be 6.6% 
this year, better than 1987's 6.2% 
increase. 

The overall averages, as good 
as they are, include some even more 
impressive gains made in several IS 
specialties. Comparisons between 
this year's salary survey and last 

There's no question that, in 
general, IS specialists are better paid 
than the typical American. Accord
ing to the U.S. Department of La
bor's Bureau of Labor Statistics 
(BLS), non-agricultural workers em
ployed by private industry earned 
an average of $16, 799 in the year up 
to June 1988, a rise of 3.6% from 
$16,216 a year earlier. Of the 47 IS 
job categories surveyed by DATA
MATION, not a single position's 
mean wage was under this national 
average. This year, in fact, only two 
IS posts reported mean salaries of Jess 
than $20,000- word processing opera
tors and data entry operators. (In last 
year's survey, these two positions
along with a third category, magnetic me
dia librarian-weighed in with salaries 
below the national average.) 

-ii' 

U 
Is jobs are more lucrative than 
ever, and most IS staffers are 
optimistic about their futures. 

IS salaries are growing at a faster 
pace this year than last. BLS says the av
erage salary increase for all American 
white-collar workers with a professional 
specialty or technical expertise was 
4.8%. The IS executives polled by DATA
MATION reckoned that the average raise 

year's show that mean earnings in 
fully two thirds of the JS job catego
ries studied by DATAMATION were at 
least 6% higher in 1988 than those 
reported in 1987. Earnings in half of 
the classifications were higher by at 
least 10%. 

DATAMATION did find a handful 
of positions in which mean salaries 
actually fell between 1987 and 1988. 
Office automation employees suf
fered, with both word processing 
supervisors and microcomputer 
user services specialists reporting 
lower average incomes. Poorly re
warded jobs were not confined to 
the lower ranks of IS organizations, 
however. The mean salary for direc
tors of security was off more than 
9% from last year's figures. 

In the quest for bigger bucks, 
this has been a particularly good 
year for operating systems pro
grammers. DATAMATION's research 
broke the OS specialty into fo ur lev
els, and of these four positions, 
three-junior, intermediate, and se-

nior programmers-posted the largest 
average salary increases of any job clas- g,

0

• 

s ifications in the survey. OS department > 

managers didn't suffer either, still mak- J 
ing it into the top third of average wage 
increases by job category. This is good =_I 

for systems experts, but it can lead to dis- ~ 
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ruption at the firms for which they work. 
When Wayne A. Bearstler, the IBM 

systems project manager at the Linthi
cum, Md.-based special programs opera
tion of Computer Sciences Corp. lost two 
of his better operating systems program
mers to other firms, he found out that 
they got 20% to 25% more pay at their 
new jobs. He believes his situation is not 
isolated, but rather that it's symptomatic 
of a trend in the industry as a whole. 

Looking for Corporate- IS Synergy 

The IS professionals who are get
ting the most impressive offers, 
Bearstler believes, are those who can po
sition their companies to gain greater ad
vantage from improved IS technologies 
... and who can explain this process to 
top management. But it is difficult for 
companies to find those who can bridge 
the gap between IS departments and the 
executive ranks. "There are just very 
few people who can tie the computer per
spective, the business perspective, and 
the legal perspective together with a 
view to making a company more cost-ef
fective," Bearstler asserts. 

Operating systems specialists have 
the IS know-how, he continues, but they 
also seem to be "anti-social types, ones 
who can't be easily integrated into the 

Job Descriptions 
The following is the job description 
guide respondents to the survey used. 
Corporate staff reports to senior man
agement within corporation. 
Applications programming. develops, 
designs, and prepares programs. 
Systems analysis/programming. sys
tems analysis and applications pro
gramming. 
Operations systems programming. pro
grams and maintains systems software. 
Database administration: plans, orga
nizes, and schedules the activities of 
the database section; establishes stan
dards, maintains dictionary. 
Datacom/telecom: develops and de
signs datacom networks and the instal
lation and operation of data lines. 
Computer operations: in charge of 
equipment, data entry, production con
trol, and postprocessing, but not sys-
tems analysis, or other development 
functions. 
Production and !10 control: sets up and 
schedules jobs for processing so as to 
maximize utilization and meet turn
around requirements. 
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Companies seek to lure 
"personable" operating 
systems specialists. 

corporate culture." The top brass at cor
porations across the country, just now 
realizing the importance of effective in
put from these people, are snapping up 
the most personable of the bunch with 
the lure of big salary increases. 

Even before this new wave of rec
ognition washed across OS groups, their 
employers had seen the value of systems 
talent. In a ranking of DATAMATION'S 47 
survey categories by mean salary, all 
four OS jobs were among the top 10. 

Another area to watch is systems 
analysis and applications programming. 
The upper echelon of this group made a 
strong showing in salary increases be-
tween the 1987 survey and this year's 
numbers. Of the six positions specified in 

Data entry: performs data entry and 
verification functions. 
Office automation: operates word pro
cessing equipment, intelligent type
writers, and terminals for text editing/ 
word processing. 
Job Levels 
Manager. advanced degree and mini
mum five years' experience or equiva
lent combinations; strong management 
skills, performs personnel evaluations, 
budgeting, progress reporting, and 
project management. 
Lead: bachelor's degree or equivalent, 
minimum four years' experience (two 
in supervisory capacity); performs su
pervision as a project manager. 
Senior. bachelor's degree or equivalent 
and minimum three years' experience, 
including some supervisory functions . 
Intermediate: bachelor's degree or 
equivalent and minimum two years' ex
perience; requires some direction. 
Junior. two to four years' college and 
six months' experience; directly 
supervised. 

the survey, the top three slots-manag
er, lead systems analyst/programmer, 
and senior systems analyst-each re
ported, on average, l6% higher pay than 
last year's survey respondents did. 

Salaries of computer operations 
staffers, while still generally low by IS 
professional standards, improved quite a 
bit from the levels reported to DATAMA
TION last year. Computer operator and 
shift supervisor positions averaged gains 
of around 20% during the year. 

Randolph Burkhart, vp of informa
tion resources management at glassware 
marketer Princess House Inc., North 
Dighton, Mass., explains that he was 
forced to raise operations staff pay be
cause he moved several employees into 
operations from other, higher-paying 
jobs in his company. "We had to adjust 
upward the wages of the people who 
were already in place to match the levels 
of the new ones," he says. 

Employers' staffing problems are 
only one reason salaries have gone up for 
operation personnel. Ira Edelman, IS 
manager for SPD Technologies, a circuit 
breaker manufacturer based in Philadel
phia, cites a very different reason for the 
increases among his operations people. 
"In our case," he explains, "it's because 
our computer operations staff is union
ized. They get a cost-of-living adjust
ment as part of their salary, and they get 
quarterly raises. You can pretty much 
say that they have senior tenure; they're 
here for the duration." 

The increases reported in the 1988 
survey don't necessarily guarantee con
tinuing wage leadership for this year's 
big gainers. IS executives say that the 
next boom in salaries may well be in dif
ferent areas, as companies emphasize 
new goals for their IS departments. csc's 
Bearstler predicts a jump in demand for 
telecom specialists and database profes
sionals, with remuneration growing to 
match. At the same time, he adds, some 
IS personnel may find that their areas of 
expertise will become overcrowded. He 
cites programmers who work in second 
and third generation languages as exam
ples of specialists whose skills are grow
ing abundant. 

Moving In New Directions 

Bearstler's views are supported by 
a study conducted by Source Edp, a re
cruiter of computer professionals based 
in San Mateo, Calif. This research indi
cates that demand for IS professionals is 
already swinging in new directions. Ac
cording to the firm, compensation is 
higher than average for IS auditors and 
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ANOTHER GREAT OFFER FROM 
THE EMPlDYEE-OWNERS* OF AVIS, INC. 

The employee-owners of Avis want 
you to experience the elegance of a 
Cadillac Sedan de Ville or similar 
luxury-group car at a very economical 
rate. With SuperValue Rates and fast 

• .------'-------. service, we're trying 

rive 
a day 

harder than ever to give 
you what you want in a 
rental car. 

Cadillac Sedan de Ville 

To get this low rate, 
here are some things 
you should know. This 
rate includes a free 
mileage allowance, but 

~~----------om!!" ..... 

• Employees at all corporate locations. © 1988 Wizard Co .. Inc. 
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there's an additional charge per 
mile thereafter. The rate is available 
at all participating U.S. locations, 
and is higher in the metro N .Y area. 
It is non-discountable and may 
change without notice. These cars 
are subject to availability, and 
blackout periods and additional 
seasonal charges may apply. There 
is no refueling charge if you return 
your tank full. For renters under 
25 and additional drivers, there are 
extra charges. The car must be 
returned to renting location. Taxes 
and optional Collision Damage Waiver 
($9.95/day, higher in certain areas), 
Personal Accident Insurance, Personal 
Effects Protection and Additional 
Liability Insurance are extra. 

To drive this elegant bargain, 
call Avis at 
1-800-331-1212, 
or call your 
travel consultant. 

AVIS 
® 

We're trying harder than ever.sM 

Avis features GM cars. Cadillac Sedan de Ville. 



How Would You Deal With These Problems? 
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Start with a strong FOUNDATION: 
Introducing the Integrated Software Solution 

for System Development Problems. 
FOUNDATION is a full life cycle CASE environment for planning, designing, 
installing and maintaining systems faster than you've ever anticipated. 

FOUNDATION provides the integrated components 
to tackle large and small system development projects 
more quickly, more efficiently and with better quality 
resu lts than you thought possible. Integration virtually 
eliminates the standard snafus of single function tools. 
Redundancies. Incompatible functions. 
Multiple languages. 

METHOD/lrM for planning. 
METHOD/! 
provides an 
automated sys
tem for project 
estimating, 
work planning, 
project control 
and manage
ment change 
control. This 
established life 
cycle method
ology has been 
used to deliver thousands of successful applications. 

DESIGN/1™ for system design. 
DESIGN/ I is 
a dictionary
based system 
for analysts 
and designers 
to develop 
data flow dia
grams, paint 
screens and 
reports, plus 
facilitate data 
design and 
maintenance. 
To facilitate better system design, the prototyping 
facility encourages user participation. 

© 1988, Arthur Andersen & Co. 

INS'IJ\LL/1™ for code generation and maintenance. 
INSTALL/I uses 
the design speci
fications from 
DESIGN/I and 
generates a pro
duction COBOL 
program. It pro
motes standard
ization during 
the develop
ment process by 
generating every
thing necessary 
for an on-line application: records, screens, SQL, logic 
and copybooks. Configuration management and test
ing aids complete the system. When maintenance is 
required, changes are resolved throughout the 
system automatically. 

At the heart of FOUNDATION is a central repository 
containing an active data dictionary that ties the com
ponents together. The dictionary is built on DB2™ to 
exploit its powerful relational capabilities along with 
the advantages ofMVS/XA, CICS, and COBOL II. 

FOUNDATION comes with something no other CASE 
tool or environment can offer. The experience of Arthur 
Andersen & Co. Experience that comes from more than 
35 years of developing systems solutions for our clients. 
Plus, FOUNDATION is supported by an experienced 
technical team that can be made available to service 
your special needs. 

To learn how FOUNDATION can help solve your 
systems development problems call: 

1-800-458-8851 

ARTHUR 
ANDERSEN 

&[gJ 
082 is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. 
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Average Salary by Region (in$) 
NYC WASH/ 

ALL BOSTON MANHAT AREA PHILA BALT ATLANTA 

CORPORATE STAFF 
• Vice President . 67,643 100,010 63,875 99,500 68,500 83,167 48,333 --4 

• Director of Dp/ MIS 54,189 54,571 250,000 63,921 50,500 56,827 44,000 
• Technical Services Manager 56,859 62,500 75,000 53,400 49,000 40,000 53,000 
• Information Center / Data Center Manager 42,203 40,667 77,500 46,500 23,000 57,000 36,800 
• Director of Security 40,876 40,000 40,000 44,000 40,000 56,250 22,000 

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 
• Manager 45,561 55,000 50,810 55,000 40,667 50,000 42,471 
• Senior Systems Analyst 41,518 44,252 80,000 46,429 40,650 41,250 41,200 
• Lead Systems Analyst 37,067 40,000 60,000 42,500 35,000 41,000 NA 
• Systems Analyst 33,446 35,000 50,000 36,588 30,000 37,000 27,500 
• Junior Systems Analyst 27,599 28,000 NA 31,500 22,250 35,000 NA 

APPLICATIONS PROGRAMMING 
• Manager 45,581 50,000 65,000 48,000 41,000 52,000 29,500 
• Lead Application Programmer 38,269 40,000 40,000 44,250 39,150 34,250 31,000 
• Senior Application Programmer 36,397 35,000 42,025 42,500 NA 34,125 34,260 
• Application Programmer 28,493 31,929 34,000 40,333 23,400 28,334 33,750 
• Intermediate Application Programmer 26,127 28,500 30,000 34,500 23,250 25,037 NA 
• Junior Application Programmer 22,947 28,167 29,000 33,000 19,500 24,000 NA 

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS/ PROGRAMMING 
• Manager 51,316 49,000 50,000 51,571 46,000 60,000 29,642 

j· 

• Lead Systems Analyst/ Programmer 42,430 40,667 40,000 43,200 37,100 42,913 NA • 
• Senior Systems Analyst/ Programmer 38,974 30,500 38,500 38,750 29,500 42,500 40,500 
• Systems Analyst/ Programmer 30,926 31,333 28,000 33,700 26,875 35,966 30,750 
• Intermediate Systems Analyst/Programmer 28,079 NA NA 32,000 25,800 37,500 24,000 
• Junior Systems Analyst/ Programmer 23,620 23,250 25,000 28,667 19,000 34,000 16,922 

OPERATING SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING 
• Manager 57,351 50,006 75,000 NA NA 39,333 NA 
• Senior Systems Programmer 57,846 45,000 44,000 NA NA 43,250 NA 
• Intermediate Systems Programmer 47,940 31,250 40,000 NA 40,000 40,000 35,000 
• Junior Systems Programmer 47,462 NA 29,000 NA NA 35,000 NA 

DATABASE ADMINISTRATION 
• Manager 41,649 45,000 55,000 47,667 35,000 48,000 NA 
• Database Administrator 36,579 31,875 35,000 46,000 36,000 30,500 NA 

DATACOM/TELECOM 
• Manager 46,005 41,667 65,000 43,000 27,000 NA NA 
• Analyst 33,998 34,000 40,000 35,333 14,000 NA NA 

COMPUTER OPERATIONS 
• Manager 37,072 38,000 55,000 42,444 45,000 48,333 28,750 
• Shift Supervisor 30,827 27,333 40,000 40,750 38,933 28,822 24,000 
• Lead Computer Operator 24,464 24,333 24,000 30,500 19,850 21,433 19,433 
• Computer Operator 21,346 20,750 24,250 27,583 34,457 20,949 17,700 
• Magnetic Media Librarian 20,887 20,333 21,000 24,500 NA NA NA 

PRODUCTION AND 1/0 CONTROL 
• Supervisor 29,016 NA 24,000 28,500 NA 28,000 28,150 
• Lead Production Controller 26,433 45,000 22,000 NA 33,000 NA 22,200 
• Scheduler 24,493 36,000 19,000 18,000 11,000 NA 18,000 
• Control Clerk 21 ,127 20,325 15,000 17,000 12,100 NA 16,550 

DATA ENTRY 
• Supervisor 22,898 24,333 28,000 22,600 19,125 16,093 18,000 
• Operator 16,838 16,250 19,000 18,362 17,800 15,683 14,754 

OFFICE AUTOMATION 
• Word Processing Supervisor 23,822 24,000 26,500 34,000 NA 20,000 NA 
• Word Processing Operator 17,930 20,667 20,000 20,500 NA 17,000 13,500 
• Microcomputer User Services Specialist 25,054 25,500 NA 28,500 NA NA 28,000 

OTHER 
• Specialists 24,828 25,000 30,200 32,000 NA 17,500 NA 
• Consultant 48,810 20,000 76,667 50,000 35,000 28,000 51,000 
• Pc Evaluator 32,127 30,000 NA NA NA NA NA 
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Communicate With and Beyond 
Tymnet has a way to let you 
communicate within and beyond 
your SNA network quickly and 
unobtrusively. 
How? 
Tymnet's communication solutions 
are based on software, not on 
installing another piece of hardware 
equipment. 

That saves you both time and money. ,. 
Plus, when you tie into Tymnet's 
network, you extend your SNA net-
work out to the whole world of 
international data access and 
delivery, without disrupting your 
IBM host or front-end software. 



N E T W 0 R K P E 0 P l E 

Big Blue Without Disturbing Him. 
Tymnet offers these cost-saving IBM 
services in public, private, and 
hybrid network solutions: 
• file transfer 
• PC connectivity 
• X.25-SNA integration 
• Async-to-3270 protocol 

conversion 
Tymnet can be your solution to 
communicate effectively within and 
beyond the SNA environment. 
It's easy. 

Call 800-872-7654 for all the 
information you need to make your 
decision. 

Tymnet 
2560 N. First Street 
P.O. Box49019 
San Jose, CA 95161-9019 

We Build Networks. 

llllCDONNE L.I.. DOUGLAS 
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Average Salary by Industry (in$) 
CON SUM INDUS EDP 

ALL MFG MFG BANK FINAN SERV DISTRIB 

CORPORATE STAFF ~ 

• Vice President 67,643 82,500 90,657 59,850 50,500 58,250 61,250 
• Director of Dp I MIS 54,189 57,040 54,445 NA 157,500 52,600 50,498 
• Technical Services Manager 56,859 54,875 97,875 38,000 52,000 49,400 37,500 
• Information Center / Data Center Manager 42,203 43,100 47,083 45,640 45,000 50,000 41,629 
• Director of Security 40,876 40,000 65,000 NA 40,000 40,000 NA 

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 
• Manager 45,561 49,333 49,250 42,000 50,810 44,600 43,750 
• Senior Systems Analyst 41,518 42,274 40,812 58,000 NA 45,409 37,500 
• Lead Systems Analyst 37,067 36,600 36,533 60,000 NA 29,333 28,000 
• Systems Analyst 33,446 32,368 31,278 35,500 NA 34,800 29,750 
• Junior Systems Analyst 27,599 28,333 25,600 NA NA 26,500 27,000 

APPLICATIONS PROGRAMMING 
• Manager 45,581 45,750 44,625 26,750 65,000 55,667 43,333 

I-
• Lead Application Programmer 38,269 41,600 39,000 23,000 50,000 43,750 30,000 
• Senior Application Programmer 36,397 37,286 35,943 44,050 40,000 38,857 29,000 
• Application Programmer 28,493 30,370 27,750 25,500 35,000 33,242 28,640 
• Intermediate Application Programmer 26,127 33,000 24,833 25,000 NA 27,500 23,000 
• Junior Application Programmer 22,947 23,917 24,425 30,000 28,000 26,000 18,750 

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS/ PROGRAMMING 
• Manager 51,316 50,312 67,655 26,000 48,500 64,000 39,333 v 
• Lead Systems Analyst/ Programmer 42,430 40,944 48,053 NA 38,500 45,667 42,000 
• Senior Systems Analyst/Programmer 38,974 35,920 47,005 20,000 39,000 42,833 31,667 .. 
• Systems Analyst/ Programmer 30,926 32,697 31,695 20,000 28,000 30,500 32,500 
• Intermediate Systems Analyst/Programmer 28,079 28,089 28,245 NA NA 30,000 30,000 
• Junior Systems Analyst/ Programmer 23,620 25,500 22,823 NA 25,000 25,000 NA 

OPERATING SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING 
• Manager 57,351 49,252 50,450 NA 56,667 44,500 39,500 
• Senior Systems Programmer 57,846 42,600 39,644 NA 52,500 42,500 42,000 
• Intermediate Systems Programmer 47,940 37,333 34,188 NA 40,000 60,000 35,000 
• Junior Systems Programmer 47,462 34,000 29,750 NA 29,000 30,000 NA ~ 

DATABASE ADMINISTRATION 
• Manager 41,649 39,000 47,000 NA 55,000 48,000 NA 
• Database Administrator 36,579 38,200 37,143 NA 35,000 40,000 30,000 

DATACOM/TELECOM 
• Manager 46,005 44,667 52,600 NA 65,000 NA NA 
• Analyst 33,998 28,000 38,567 NA 40,000 NA NA 

COMPUTER OPERATIONS .&. 

• Manager 37,072 36,714 33,814 31,057 40,000 40,667 38,908 
• Shift Supervisor 30,827 27,571 27,180 23,690 40,000 32,000 32,950 
• Lead Computer Operator 24,464 22,735 29,489 17,670 22,333 23,333 22,764 
• Computer Operator 21,346 19,939 23,800 15,778 23,500 20,500 17,862 
• Magnetic Media Librarian 20,887 24,667 18,362 NA 21,000 NA NA 

PRODUCTION AND 1/0 CONTROL 
• Supervisor 29,016 27,500 31,333 19,000 23,500 23,000 27,150 
• Lead Production Controller 26,433 34,500 24,000 NA 22,000 NA 20,100 
• Scheduler 24,493 32,000 30,800 13,000 19,000 18,000 20,500 
• Control Clerk 21,127 20,250 35,250 NA 15,000 17,000 16,300 

DATA ENTRY 
• Supervisor 22,898 21,611 22,5 16 NA 21,800 28,000 23,800 
• Operator 16,838 15,384 17,839 10,000 25,073 16,333 17,522 

OFFICE AUTOMATION 
• Word Processing Supervisor 23,822 28,333 19,000 25,000 23,000 20,000 NA 
• Word Processing Operator 17,930 18,800 17,214 12,200 21,750 17,000 NA 
• Microcomputer User Services Specialist 25,054 25,833 24,300 18,000 NA NA 30,000 

OTHER 
• Specialists 24,828 27,667 19,800 A 30,200 25,200 NA 
• Consultant 48,810 39,233 52,000 90,000 50,000 47,429 NA 
• Pc Evaluator 32,127 27,500 36,800 NA NA NA NA 
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CONSTR/ 
MED/ TRANS/ MIN/ ANNUAL SPENDING 

GOVT LEGAL UTIL EDU CA AGRI < $1 MIL > $1 MIL 
analysts with expertise in communica-

... tions, database management, office auto-54,180 92,750 83,650 59,667 NA 56,123 83,174 
51,626 50,607 54,955 42,900 50,850 44,423 69,465 mation, and information center analysis. 

50,052 44,000 48,500 22,500 45,000 60,816 54,352 Where you work can have a big ef-

40,923 30,355 51,333 34,013 NA 36,303 50,463 
feet on what you make and how fast your 
pay is likely to grow. Data on raises pro-

t.: 
36,988 NA 34,500 NA NA 36,400 42,991 vided by DATAMATJON's survey respon-

dents show considerable variation with 

" 
46,146 38,443 48,667 30,500 48,500 40,834 49,853 the employee's geographical location. IS 
41,143 40,660 39,286 31,667 NA 39,848 42,172 professionals from the San Francisco and 
41,326 27,500 37,333 NA NA 30,082 40,726 Silicon Valley areas, for example, said 
33,744 36,433 33,440 NA 32,000 30,158 36,158 raises averaged 10.6% in 1987. This un-
29,677 23,360 28,333 NA NA 24,198 29,031 usually rapid growth in compensation 

has not escaped the attention of compa-
49,314 40,000 41,667 34,175 39,000 40,619 49,883 nies in that area. 
38,610 34,060 38,500 30,750 NA 34,300 39,765 One San Francisco-based MIS direc-
33,757 31,800 34,000 29,250 35,000 35,883 36,727 tor (who did not want to be identified) as-
27,724 28,417 30,000 25,389 27,500 27,111 30,504 serted that his company was relocating 
25,602 24,625 26,500 21,450 NA 24,050 27,989 because it could not keep up with the Bay 

22,119 20,670 22,000 21,000 NA 21,522 24,264 Area's prevailing salary hikes. According 

~ 
to this vp, by moving to a new location 75 
miles away, his company will be able to 44,418 44,350 47,607 38,547 NA 54,030 50,256 
operate where IS salaries average 18% • 38,039 37,075 44,843 35,250 38,500 40,600 44,571 

34,479 32,350 39,331 27,500 44,000 41,938 37,901 
lower. Los Angeles area respondents 
also reported solid gains: average in-

30,323 30,680 33,270 24,300 28,500 29,697 33,271 creases were 8.3% in 1987, and, in 1988, 
32,250 21,000 29,797 19,980 24,000 24,580 30,995 the average wage increase will be 10.2%. 
24,372 21,205 22,528 13,000 NA 20,564 26,878 

Raises lower Between the Coasts 

47,210 70,000 41,607 27,000 NA 39,577 68,667 Workers in Boston, Atlanta, Phila-
42,199 47,667 43,132 29,000 NA 40,308 86,526 delphia, and Manhattan also beat the na-
32,461 37,800 38,646 28,000 35,000 35,250 49,690 tional average in 1987, and they expect to 
27,333 NA 40,850 17,500 NA 24,000 52,561 do so again in 1988. And even though av-

erage IS salaries in the Baltimore-Wash-
40,568 NA 42,814 32,000 NA 30,875 46,228 in gt on region aren't setting national 
38,072 NA 38,236 32,000 42,000 29,218 39,676 records, Bearstler thinks they are a mite 

too high. The reason, he believes, is not 

45,917 38,500 47,543 37,000 28,000 41,750 46,856 the area's shallow pool of talent. On the 

34,326 19,500 41,732 25,000 18,000 31,286 34,823 contrary, he notes, there is a good supply 
of qualified people. According to 

41,243 31,333 43,486 31,333 33,500 31,367 42,727 
Bearstler, local companies are paying ex-
cessive wages because they don't want 

31,790 33,700 46,631 24,667 NA 25,392 33,884 to be bothered training people just out of 
24,451 21,317 26,915 16,333 25,000 22,863 26,724 school. "They only look at midlevel peo-
25,163 17,712 24,048 20,100 17,667 20,969 21,970 pie, and it's a shame. They're overlook-
20,550 NA 21,046 15,000 24,000 16,811 21,366 ing a wealth of knowledge," he says. 

Unlike their fast-track colleagues on 
33,903 24,000 43,548 25,000 NA 25,750 30,757 both coasts, IS professionals in the heart-
24,203 33,000 37,644 18,000 18,500 27,875 25,989 land found themselves in a financial quag-
17,833 11,000 33,922 16,000 NA 25,600 24,146 mire this year. Survey respondents in 
17,702 13,700 22,296 14,000 NA 31,043 18,109 Cleveland, Cincinnati, and St. Louis re-

ported raises of 4%, well below the na-
25,518 19,136 27,377 18,000 16,500 20,469 25,314 tional average. Their counterparts in 
18,907 13,990 19,159 14,492 19,000 15,851 18,933 Houston, a city still hurting from a slump 

in the oil industry, did even worse in 

24,182 30,000 NA 28,000 10,000 22,528 26,249 1987-average raises that year were put 

21,267 16,667 28,000 11,000 20,000 17,913 17,832 at 3.3%-but they expect an upturn this 

23,226 16,400 35,168 19,000 NA 19,722 27,106 
year, estimating 1988 increases at 5.6%. 

Outside the major metropolitan 
areas, the thin labor market takes a toll; 

16,700 28,000 35,100 14,000 NA 23,029 26,070 neither employers nor employees have 
NA 41,000 NA 28,500 NA 49,042 47,386 as many options. Richard Mellor, IS man-

26,400 35,000 NA 32,000 NA 37,000 32,290 ager for the MIS unit of Harford County, 
Md., isn't overly concerned about rising 
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wages or heavy turnover. He really ject to odd fluctuations in their work cy-
doesn't need to worry because, as he ex- cles, and, occasionally, this can play 
plains, "There are only three or four havoc with raises. csc's Bearstler says 
computer shops in this area. If our peo- 1988 has been a relatively good year fo r 
pie want to work close to home, they wage increases at his shop, particularly 
don't have that many options." in comparison with last year, when reve-

The amount and growth of IS prof es- nue from its major customer, the Depart-
sionals' earnings in one industry can be ment of Defense, went through a dip. He 
quite different from those in another. An Li Some IS personnel may recalls, "The end of 1987 was very slack 
industry-by-industry breakdown of aver- for us. Gramm-Rudman had a very large 
age raises confirms the expected- the IS find OVerCfOWding in impact; there were fewer funds available 
side of the financial industry has felt the and that [had an impact on) our growth 
effects of last October' s stock market their areas of expertise. projections." Adding more pressure to 
crash. control wages was a corporate reorgani-

Executives in this sector report that trial goods manufacturing markets are zation that turned his group into a profit
last year their raises averaged 13.8%. By giving their IS employees smaller in- and-loss center. On top of that, 
contrast, the average 1988 raise report- creases than most. Computer Sciences moved to an annua
ed by IS professionals in finance was In between-exactly on the nation- lized review system, and some raises 
7.1 %. Even so, IS pros in the financial al average-was the government sector, were deferred. 
sector indicate they will still beat the na- which improved IS employees' earnings Compensation packages offered to 
tional average of IS wage gains by about by 6.2%. That midpoint is precisely IS professionals include a great deal more 
half a point. where Harford County's IS manager than salary. According to this year's sur-

Among the other industry groups would put his shop. Mellor says he just vey respondents, almost 90% of their 
providing better-than-average IS salary "can't compete with the state's big IS em- companies offer medical coverage to 
increases this year are banking, consum- players like Baltimore Gas & Electric"; both management and staff. Also on the 
er goods manufacturing, and medical and but he can reward his people more hand- list of common prerequisites are paid va-

2 legal services. By contrast, IS managers somely than many other local firms. cations, life insurance, disability insur
~ in education, transportation, and indus- Some industry segments are sub- ance, and dental coverage, all of which 
~ ~-----------------------------------------------------' 
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TOTAL 
EUROPEAN 
SUPPORT 

FOR IBM S/3X 
Now you can be supported from a local office on an 
international basis' 
International Business Systems (IBS) AB is 

unique . We are a European Group of softwa re 
houses to tally devoted to the development and 
distribution of the most advanced svstems ava ilable 
fo r IBM mid-range computers. · 
Our range of services covers the whole spectrum. 

from configuration and installation to training and 
full system maintenance . With offices th roughput 
Europe we successfully support projects on a loca l 
or multinational basis. 
We know that quality and professionalism is 

important to you. Indeed recent customer 
sa tisfa ction surveys show a high level of 
appreciation of the knowledge and ability of our 
staff to deal professionally with complex. critica l 
situations. 
If you wa nt fr iendly and spec iali st IBM S/3X 

advice for any of your European locations. please 
write or call us. we will be able to put vou in contact 
wi th your local IBS office. 

International Business Systems (185 :\B 

Hemva rnsgaian 8· Boxl061 ~ 
171 OJ Sundbvberg · S•·eden . 

Telephone: <6·8·9815 75 
Telex : 133H rpgsto s .,...s~ 

Offices in Sweden. Finland . \ orwa\' . Denmark. Bel2i um . 
France. Switze rland. l'I\ and the L'S . .\ . -



Tandy Computers: 
Because there is 
no better value.TM 

The New Tandy® 5000 MC 
Our most powerful 
386™ based computer 
... made in America. 

The new Tandy 5000 MC Professional 
System is strictly business, from the look 
of its 256 ,000-color VG A graphics to 
the tactile feel of its keyboatd . 

Inside is pure performance, from the 
80386 processor operating at 20 MHz to 
the fas t memory with cache that pro
vides RAM -fast access to your data. 

The 5000 MC comes with a built -in 
l.44MB 3 1/z" floppy drive. There's room 
inside for a second 3 1/z " drive (or hard 
drive) and two 5 1/4

11 floppy, hard or tape 
drives. C hoose from ST-506 or ESDI
and SCSI support is coming. 

Expand the memory to 16MB using 
two dedicated expans ion slots, and you 
can still add five IBM® Micro C hannel 
compatible expansion adapters. 

And the 5000 MC is a natural as the 
hub of a multiuser system or as a file 

server in a 3Com® workgroup . 

A Tandy 5000 MC with 
an 84MB hard d isk drive 

is only $6999. It 's the 
new alternative in 
personal computing. 

·~~::~~~~~~~~~~~~-~.;;.;;;. -----· 
Send me a 1989 RSC-20 computer catalog. 

• 20 MHz Intel® 80386 
microprocessor 

• 2MB RAM, expandable 
to 16MB 

• Intel 82385 Memory Cache 
controller 

• Built-in VGA graphics 

• Five IBM Micro Channel™ 
expansion slots, plus two 
dedicated memory slots 

• 80387 coprocessor socket 

• Supports MS-DOS®, MS® 
OS/2 and multiuser SCO® 
XENIX® operating systems 

Price applies at Radio Shack Computer Centers and participating stores and dealers. Monitor sold sepa· 
rately. Intel /Reg . TM and 386/TM Intel Corp. IBM/ Reg . TM and Micro Channel /TM IBM Corp. MS. MS -DOS 
and XENIX/ Reg. TM Microsoft Corp . SCO/Reg . TM The Santa Cruz Operation. 3Com/Reg. TM 3Com Corp. 
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I Mail to: Radio Shack, Dept. 89·A·114 I 
300 One Tandy Center, Fort Worth, TX 76102 
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are available to staff at more than 50% of revenue expect to end 1988 with an IS 
the responding companies. Other fringe turnover level of 5.2%. At the other end 
benefits, like company cars and club of the spectrum, reports from companies 
memberships, are generally less a bun- with yearly revenue of $3 billion or more 
dant, according to the survey results; put 1988 turnover at 9. 7%. 
when they are offered, it's typically only The survey data for companies be-
to IS employees who are considered to be tween these extremes confirms the pat-
management. tern: in general, bigger shops must 

One perk with lasting value is edu- ~ raster tu•nover 
1
.S /·ust replace a greater percentage of their em-

cation. Not only does it make employees r1 , ployees each year. csc's Bearstler be-
more productive, it also helps them one unfortunate product lieves faster turnover is just one of the 
move up the corporate ladder. Last year, unfortunate concomitants of growth, and 
the average IS employee was given 64 of dynamic expansion. he cites his five-year-old group at Com-
hours of training at an estimated cost of puter Sciences as an example. "In the 
$2,800. even higher than last year's 13. 7%. But early years, we had 3% to 5% turnover," 

Employee turnover rates among IS Wall Street isn't the only business sector he says. "Last year it was about 7%, and 
professionals edged up this year com- with high employee turnover. Banking, we will probably hit 10% in a few years." 
pared to last, but remained lower than too, is in turmoil, and this year will wit- Change per se may add to the rate of 
that of two years ago. DATAMATION read- ness the changeover of 15.2% of its IS turnover, and when that change includes 
ers reported that, on average, 7.5% of professionals. During 1987, turnover in IS headaches, the effect is compounded. 
their personnel have been or will be re- banking was 7.7%, marginally above the Princess House hired Randolph Burk-
placed during 1988. In 1987, the turn- national average. hart in 1984 to renovate IS. Before his ap-

0 over rate was 7.2%, a marked decrease pointment, the IS department only 
J from the 8.8% rate reported for 1986. Small Companies Report Less Turnover supported order processing, and most of 
"" Both this year and last, the financial Small companies seem to experi- the work was in maintenance. Burkhart 
£ sector was more volatile . lS turnover in ence less IS personnel volatility than implemented a heavy investment in sys-
2 finance is currently running at a 15% large ones. Survey respondents at com- terns development, and then, in 1986, 
~ rate, twice the all-industry average, and panies with less than $1 million in annual sales volume fell by 30%. "The company 
~ j;;;Oi==============================..-, enacted strategics to counteract the 

Mainframe Interconnection 
Is Our Line 

Our Products Include: 
• Blue Cable "New" 
• Bus/Tag Testers 
• And Much More 

Our Pledge: 
• Zero Defects 
• Overnight Shipment 
• Technical Support 

Mainframe 1/0 Bus/Tag Cable Assemblies 
For Pricing And Information Call 

REN Electronics Corp. 
(A Major OEM Supplier) 

755 New Ludlow Road, South Hadley, MA 01075 
East of Miss. R. & MN. 413-536-1800 West of Miss . R. 719-275-7595 
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downturn, and this meant a lot of pres
sure on people, a lot of changes in pro
grams," he says. "Many had a hard time 
adjusting to that, and they left." But now 
the business is healthy again. "We've got 
good players, more experienced people. 
Things are settling down," he says. • 

METHODOLOGY 
On June 24, 1988, 3,000 question
naires were mailed to a random sam
ple of DATAMATION subscribers. The 
sample was selected according to the 
following criteria: 2, 010 names select
ed by key man per site; and 990 names 
selected by key man per site at Fortune 
1000 companies. The sample was 
drawn on an "nth-name" basis from 
those who qualified according to the 
above criteria. That is, names were se
lected at a specified interval through
out the list so that a systematic random 
sample of the entire list resulted. To 
achieve the highest possible response 
rate, each outgoing envelope was per
sonally addressed to the recipient, and 
a brand-new $1 bill and a prepaid re
ply envelope were included to facilitate 
return of the completed questionnaire. 
By July 21, 424 completed question
naires had been returned, indicating a 
response rate of 14.1%. The results 
were tabulated and this report was 
based on the data from the 424 replies. 
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This single roll of forms 
can feed v.our high speed 

laser printer nonstop 
up to 5 hours! 

The Moore Roll Processing System 
can help you get a lot more out of 
your high speed laser printer. You can 

of the Moore system interface directly install it, train your operators and 
with your printer. They can be con- provide a six month/2000 hour war-
figured at right angles, parallel, or ranty, all at no extra charge. 

' actually increase your output by as 
much as 500/o or more-and do it with 
le.ss operator involvement 

in-line, depending on your space To learn more about this dramatic 
layout or setup preference. productivity booster, call Moore at 

The system is supported by the 1-800-44 7-3000, ext 6200. 
One roll of forms is the equiv

alent of 17 cartons of standard size 
18-pound forms. Think of all the 
carton-changing downtime you'll 
eliminate. And, Moore rolls are easy 
to handle, requiring no manual lifting 
or strain!' 

Both the roll feeder and folder units 

*Optional forms dolly available. 

© l987Moore 

nationwide Moore _ 
technical service .,...- ~:.~ -1-- I ·1 
network We will~ ~ . ____ ""'-

· ~r · 1·1 
Moore Folder Unit 
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1205 Milwaukee Avenue 
Glenview, IL 60025 

I 
Moore Roll Feeder 



at toms four : 
useless,disconneded · 
monochrome monitors : 
and keyboards into . 
four speedy; 
grapliic workstations · 

fur about the cost of 
an executive desk? 
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The Brand New, Very Affordable, 
Absolutely Indispensable VNA: 

There's nothing quite like a 
desk that's perfectly suited to 
your needs. Or a networking sys
tem that's perfectly suited to your 
applications. 

Introducing the revolutionary 
Video Network Adapter. 

VNA'.s new approach to con
nectivity gives you full graphics 
capabilities with programs like 

Lotus 1-2-3,™ AutoCAD,™ and 
Ventura Publisher.™ It gives you 
the full flexibility of a multi-user, 
multi-tasking environment. And, 
since it lets you use PC-compat
ible monitors and keyboards, 
your additional hardware costs 
go down dramatically. 

VNA comes complete with the 
hardware, PC-MOS operating 

THE SOFTWARE LINK 

system, cabling, and easy-to
follow instructions for a quick 
installation. And like everything 
else from The Software Link, your 
satisfaction with the VNA is guar
anteed, or your money back. 

So get VNA into your office, 
and sit back and put your feet up. 
You've just made an executive 
decision of real value. 

3577 PARKWAY LANE • NORCROSS, G EO RG IA 30092 • FAX: 404-263-6474 

For more information about VNA, contact the authorized distributor nearest you. 
Prowest, Inc. Albuquerque, NM 800/ 825-8375 ·Digital Solutions Atlanta, GA 800 241-6651 • 404 955-4488 inside Georgia 

Network Consulting Associates Chicago, IL 312/ 641-1893 • Data Quest Hawaii Honolulu, HI 808 988-7813 • lncon Ft. Lauderdale, FL 305 564-6633 
Data Equipment/Communications Carro llton, TX 214/ 960-2585 • L. K. H., Inc. Los Angeles, CA 805/268-1 256 • Information Engineers Scotts Va lley, CA 408 438-3339 

Corporate Micro, Inc. New York, NY 212 315-2853 
Video Network Ada pier is a trademark of The Software Link. Inc. All other brand names are the trademarks of thei r respec tive holders. 
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WhY'freatThe ~toms 
Of NetworkAnd ~Pains 
When You CanHaVeThe Cure? 

2 TABLETS DfUVUCBNi "AJn'llDI dt Ml1' ULaVD 

Losing sleep over 
Computer Operations nightmares? 

OH.ll-;INl\I. 

.Alka.·Seltzer 
The SYS/MASTER~ component of NET/MASTER~ 
gives you the automation you've only dreamed 
about. SYS/ MASTER automates complex 
operations tasks and resolution of problems 
(even at remote sites). OHh:lN/\I 

Alka.-Selt:zer 

Tired of the bandage approach 
to Network Management? 

1be NET/ MASTER Advanced Network 
Management component lets you 

take control of your network by automat
ing the resolution of complex problems 
you're faced with daily. No matter what 

multi-vendor strategy or what architecture 
you choose, NET / MASTER is the place 

to start. 

Looking for relief from Help Desk headaches? 
Give your Help Desk the serious tools they need to automate problem, 

change and configuration 
management tasks. Make 
manual tasks a thing of the 
past with the INFO/ MASTER 
component of NET/ MASTER. 

Feeling uneasy about Network Access and Security? 
NET/ MASTF!R gives you easy and secure network access for 
automated management of your network. Authorized users 

can utilize as many applications as they 
like-eliminating multiple terminals 
and long log-on procedures. 

'!' ., - -. . ! PROTECTIVE 
COo\TING ACTIOH 

Pet>to· 
Bismo1· 
~ ..... for: 
' lrodigeeilon• Up9el .......... 
' ltowtbum• Dill!llea• """" 
8Ft. oz. 

Finding it hard 
to stomach the usual 
File 'Ihlnsfer probiems? 
'Jransf er commercial volumes 
faster and more reliably than 
other software products or 
courier services. Automate the 
complete process of transferring 
and using data with the worry
free NET/ MASTER File 'Jransfer 
component. 

Get NET/ ·. It's Serious Medicine. 
Only NET/MA5TER from Cincom" provides serious, 

permanentsolutionswithacomprehensive,fullyinte
grated system of components: with easy installation 
and fast-acting implementation that gets right to the 
source of all your problems. 

NET/MA5TERletsyou automate and manage your 
network and systems with greater control, efficiency and 
reliability than any product on the market today. And 
NET/MA5TER gives you functionality and flexibility that 

unmatched, single-solution products just can't provide. 
Join over 700 organizations who have found permanent 

reliefwithNET/MA5TER. Tufindoutmore,call us today, 
toll-free, at: 

1-800-543-3010 
In Ohio, 513-661-6000 • In Canada, 1-800-387-5914 

EECINCOM 
The Better 1be Solution, The Better 1be Value'" 

International Regional Headquarters/ Maidenhead, UK (0628) 72731 • Paris (1) 45456779 
Frankfurt (69) 719070 • Tukyo (03) 438-2791 © 1988 Cinoom Systems, Inc. 
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The Myths and Realities 
Of Competitive Advantage 
The Challenges of 
Information Technology 
The frontier of information technology 
has moved from the back office to the front 
office, where it is playing an ever larger 
role in formulating business strategy, in 
improving and even redefining the effec
tiveness of operations, and in making or
ganizations more responsive and 
accountable. Often, it is recasting the dy
namics of an industry, shoving some into 
overcapacity and farcing others to change 
the roles regarding vertical integration. 

In some companies, top manage
ment has responded to this challenge by 
rushing to embrace technology, on the as
sumption that !T will provide a silver bul
let, only to realize later that any advantage 
they gained was fleeting. In other cases, 
managers have acted more cautiously or 
even shied away from active involvement 
with IT and then observed more innova
tive competitors gainingmarket share. In
creasingly, managers are faced with the 
dilemma of recognizing the importance of 
IT while feeling ill-equipped to deal with 
this rapidly changing technology. 

As a result of the work McKinsey & 
Company has done with clients, it is clear 
the use of IT must be tightly integrated into 
the overall design of a company's business 
strategy. Every company and its competi
tive situation is unique, and every top 
manager must somehow come to terms 
with an appropriate role for IT in his or 
her enterprise. This article is a framework 
to guide executives in doing so, and it in
troduces a sen.es of forthcoming articles 
about the management of IT in organiza
tions, from both a business and technolog
ical perspective. The series is intended to 
redefine the terms of discourse about 
when, why, and how IT should be used to 
change strategy or improve performance. 

Carter F. Bales 
Director 

McKinsey & Company Inc. 

BY MICHAEL MIRON, JOHN 
CECIL, KEVIN BRADICICH, 
AND GENE HALL 

I 
nformation power! Legions of consul
tants, academicians, and vendors 
have been preaching the gospel of in

formation technology-how its trans
forming power will create "strategic 
systems" that will propel business to 
new heights of success. The faith in tech
nology has created what has almost be
come an admonition-if your company 
doesn't get on board quickly with the lat
est technology, it will be left behind. 

While information technology is of
ten essential to maintain competitive
ness, it may not be capable of achieving 
competitive advantage where none ex-

isted before, and its most common appli
cation-as a tool for automating a 
process-is least likely to yield that ad
vantage. When IT is used to leverage ex
isting business strengths, such as 
economies of scale or unique institution-
al skills, however, it is more likely to re
sult in competitive gains. But the most 
strategic IT breakthroughs occur in in
dustries where the continuing rapid rate 
of technological change, as well as other 
industry changes (government regula
tion, evolving customer needs, etc.) lead c 

to new business approaches and oppor- ~ 
tunities to substantially change competi- "' 
tive position. l 

It is in these situations that early 1' 

mover companies that are among the =_I 

first to understand and use IT can create ~ 
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The Challenges 
OfIT Building Capabilities with IT 

new advantages and even change 
the industry structure. 

However, most IT investments 
today involve standalone applica
tions. They generally take the form 
of specific initiatives-such as im
age capture technologies or auto
mated calling systems-that reduce 
costs or improve service. While 
these applications are often critical 
to remaining competitive, they gen
erally do not provide an edge be
cause most of these technologies 
are available from vendors to all 

allow competitors to meet or ex
ceed the service levels of existing 
market leaders at substantially low
er costs. As a result, technology will 
tend to homogenize competitive po
sitions by driving the cost and ser
vice quality of broad sets of 
competitors toward similar levels. 
The net impact is typically a reduc
tion in total industry cost and profit
ability, because in a competitive 
industry, cost savings will not be 
captured by the company applying 
the technology (except in the short 

comers. term before others copy the applica-
Even internally developed sys- tion), but instead will be passed on 

terns can be copied by competitors. to customers. 
Because the underlying technology ~So-ur_c•_:M_c_K_i•_s•y_&_co_. _i._c. ____________ ~ The overall homogenization of 
is widely available, the application can be based on widely available technology is competition tends to intensify price com
replicated by those with comparable typically much higher than for externally petition by minimizing other forms of dif
scale. Smaller players can often gain ac- acquired systems, the cost of these inter- ferentiation. The benefits will only be 
cess to comparable applications through nally developed systems will generally captured directly by companies that have 
independent software vendors that can put their developers at a disadvantage. a competitively defensible position in 
spread the development and mainte- Because standalone IT investments other areas, such as strong customer loy
nance costs across a number of users. can be copied, they do not lead to com- alty, which will allow those companies to 
Since the minimum efficient scale for sin- petitive advantage. In fact, the nonexclu- avoid competing solely on the basis of 
gle-user, internally developed systems sive nature of the applications will often price. Thus, standalone information 

How One Company Rode Information Technology to Success 
One firm that used IT to ride a wave of industry change is an 
East Coast investment firm. Since the early '80s, the tide of 
competition has been steadily rising in the mortgage industry. 
With increasing securitization of mortgages, interest rate vol
atility, and overcapacity in the industry, competition has been 
intensifying, placing a greater premium on risk management. 
Since the mortgages acting as collateral in mortgage securi
ties can be prepaid at any time, assessing and managing pre
payment risk is crucial. 

While many investment banks involved in structuring 
mortgage securities invested in information technology to 
track and analyze prepayment rates, this firm correctly antici
pated the need to analyze the prepayment rates of the specific 
pools of loans backing collateralized mortgage obligation 
(CMOs). When the CMO market was small, the firm began to 
construct a system that takes publicly available data on the 
economic performance of each geographic area in the United 
States, default delinquency data, mortgage pool characteris
tics, and prepayment rates from the Federal National Mort
gage Association, Government National Mortgage 
Association, and Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation. 
A computer-based analytic/decision-support system gives 
traders improved pool-specific pricing capability, which has 
led to a preeminent position for the firm in pool-specific trad
ing. The system helps salesmen assist customers in valuing 
their portfolios, which strengthens customer relationships, 
and provides the firm with additional information about the 
location of specific securities. The system also allows the 
firm's underwriters to structure CMO payments more accu
rately, which has allowed them to obtain superior pricing by 
being among the first firms to construct innovative new secu
rities that more closely meet investor needs. 

The key to this firm's success has been the experience it 

derived from being an early adopter-not only of the relevant 
technologies but also of ongoing, wholesale changes in the 
way it does business. These changes did not occur all at once: 
they represent the cumulative learning and refinement of 
business approaches over a period of years. For example, the 
experience of building and refining the system taught the firm 
what capabilities were required-but the firm also realized 
that whatever it might achieve, it would be useless unless cus
tomers recognized its value. That led the firm to conduct cus
tomer education seminars, which provided valuable feedback 
to refine the system. 

Meanwhile, customers began to use the firm's capability 
to execute trades, allowing it to build market share. This 
translated into increased understanding of the marketplace 
and generated ideas for refining the system and making more 
adaptations to its business procedures. The firm then began 
efforts to link other functions into the system and expanded 
its training efforts by producing videotapes on the benefits of 
the system, making it possible to gain an additional share of 
the trading. This created opportunities to underwrite innova
tive new securities, resulting in greater placement volume, 
which increased commissions further, and generated funds to 
invest in ever-greater capabilities. 

While competitors could duplicate the technology and in
formation this firm uses, they could not easily duplicate the 
real source of advantage- the tremendous experience gained 
by the firm in adapting virtually all of its operations to the new 
business environment, coupled with the hundreds of refine
ments and enhancements made to the system itself since its 
inception. As a result, the firm has recently overtaken many of 
its traditional competitors and is now uniquely positioned to 
exploit additional information on specific loans within the 
pools as it becomes available . 
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Save The Day 
With Cipher. 
When it comes to exchanging valu
able recorded data between PC's and 
other office networks, it doesn't pay 
to gamble. Tape drive defects, read/ 
write errors, even slight misalignment 

of a recording head can result in an 
unrecoverable loss of data. Not to 
mention dollars. 

Sure, most 1/4" tape drives are ade
quate for occasional file backup. But 
when reliable data interchange is 
required ord inary data integrity just 
won't do. That's when it pays to go 
with the best. Cipher, the world's 
leading independent removable data 
storage systems company. Cipher 
offers a wide range of full and half
height 1/4" streaming cartridge and 
1/2" cartridge tape drives. All continu
ing in the same tradition as our 1/2" 
reel-to-reel tape systems, now the 
industry standard . 

A company's irreplaceable facts and 
figures are far too precious to trust 
with just any tape interchange sys
tem. That's why the smart money is 
on Cipher. For information regarding 
Cipher products or reseller programs 
call today. C ipher, 10101 Old Grove 
Road, San Diego, CA 92131-1650. 

cipher· 
1-800-4-CIPHER 

Request for additional info circle 34 
Salesmen to call Circle 35 



Don Hutson Gerald Meyers Edward Yourdon Jake LaMotta 

GENERAL SESSIONS 

This year's lineup of General Session Speakers includes: 
• Don Hutson, an outstanding and inspiring speaker. will 

address "A Formula for Success .. . with Less Stress" 
(spouses invited}. 

• Gerald Meyers, author of the best-selling book on crisis 
management, When It Hits the Fan. 

• Edward Yourdon. of structured programming fame, 
and author of the recent book, Nations at Risk. 

• Jake LaMotta, former world boxing champion and 
subject of the movie " Raging Bull." 

SIXTY (60) WORKSHOPS 
Conferees can attend 6 workshops over the three days. 
These 11.4 hour sessions, led by experienced practitioners. 
cover the entire spectrum of computer security concerns. 

THE "GRADUATE PROGRAM" FOR ADVANCED 
PRACTITIONERS 
A special 2-day program designed to meet the needs of 
the advanced computer security professional with at least 
5 years experience. 

WORLD'S LARGEST EXHIBITION 
On Monday and Tuesday (November 14 and 1 5) there will 
be the largest showing of security products ever 
assembled. This year, attendees will have two scheduled 
visits rather than the traditional one. 

TOUR PROGRAM 
This optional 2 half-day program gives family and friends 
a chance to see highlights of the Miami area ... and it's 
made available at CSl's cost of $55. 

This Year's Program Highlights .. . 
• Live Demos-of viruses. hacking. bulletin boards 
• Access Control Software Tracks ... workshops on CA-ACF2. 

RACF. and CA-Top Secret 
• All activities '"under one roof'" -all workshops. general sessions. 

the Graduate Program. and the Exhibit ion. 
• Plenty of hotel rooms-Over 1.000 at the Fontainebleau. 
• Economy-we've negotiated hard to keep your costs way down. 

Hotel rates are exceptionally low. A BEST BUY: Fly Eastern 
Airlines and you'll receive a minimum discount of 50% ... with no 
restrictions (i.e .. no minimum stay or cancellation penalty). 

• Hospitality Hour-Swap notes with your peers. 
• Individualized schedule-Your personal agenda for the entire 

Conference. 

What 1987 
Conferees 
Said ... 

~ 
''The est annual conference Is a 
must for all individuals involved In 
computer security. It is the one 
place for maintaining computer 

" As a first time attendee-I was over
whelmed-the Info, Ideas, organlutlon, and 
quality speakers. I'm already looking forward 
to attending the next conference."' Richard 
Pannecl<. Chief. Internal Security Unit. Minnesota 
Dept of Jobs & Training 

security expertise, and staying on the leading 
edge:· John T. Devall. Jr.. System Security 
Administrator. Tenneco Oil Exploration 
"An Incredible opportunity to find solutions, 
give help, and reaffirm commitment; Almost 
exhausting; More useful knowledge than one 
person can assimilate ... John A. Blackley. Data 
Security Administrator. Capital Holding Corp. 

"This was the best run conference I have ever 
attended and I have attended many different 
vendor and user conferences; Also you had the 
best speakers and workshop leaders." Rita 
Stracka. Assistant Dir .. Facilit ies/ Security. State 
of NJ. Dept. of Treasury 

.. 

•' 



Conference & Exhibition 
1. Short and Long-Term Planning for Information Security 

Ir 2. Establishing Workable Information Security Policies 
3. Building an Effective Data Security PUnction 
4. Security Review of Communication Networks 
S. Architectural Comparison of CA-ACF2. RACF. & CA-lbp Secret: Pt. I 
6. Planning & Implementing a Security Awareness Program 

I November 14-16, 1988 •Miami Beach 

WORKSHOP PROGRAM 
31. Everything You Wanted to Know about Using Consultants 
32. Achieving Support for Security: A New Communications Model 
33. PC Products Evaluation: Part I 
34. Security Implications of IBM's New ESA Environment 
3S. CA-Tbp Secret: For the Advanced Practitioner 
36. Securing the MVS Environment 

7. Multi-Level Security in a Commercial Environment 
11' 6. Computer Viruses. Part I-What They Are & How They Work 

37. DECnet Security 
38. Computer Viruses: The Law & Your Legal Liability 
39. What the DSO & Auditor Should Know about Developing Secure 9. An Overview of Risk Management Tools 

10. Introduction to Disaster Recovery Planning 
11. Career Planning for Information Security Officers 
12. Establishing & Managing the Security of Microcomputers 
13. Data Security: Who "Owns" the Responsibility? 

"' 14. Security Considerations of Inter.Company Networking 
1 S. Architectural Comparison of CA-ACF2. RACF. & CA-Tbp Secret: Pt. II 
16. The Missing Link: Information Classification 
17. Correlating Security " Incidents" to Deficient 

Organizational Policies 
18. Computer Viruses. Part II-Protecting Your Systems 
19. Controlling the Systems Programmer 
20. Contingency Planning: What About Your People? 
21. Management·s Obligations: The Executive's Checklist for 

Information Protection 
22. Outstanding Security Programs: Making Them Happen 

11 
23. Controlling Security Risks of Personal Computers 
24. Network Security: A Primer 
2S. Computer F'raud: Effective Prosecution 
26. Security Awareness for Government & Defense Contractors 
27. An Introduction to VAX/VMS Security 
28. Halon 1301 : Can We Live With It? 
29. Security Penetration Evaluation Methodology 
30. Disaster Recovery Planning. Economy Style 

Applications 
40. Choosing & Negotiating with a Recovery Services Vendor 
41. DP Risk Management Keyed to the "Business Purpose" 
42. Security of Local Area Networks 
43. PC Products Evaluation, Part II-Physical Security 
44. lransborder Data Communications Security 
4S. RACF: For the Advanced Practitioner 
46. Security & Control of VM Systems Software 
47. VAXcluster Security Issues 
48. The "Computer Security Act of 1987": Implications for Government & 

Private Standards 
49. Controlling the Hacker Threat 
50. Legal Aspects of Recovery Planning for Financial Institutions 
S 1. Automating the Data Security Administration PUnction 
S2. Data Systems Crisis Management 
S3. Achieving Success: A S-Step Program 
54. PC-to-Mainframe Security 
SS. CA-ACF2: For the Advanced Practitioner 
S6. DB2 Version 2: Security Update 
S7. Case Histories of Recent Computer Break-ins 
SB. The Impact of Legal & Legislative "Trends on Security Management 
S9. Auditing & Testing for Security Compliance 
60. Organization-Wide Business Resumption Planning 

.. 

.. 

OPTIONAL SEMINARS ABOUT COMPUTER SECURITY INSTITUTE 
You can attend one or two of the optional full -day seminars offered 
Sunday and Thursday, November 13th and 17th. 

CSI. established in 1974. is a full-service mem
bership organization dedicated to helping its more t han 3,000 
members safeguard their information assets. Services include the 
bimonthly newsletter Computer Security; the annual Computer 
Security Buyers Guide; a Hot Line telephone referral service; and 
reduced rates on CSI conferences, seminars, and publications. CSI 
also sponsors the summer IBM/DEC Users Computer Security 
Conference. CSI publishes the semiannual Computer Security 
Journal and the 500+ page Computer Security Handbook CSI 
offers in-house training courses as well as a full program of 
regional public seminars throughout the U.S. and Canada. 

1. Introduction to Computer Security 
2. Applying Computer Security to Meet Organizational Objectives 
3. How to Become a More Effective Data Security Officer 
4. A Blueprint for Establishing Security Policies. Standards. & Guidelines 
5. How to Conduct an Information Security Review 
6. Introduction to Data Communications Security 
7 Information Security in a DoD Environment 
8. "Criminal Code"-Risks and Countermeasures 
9. Network Security in a Digital Environment 

10. Developing a Structured Approach to Disaster Recovery Planning ACTION 
11. Creating an Information Security Awareness Program 
12. Computer Crime Investigation: A Practical Approach 

For an Immediate registration, call Dianne Monroe at (508) 
393-2600, or write her at Computer Security Institute • 360 
Church Street • Northborough, MA 01532. 

"The CSI annual conference Is an event which 
should be attended by all data security 
professionals. Excellent!" Andrea Richardson. 
Security Analyst. Canada Ministry of Natural 
Resources 

"Outstanding. You did a fantastic job. This was 
my first CSI experience and It won't be my 
last." Kenneth Reed. Manager Data Securit y. 
Department of Mot or Vehicles 

"A sheer necessity!" Serge Monfils. Sr. Manager. 
EDP Security. Canada Post Corp. 

"You have me convinced that this Is the premier 
security conference In the wor1d." Melvin T. 
Swanson. Manager. Data Security. Borden Inc. 

"Terrific! This Is my 3rd CSI conference, and 
I get more out of It each time I attend." James 
H. McClelland. AVP / Data Security Administrator. 
Sovran Bank/ Maryland 

" In terms of content, value and organization, 
the conference gets better each year." Nicholas 
M. Saxonis. Assistant Vice President . The New 
England 
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"As always I come away from the conference 
re-energized In my field. I have made several 
contacts that have proven Invaluable." Pamela 
Palbitska. Securit y Consultant. CNA Insurance 
"Still the fastest way to orient the new 
computer security professional; confirm 
direction for existing programs; become 
aware of future direction and 
strategies and broaden lndMdual ~ ~ 
professional netwooo." Catherine 
W. Weyhausen. Senior Consultant . 
Dat a Security Services. AT&T 



technology-based cost reduction or ser
vice enhancement initiatives by them
selves will not create competitive 
advantages, and can erode industry prof
itability. In these situations, the best 
strategy is one of superior execution. In
vestments in new applications should be 
selective and well timed. 

Leveraging Business Strengths 

Developing a secure edge is more 
likely when IT is combined with existing 
nontechnology-based strengths. Scale, 
unique institutional skills, and customer 
loyalty are strengths that most often can 
be exploited 

IT can be used to enhance scale econ
omies by increasing the volume through 
an existing process that has a scale ad
vantage. This can be accomplished by im
plementing tailored business approaches 
through the use of large-scale sources of 
information. Opportunities to use IT to 
enhance scale can be found in unexpect
ed aspects of the business, as a major re
tailer that developed a credit model for 
each store location in its large customer 
base discovered 

These models permit superior cred
it control (lower credit losses, without 
overly restricting credit to creditworthy 
customers) over competitors with lower 
scale. This type of tailoring using a large
scale base of information is often very 
powerful in consumer mass market 
businesses. 

Another way to use information to 
leverage scale is to schedule and coordi-

The Challenges 
OfIT 

nate complex but predictable demand 
more effectively. The management of a 
leading consumer packaged goods manu
facturer with nationwide distribution 
faced a problem of how to distribute 
enough of its perishable food products to 
meet highly volatile consumption pat
terns. Since the worst possible problem 
they could create would be to run a pro
motion and find themselves without 
product, they had established multiple fa
cilities around the country and over
stocked them with inventory to avoid 
being caught short. 

Although overstocking in this fash
ion caused waste, they were afraid to at
tempt any consolidation for fear of losing 
sales. Recently, however, they con
structed a system to improve sales fore
casting, scheduling, and production 
planning using historical information to 
analyze these complex demand swings 
under different kinds of marketing plans. 
They found that the demand was actually 
quite predictable. This allowed a signifi
cant reduction in inventories and a con
solidation of facilities with scale econ
omies, which lowered branch operations 
costs by 20% and improved capacity utili
zation without the risk of stockouts. This 
kind of application is most effective in 
businesses with large demand swings 
and wide geographic distribution, such as 
in the consumer products field. 

Another way to exploit existing 
strengths is to use IT to leverage unique 
institutional skills. Routine activities can 
be automated to allow a company's high-

A Test To Determine How Information Technology Fits 
To understand the likely payoff of any information technology investment and to 
determine how IT fits within your business strategy, you need to answer the fol
lowing questions: 
Do the initiatives under consideration or available to your business represent essen
tially standalone information technology applications? 

At best, investments in applications that simply introduce technology (typi
cally automating an existing process) without significantly altering or leveraging 
other elements of the business simply help a firm stay abreast of competition, and, 
at worst, may actually reduce profitability. To get the most out of these invest
ments, careful selection, timing, and execution are the keys. 
Can you use information technology to leverage other, nontechnology-based competi
tive advantages, such as economies of scale or customer loyalty? 

If so, you can usually be assured of a payoff on the investment and may be able 
to improve overall business performance. 

Exploiting these opportunities often requires integrating activities in new 
ways across products, business functions, or geographic areas, not simply auto
mating existing processes. 
Can information technology be used to change the way business is conducted 
overall? 

When this is possible, powerful changes in competitive position and industry 
structure can result. However, these investments usually must be accompanied 
by major business changes. 
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ly skilled employees to concentrate on 
higher value-added tasks. Alternatively, 
expert systems may be used to share ex
pert knowledge across a broader labor 
force. Such applications are quite power
ful when truly unique and valuable skills 
exist and are sustainable, but these con
ditions occur only in select situations, 
where the skills are not likely to be rapid
ly replicable by many competitors. 

IT can be used to provide new, tai
lored features to strengthen product dif
ferentiation. A major airline provides 
IT-based services that are tailored to 
meet the needs of specific segments. It 

THE ULTIMATE 
APPLICATION 
CANNOT BE 
IDENTIFIED 

BEFOREHAND. 

provides mileage awards to all of its fre
quent flyer program members and main
tains a customer preference database for 
use in making reservations. For the top 
2% to 3% of its customers, who account 
for half of their business travel volume, it 
identifies the person as a valued custom
er on all customer service screens and 
reports, gives those customers the abili
ty to overbook, offers them larger mile
age awards, automatically blocks off 
seats next to them if the plane is not full, 
and gives them free first-class upgrades 
at the gate whenever seats are available. 

Opportunities to provide tailored 
features occur commonly in businesses 
with proprietary customer information, 
but in most cases they do not significant
ly strengthen competitive advantage, 
since such tailoring often increases the 
customer benefit of the basic product 
only marginally. 

Many companies fail to exploit op
portunities to leverage strengths with IT 
because most of the ways to enhance 
such strengths require them to integrate 
various aspects of their businesses. Inte
gration opportunities are often unrecog
nized or underexploited because of 
organizational barriers and systems limi
tations. Many companies are structured 
around strong organizations defined by 
product lines, functions, or geographic 
customer segments. Accordingly, such 

.. 

.. 
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Xerox Intelligent Printing Systems. Printing systems 
Low data center productivity. It still 
pers ists despite billions spent on data 
process ing technology. Could the 
problem be smart computers lashed to 
not-so-smart printers? 

T he so lution is inte lligent printing 
systems from Xerox, leader in docume nt 
process ing. Unlike other printers, they 
have the power, the capability and the 
inte lligence to produce complex 
docume nts from computer data without 
ty ing up your host computer in the 
printing process. 

Xerox Intelligent Printing Systems merge 
text with graphics, and forms with data, to 
give your documents publishing house 
quality. Documents can be printed on 
multiple paper weights, colors and sizes. 
And Xerox Intelligent Printing Systems' 
recent announcement of 50 ppm 600 x 
600 spi resolution means a new 
benchmark in electronic printing. Selected 
applications can now feature half tones 
and the smallest of type sizes as a part of 
day-by-day data center operation. 

While your document quality can be far 
higher, your costs can actuall y be fa r 
lowe r. Because Xerox Intelligent 
Printing Systems can think and work on 
the ir own , expensive C PU resources 
aren 't ti ed up in the printing process. 
Your o rgani zati on 's fo rms, logos and 
signatures are stored on the printer, 
e liminating preprinted stocks. Outside 
printing costs can be drasticall y reduced 
because Xerox Inte lligent Printing 
Systems' document quality allows yo u 
to bring complex jobs in house. 

.. 



XEROX 
-- as smart as vour information system. 

Xerox Inte lligent Printing Systems, like 
yo ur computer, can be programmed to 
deliver with leading-edge efficiency. 
They load while running for continuous 

.,. operation . Using another Xerox 
exc lusive, magnetic ink character 
recognition (MICR), negotiable 
document production can be cut from 
seven steps to one. 

Xerox Intelligent Printing Systems 
.. include the premium quality, 

high-volume 9790 and 8790 systems; 
solid, productive mid-volume systems 

like the 4050, the 4075 and the 3700 for 
data centers and di stributed locations; 
and the versatile low-volume 4045 for 
office and terminal-network 
environments. There 's also the newly 
introduced 92 ppm 4090 for the ultimate 
in mid-volume productivity and the 
4650 with 600 x 600 spi resolution. 
Team Xerox profess ionals have already 
converted thousands of data centers to 
electronic printing-Xerox Intelligent 
Printing Systems are compatible with 
virtually every mainframe-and as a 
result have specific applications 

developed, proven and ready to put in 
place for you today. By installing a 
printer as smart as your computer, you ' II 
not only increase printing quality, but 
gain a quantifiable competitive edge 
through superior applications documents. 

Xerox Intelligent Printing Systems are a 
vital part of Xerox leadership in 
document process ing. Whether creating, 
copying, di stributing or filing, we turn 
ideas and information into electronic 
and print documents that are superior in 
look and content. 



Smart printers, smarter applications. 
It's one thing to improve printing quality, 
another to dramatically improve your 
printing applications. This is what 
intelligence in printing is all about. 

Take insurance, for example. Xerox 
Intelligent Printing Systems allow forms 
and page formatting instructions to be 
stored at the printer. As a result, policies 
can be printed without the need 
for preprinted forms and without costly 
hand assembly. With Xerox MICR 
printing techniques , payment checks can 
be printed on the claim settlement 
document itself at the same time! Xerox 

OMt:GA 11'1T•::SATtol'l ... I • 
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Supplies Division supplies safety 
papers, preperforated and die-cut stocks, 
labels and transparencies in addition to 
cut sheet paper that sets industry 
standards for paper quality. This level of 
applications productivity improvements 
also applies to banking, manufacturing, 
retailing and finance. As of today, 85 % 
of the Fortune 500 companies are using 
Xerox Intelligent Printing Systems 
to give their applications documents a 
competitive edge. 

Team Xerox. 
We document the world. 

To have a Xerox e lectroni c printing systems spec ialis t 
show yo u how inte ll ige nt printing can lead to smarter 
appli catio ns. ca ll us at 1-800-T EAM -XRX 
(1-800-832-6979) . cXI . I 17E or send the coupo n be low. 

Xerox Corporatio n. PO. Box 24. Roc hester. NY 14692 

NAME:TITLE 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE Z IP 
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XEROX .. and the number n ame~ are lrndemarks of XE ROX CORPORAT ION 
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cross-cutting opportunities are difficult 
to identify and typically are not exploited 
due to divergent priorities and a lack of 
coordination across the organization. 
Systems often have been developed as a 
series of ad hoc applications and add-ons, 
so it is extremely difficult to link across 
customers, products, functions, or mar
kets because of incompatible data struc
tures, applications, or operating 
environments. In addition, the data are 
typically nonstandardized and dedicated 
to specific applications. 

Creating Structural Advantages 

Thus far, IT initiatives that deal with 
existing business approaches have been 
addressed. However, in certain busi
nesses, opportunities may exist to create 
structural competitive advantages with 
IT. Merrill Lynch's Cash Management 
Account and American Airlines' SABRE 
reservation system are perhaps the best 
known examples of this kind of structural 
advantage. Structural changes with IT 
can be achieved through switching costs, 
sharing information with an existing 
business, introducing and controlling a 
new distribution channel, or gaining pow
er over suppliers. 

Switching costs are created by auto
mating the interface between customer 
and supplier so that either the customer 
can make low-value purchases more con
veniently or the supplier can become an 
important part of the customer's busi
ness system, locking in the relationship. 
IT-based switching costs can be impor
tant in businesses that have customers 
who make frequent repeat purchases of 
low-value items because the potential 
savings from competitive products are 
likely to be very small relative to the cus-
tomer's total costs. 

Alternatively, where there is a com
plex interface, switching costs are also 
likely to be significant. However, these 
situations are infrequent since there are 
a limited number of cases where sourc
ing from a very few number of vendors is 
acceptable. 

Companies can enter new product 
markets with superior cost positions by 
sharing information costs with an exist
ing business, since the cost of customer 
acquisition often is very high. Busi
nesses with large-scale proprietary cus
tomer information are in the best 
position to exploit information sharing, 
as Merrill Lynch did. Banks can cross-

The Challenges 
OflT 

potential profitability of such cross-sell 
opportunities may be almost as high as 
making the original mortgage loan. 

Information technology may also al
low companies to create and control new 
distribution channels that provide advan
tages over traditional delivery methods. 
In the mortgage industry, for example, 
changes in IT are contributing to the 
trend of banks packaging individual mort
gage loans into securities for sale to in
vestors instead of holding on to them 
until they are paid off. This process, 
known as securitization, breaks up the 
traditional business system into discrete 
roles that are played by different firms, 
rather than having all the roles taken by 
the firm that first created the mortgage. 

Changing the Basis of Competition 

This IT-supported trend has 
changed the basis of competition and has 
faci litated the entrance of nontraditional 
competitors into the industry. A major in
surance company has entered the mort
gage origination business with a highly 
automated centralized direct mail / tele
marketing approach. The new approach 
has cut application processing to 10 days 
from 23 and saved the expense of branch 
offices and loan officers, allowing the 

company to offer lower rates to 
customers. 

Opportunities to create and control 
a new distribution channel may be found 
in businesses where customers have 
grown sophisticated enough to reduce or 
remove direct human contact in product 
delivery. Companies that correctly 
gauge whether customers are indeed 
ready can gain a powerful cost advantage 
over existing competitors who are sad
dled with higher cost operations that 
they cannot easily alter. 

Finally, information technology can 
sometimes be used by customers to shift 
power away from suppliers. In the con
sumer packaged goods industry, most 
major retailers are beginning to integrate 
data obtained from checkout scanners on 
item-specific performance to increase 
power over manufacturers through bet
ter purchasing, more control over shelf 
management and direct store delivery 
sales forces, and improved understand
ing of promotions. Customers must cap
ture unexploited information that is 
produced as a by-product of their busi
nesses in order to gain power over 
suppliers. 

There is an alternative way to cre
ate new sources of competitive advan-

Enhancing Existing Advantages with IT 

Existing 
Advantages 
•Scale 
• Experience/ skills 
•Product 

differentiation 

Source: McKinsey & Co. Inc. 

Integration 

•Make IT-based, fixed-cost 
automation investments 

• Automate routine activities 
• Implement expert systems to 

share knowledge 

Customer orientation 
• Tailor products/ services to 

enhance differentiation 
• Provide additional products/ 

services to increase volume 

Integrated business 
• Coordinate business system 

elements, e.g. , coordinate 
complex demand, coordinate 
new product introduction 

Global presence 
• Provide global products/ 

services to share fixed costs 

!0- sell other financial products, such as 
.:: checking and savings accounts to mort
£ gage applicants, by sharing information 
a captured in a mortgage application. The 
6 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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tage with IT, which may not be as rare as 
the creation of the kinds of structural ad
vantages discussed above. Companies 
that develop new business approaches 
using technology in conjunction with ag
gressive changes to every other aspect 
of their businesses may be able to build 
up significant advantages if they can le
verage institutional experience. The 

A MINIATURE PRODUCT 
FORA BIG JOB 

RAD'S miniature asynchronous 
modems, SRM-6DC, will speed your data 
along at rates up to 38,400 bps, with a 
range of 10 miles (15 krns) over 4-wires 
(full duplex) or 2-wires (half duplex) . And 
that's not all this new modem can do. 

MULTIPOINT OPERATIONS - UP TO 
100 TERMINALS 

Up to 100 modems can be connected 
in multipoint configuration making the 
SRM-6DC ideal for large computer 
networks using async poll-select 
protocols, such as Unisys (Burroughs). 

The Challenges 
OfIT 

strategy demands early implementation 
of IT applications and a significant com
mitment and ability to make organiza
tional and other nontechnology changes 
to the business. 

These advantages can be sustain
able because competitors would have to 
copy more than just the technology. 
They would have to go through the same 

The modem carrier can be strapped 
for continuous operations or controlled 
by the RTS signal. Special circuitry 
isolates inactive transmit pairs of wires 
and incorporates high impedance receive 
circuits. 

NO AC POWER 
Operating without AC power supply, 

the SRM-6DC derives its power from the 
RS-232-C/V.24 data and control signals. 
Compact, lightweight and easy to install, 
the SRM-6DC fits easily into your 
environment. 

To find out more about how a little 
modem can give you big benefits, call 
RAD today. And see how our products 
will work for you. 

SRM-6DC 
• Asynchronous full or holf duplex 

lronsmission 
• Data role: up lo 38,400 bps 
• Transmission range: 9.4 miles/ 15 km 
• Point-lo-point or Multipoint 
• Operates without AC power 

data c:ammunic:atians ltd. 
U.S. Headquarters 

151 West Passaic St. , Rochelle Park. NJ 07662, Tel: (201) 587-8822, Telex : 6502403647 MCI. Fax :(201) 587-8847 

International Headquarters 
8 Hanechoshet St., Tel Aviv 69710 Israel, Tel : 972-3-483331. Telex : 371263 RADCO IL, Fax: 972-3-498250 
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learning and adapting process with their 
organizations, while the innovator 
stretches its lead. 

Adapting to Evolving Environments 

To succeed in these situations, 
companies must continually adapt to the 
evolving business and technological en
vironment. When change creates an op
portunity, further changes could give 
future opportunities to competitors that 
move early. Thus, the firms that will be 
most successful will typically perform 
the following: 
• reexamine all elements of the business 
system and understand the importance 
of organizational change, as well as new 
technology; 
• commit substantial technical and non
technical resources to development ear
ly in the game; and 
• recognize that the ultimate application 
cannot be identified beforehand-the ap
plication and supporting organization will 
evolve as the company sees new en
hancement opportunities, and as the new 
business approach takes shape. 

These principles contrast greatly 
with the appropriate approach tu sland
alone applications, where rigorous eco
nomic analysis is the proper way to 
select technologies and determine the 
optimal point of adoption. 

In creating new experience-based 
advantages, companies must commit re
sources early on, without knowing the 
magnitude of the total inveslment, the 
end product, or the scope of the impact. 
They must have the vision and unwaver
ing commitment, especially of top man
agement, to invest early enough to 
enable the company to make thousands 
of evolutionary adjustments and refine
ments to both the technology application 
and its organizational capabililies. 

Let us not forget that all of the roles 
of IT we have described should be consid
ered strategic. Omitting or failing at any 
one could cost a company its competitive 
position, even if it does not enhance or 
create advantages by itself. 

Ultimately, the strategic use of IT is 
a business decision, not merely a tech
nology choice. The winners in any indus
try will be those players who first 
understand that, and then take the neces
sary steps to carefully assess the infor
mation technology potential for their 
own business situations. • 

Michael Miron, John Cecil, Kevin Brad
icich, and Gene Hall are consultants at 
the New York-based management con
sulting firm, McKinsey & Company Inc. 



We call it Modular Systems Architecture™: a 
building block approach that protects your PC 
investment against obsolescence. It makes up

¥- grading Wyse PCs a snap-literally. Because 
we've put all computing functions, even the CPU 

1 and its microprocessor, on plug-in boards. So as 
your needs grow, you can easily upgrade our 8 
MHz AT compatible to a 12.5 MHz high perlorm

.. 

ance 286, or even a 16 
MHz 386. When more 
powerlul microprocessors 
are available, you'll even 
be able to upgrade our 

top-of-the-line 16MHz 
WYSEpc386. 

WYSE' is a registered trademark of Wyse Technology. System Wyse, WYSEpc 386, and 
Modular Systems Architecture are trademarks of Wyse Technology. IBM is a trademark of 
International Business Machines. Screen: Boeing Grdph. 

Introducing System Wyse~ Wyse PCs are 
themselves building blocks in a comprehensive 

system for creating solu
tions. They link effortlessly 
with our terminals, moni
tors, and expansion boards 
in integrated solutions of 
exceptional quality and 
value, using industry 

It's this easy to upgrade the Standard Software. And 
CPU and boost the power of System Wyse is backed by 
a System H:)ise PC. the company that sells 
more terminals than anyone but IBM. 

The big idea, above all, is to adapt more 
readily to change than any other PC system. 
Because survival belongs not merely to the 
fittest, but to those who remain fittest, longest. 
Call for more 1800 GE'f'tl TViSE information. - - - VY .1 , 

WYSE 
We make it better, or we just don't make it. 
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Departmental Computing 
PART III 

Who's In Charge? 
Who is at the switching 
controls for departmental 
data? Who should be re
sponsible for the support of 
departmental systems? 
These are issues that have 
been around since installa
tion of the first standalone 
minicomputer. New tech
nologies and new schemes 
for distributing computer 
power have altered the na
ture of the debate to the 
degree that, in many cases, 
a department's system can 
ultimately subsume central 
IS operations. The arrival of 
hardware that no longer 
requires strict environmen
tal controls invalidates one 
main argument for keeping 
the system in central IS. 
Consequently, the issue, if 
anything, has been compli
cated beyond belief. In
stalling a companywide 
computing network in
volves such a myriad of ad
ministrative details that 
setting administrative 
guidelines in advance 
proves nearly impossible. 

BY DAVID STAMPS 

In 1981, J.S. Alberici, a St. Louis con
struction firm, installed a departmental 
computer to handle job scheduling. At 
first, the system seemed innocuous 
enough-a standalone Prime 250 mini
computer. Before long, it was being used 
to schedule jobs at each of Alberici' s sev
en subsidiaries. Within a couple of years, 
there was $2 million worth of Prime 
equipment, plus another $1 million in 
communications equipment, scattered 
around the company. 

An IBM 4381 remained responsible 
for the company's main accounting func
tions until it was decided that the time 
had come to consolidate computer oper
ations. Suddenly, the IBM equipment and 
the IS department that ran it was gone. In 
its place were Prime minicomputers and 
a group called the computer services de
partment, which was comprised of the 
original user department. 

Make no mistake-the so-called 
consolidation was "nothing less than a 
supplanting of IS by an upstart depart
ment. Eugene Novacek, keeper of the 

original job-scheduling mini and now di
rector of the computer services depart
ment, reports with more than a little 
pride that the new group has taken on 
responsibility for all applications devel
opment. Although there are a half dozen 
departments that might qualify to install 
their own systems, they still prefer to 
rely on Novacek's department for their 
computing needs. It maintains a library of 
some 3,000 utility programs and adminis
ters the data network that makes them 
available to a variety of technical and non
technical users. 

A Coordinating Agency Is a Must 

Alberici's experience may be an ex
treme case, but it illustrates a crucial 
point about putting computer power in 
the hands of end users: inherent in any 
corporate computing environment is a 
need for some agency to serve in a coor
dinating or control capacity. In most 
cases, IS appropriates that role. If it 
doesn't, another department will. 

The issue of control arises whenev
er there is a move to establish some level 
of end-user computing. How does a com-
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ANNOUNCING 
THE 1989 

a#i~ .......... ' ® 
WORLD CLASS 

MANUFACTURING AWARDS 

For the last 10 years, U.S. industrial leaders have listened to 
endless stories about Japanese manufacturing tactics which 
have resulted in low cost, high quality products for world 
markets. More recently, the efforts of Korea, Singapore, Taiwan 
and Malaysia to capture portions of markets formerly domi
nated by U.S. manufacturers have received press attention. 

But in 1987, U.S. manufacturing scored a record-breaking 4.5 
percent increase in productivity, leading the world with its first 
big gain since 1972. In addition to this good news, factory 
utilization was at its highest rate in 10 years. 1987 saw 82 
percent of U.S. manufacturing capacity in use. 

This is solid evidence that the tide is beginning to turn and 
U.S. manufacturers are making great TJrogress toward increased 
quality and productivity goals. 

We think it's time to recognize the efforts of the hundreds of U.S. 
based companies that have implemented their own successful 
automation strategies. It is our hope that these success stories 
will serve as encouragement and provide role models for other 
companies considering automation and productivity improve
ment programs. 

Therefore, the Advanced Manufacturing Systems Exposition~ 
in cooperation with Datamation, Metalworking News, Modem 
Materials Handling and P & IM Review with APICS NEWS 
magazines, announces the 1989 AMS" WORLD CLASS 
MANUFACTURING AWARDS. 

The awards program will honor companies that have excelled 
in implementing productivity improvement or manufacturing 
automation systems. An award will be presented in each of 
seven categories: 

Strategic Planning for Automation 
Integrating Automated Subsystems 
Designing Automation Systems 
Automated Production Systems 
Information Management Systems 
Automated Material Handling Systems 
Quality Improvement Programs 

The purpose of the AMS" WORLD CLASS MANUFAC
TURING AWARDS is not to highlight the technical aspects 

of specific applications. Each award will focus instead on a com
pany's successfu l strategic implementation of automation 
technology in one of the seven categories. The award winners 
will be selected on the basis of how well they defined their 
overall goals for automation and how successful they were in 
meeting those goals. 

Award winners will be selected by a panel of judges represent
ing the AMS Exposition, Datamation, Metalworking News, 
Modem Materials Handling, P & IM Review with A PI CS NEWS, 
and Allred Marketing, the awards program coordinator. 

Deadline for applications is October 31, 1988. The panel 
of judges will meet in November, 1988 in New York to select 
award winners. There will be a winner selected in each of the 
seven categories. Decision of the judges will be final. Judges 
reserve the right not to make awards in any category if they 
deci-..:..: that no award is merited in that category. 

Winners wi ll be notified by mail in December, and announced 
in the January issues of co-sponsoring publications. A feature 
article on the award winners will appear in the February issues 
of each of the co-sponsor publications. 

Awards will be presented at a special ceremony on April 25, 
1989 at the 1989 Advanced Manufacturing Systems Exposition 
and Conference in Chicago, Illinois. 

ls your company a WORLD CLASS MANUFACTURER? Do 
you know of someone else who is a WORLD CLASS 
MANUFACTURER? If so, AMS, Datamation, Metalworking 
News, Modem Materials Handling and P & IM Review 
with APICS NEWS, want to tell the world about your 
manufacturing success! 

Send us your WORLD CLASS MANUFACTURING success 
story, accompanied by the official entry form featured on the 
next page and you may find yourself the toast of the industry 
at the 1989 AMS" WORLD CLASS MANUFACTURING 
AWARDS presentation! 

If you have questions about the award program, or the entry 
form is missing, call the AMS" World Class Manufacturing 
Awards Hotline: (602) 951-8994. 

*The AMS Exposition and Conference is the li ve marketplace fo r integration and info rmatio n intensive 
products and services used in discrete and process manufacturing/ distributio n. It is produced by Cahners 
Expositi o n Group (C EG), th e world 's largest and most experienced show ma nagement com pa ny. 
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World Class Manufacturing Award 
Official Entry Form 

Division-----------------------------------------'--

Address _______________________________________ _ 

City--------------------- State _______ Zip Code ______ _ 

ame of Contact Person ----------------------------------

Title ________________________________________ ~ 

Telephone Number---------------- FAX 

Award Category Of Your Entry: 
Please check one. Yo u may enter in more than one 
category, but yo u must complete an entry form 
(photocopies acceptable) and submit a separate success 
story for each category th at you enter. 
__ Strategic Planning for Automation 
__ Designing Auto mation Systems 
__ Information Management Systems 
__ Integrating Automated Subsystems 
_ _ Automated Production Systems 
__ Quali ty Improvement Programs 
__ Automated Material Handling Systems 

Award Rules 
1. Entries wi ll be accepted from companies incorporated 

in the United States that manufacture some portion 
of their output in U.S. faci lities. 

2. Award winners will be selected on the basis of how well 
they defined their goals for world class manufacturing 
and how successful they were in meeting those goals . 
Specific benefits of the manufacturing strategy 
employed should be included in the success story for 
each category entered . 

3. While technical details may help illustrate a company's 
qualifications for the awa rds, the focus of ent ries 
should be o n the successful strategic implementation 
of automatio n technology. 

4. All entries must be accompanied by an official entry 
form or a photocopy of the offi cial entry form. 

5. All entries must be postmarked no later than October 
31, 1988. 

6. Decision of the judges rega rding all winners is final. 

© 1988 Reed Publishing (USA) Inc. 

Format 
I. The first page of your entry should be on company 

letterhead. Entries should not exceed five typed, 
double-spaced 8 1/2" X II" sheets of paper. 

2. Type the category of your entry at the top of each page 
submitted. 

3. M ail the official entry form (or a photocopy) and your 
success story to: 

AMS WORLD CLASS 
MANUFACTURING AWARDS 
Allred Marketing, Awards Coordinator 
8655 E. Via De Venrura/ G-227 
Scottsdale, AZ 85258 

4. Make sure your entry is postmarked no later than 
October 31, 1988. 

Questions? 
If you have a question about the awards program or 
h ow to s·ubmit an e ntry, ca ll th e AMS ' WORLD 
CLASS MANUFACTURING AWARDS HOTLINE: 
(602) 95 1-8994. 

The 1989 AMS " WORLD CLASS MANUFAC
TURING AWARDS are co-sponso red by: 

DATAMATION 

METALWORKING NEWS 

MODERN MATERIALS HANDLING 

P & IM REVIEW with APICS NEWS 

A Member of: 
THE -

l{EED 
EXHIBITION 
• COMPANIES 



pany balance its need for central control 
against the desire of departments and 
business groups to control their own ap
plications and data? The way this is re
solved will influence implementation of 
departmental or distributed computing. 

In the early days, when departmen
tal computers were standalone systems 
serving a discrete user department, the 

Who's 
In Charge? 

" We [used to] set the limit on core 
applications," says Anastasi. "If an appli
cation [had an impact on] the flow of cor
porate dollars, we didn't want it in the 
hands of non-IS professionals ... the size 
of the hardware required to run those ap
plications made the decision automatic. 
If it needed raised flooring and other en
vironmental controls, it remained with 

port additional terminals, which would · 
provide computer services with more 
control. He is also concerned about who 
will maintain the LAN. 

Bursting Users' Utopian Dreams 

"Users get very frustrated when 
terminals can't [get access to] the com
puter, [but] at least then they know who 

to yell at," says Pakenas. 
"What happens when their pcs 
can't access the LAN? Users 
think it' s going to be utopia. 
They think that once it's up and 
running, nothing bad will hap
pen. That's naive." 

Departmental systems 
can be set in place either by a 
decree from the top of the cor
poration, or in response to user 
demands. In either case, as 
ideas inevitably change about 
how much administrative con
trol departmental systems 
need, so too must their defini
tion, as the following two exam
ples illustrate. 

focus was more on who should 
take administrative responsi
bility for the care and feeding of 
the system. "Ten years ago," 
observes an industry veteran, 
"the outcome of [the debate on 
further] distributing computing 
resources to users was often to 
scuttle the departmental sys
tem. Users didn't want to take 
on those responsibilities, so 
the applications got folded back 
into the mainframe." When de
partmental systems began to 
encroach on distributed data 
networks and users clamored 
for access to corporate data
bases, the issue of control ex
panded to include data security 
and integrity. 

The current debate is in
JOHNS HOPKINS' LENHARD: The decision to go with Unix was technical. 

Eight years ago, Union 
Carbide Corp. decided to split 
IS responsibilities among seven 

newly created divisions. The plan was to 
eventually dissolve the core IS group en
tirely as more of its responsibilities mi
grated down to divisional and 
departmental computing groups. 

fluenced by a host of new factors. It in
cludes the availability of more powerful 
hardware; greater end-user awareness, 
expertise, and demands; and new com
puting architectures and technologies, 
such as cleaved applications and distrib
uted databases (see " Weaving Seamless 
Computing Systems," Sept. 1, p. 59). 

Readdressing Old Control Issues 

While new architectures eventually 
may solve the problem of designing a dis
tributed network, they may not neces
sarily simplify administrative control 
issues. The solution would be a network 
architecture that could distribute end
user capabilities while centralizing the 
maintenance, control, and administrative 
functions . Such a solution does not exist, 
at least not in a form that addresses the 
needs of companies trying to implement 
companywide, multivendor networks. 

Indeed, as the technology ad
vances, IS managers find they have to re
address many of the old administrative 
control issues. Chuck Anastasi, director 
of technology for 3M Corp.'s IS group , 
explains how one recent technological 
change-the availability of more power-

~ 
£ ful minicomputers-has altered the de-
~ bate at 3M over which applications 
~ should-and which should not-be dis
~ tributed onto recently installed pcs now 
j serving its user community. 
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central IS." 
With the new superminis that don't 

require environmental controls, how
ever, 3M has found that it's having to de
cide on the basis of the application, not 
the hardware. "That's a tougher deci
sion," says Anastasi. " It entails looking 
at a host of business risks as well as busi
ness opportunities." 

At organizations where security is 
deemed crucial, distributing the comput
ing resource too widely is still regarded 
as more of a risk than a benefit. 

The Center for Devices and Radio
logical Health at the U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration maintains a database con
taining specifications for virtually every 
commercial medical device made in the 
U.S., from CAT scanners to condoms. Be
cause the data include proprietary infor
mation, security is a sensitive issue. 
Access to the database is primarily 
through a VAX network, though about 30 
pcs also have access to the database. 

The center is considering a request 
from users to install a LAN that would ex
pand the access to an additional 200 pcs. 
It's a proposal that has Bill Pakenas, di
rector of computer services for the cen
ter, somewhat concerned. 

" I'm not sure an expanded pc LAN is 
the right route to take," he says. Pakenas 
thinks a better solution might be to use 
more powerful minicomputers to sup-

"That hasn't happened," says Larry 
Harbuck, IS manager for Union Carbide's 
chemicals and plastics division. "We 
managed to slow the growth of the core 
IS group, but it's as large as it ever was. It 
became apparent early on just where de
partmental computing was productive 
and where it was counterproductive. 
Five people on a divisional staff aren't go
ing to rewrite an IMS application. On the 
other hand, we've been fairly successful 
taking data from large applications, and 
putting that on a minicomputer at the di
visional level in a report query 
structure." 

Colgate-Palmolive's departmental 
computing was not the result of a deci
sion from the top. Each product team de
veloped its own applications, for product 
formulations and project budgets, for ex
ample. The product formulas were trans
ferred to a central database, but all other 
departmental applications and databases 
remained under local control. "Things 
were all over the place, to the point we 
were losing administrative control," 
says Rich Polanski, a research associate 
in the technical computing group. "Too 
many of the systems addressed short-
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term needs, or had only limited function
ality. A department would change, and 
we'd end up with six programs that no 
longer served any purpose." 

Colgate-Palmolive installed Rela
tional Technology Inc.'s Ingres database 
product two years ago. Ingres is fre
quently used to distribute computing ac
cess, but the intention here was to 
consolidate. 

"We needed to 
combine databases and 
to try to come up with 
some standard applica
tions that would pro
vide broader function
ality," says Polanski. 
The technical comput
ing gro.up plans to in
stall Ingres Star within 
a year to regain some of 
the economies of dis
tributed processing. 
"For now," says Po
lanski, "our goal is to 
regain administrative 
control." 

Who's 
In Charge? 

Lenhard insists that the decision to 
go with a Unix-based solution was a tech
nical one: "There were two huge sys
tems. There was no way one was going 
to subsume the other. To protect our in
vestment in lab software, we needed a 
solution that would unite both." 

Steve Tolchin, a former technical di
rector at Johns Hopkins and now vp of 

very powerful little machines sitting on 
their desks ." 

Setting Administrative Guidelines 

One thing IS organizations soon 
learn when implementing a distributed 
computer network is that creating ad
ministrative guidelines for it can become 
a major task. 

Establishing a co
ordinated balance be
tween central IS and 
departmental systems 

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK'S YOUNG: Clearer definitians af respansibility needed. 

The Federal Re
serve Bank of New 
York is now midway 
through a five-year 
project to implement 
a three-tier computer 
network. The new net
work consists of IBM 
hosts with Data Gener
al Corp. minicomputers 
acting as cluster con
trollers for worksta
tions on an asynch
ronous Ethernet LAN. 
Part of that job has in
cluded three months 
spent creating a docu
ment that details user 
and IS responsibilities 
tothelevelofeachtype 
of device on the 
network. 

can be daunting both technically and po
litically, especially in large hospitals 
where departments tend to operate with 
a high degree of autonomy. 

The Operation at Johns Hopkins 

Such was the case at]ohns Hopkins 
in Baltimore in 1983. Departmental sys
tems, though largely standardized on 
Digital Equipment Corp. processors run
ning MUMPS, were each tightly controlled 
by departmental managers and physi
cians who hired their own programmers 
and developed their own applications. 
There was no integration among depart
mental systems, nor was there any link 
to the central IBM system, which ran the 
billing, pharmacy, and admissions appli
cations. The task of forging an integra
tion strategy fell to a fledgling group 
called the operational and clinical sys
tems division, headed by Raymond 
Lenhard. 

The solution, or at least one of its 
initial pieces, was to take the 2.4 million
record patient file on the mainframe and 
install it on a Unix-based superminicom-

,.. puter from Pyramid Technology Corp. , 
~ Mountain View, Calif., in a newly created 
.;; medical records department. Other cle
E ments of the solution included an Ether
~ net LAN and Sun workstations to provide 
j links between departmental databases. 
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software engineering at Pyramid, be
lieves that the politics of the decision 
should not be underplayed. "We staked 
out the middle ground between two in
tractable computer camps, and said es
sentially that we wouldn't allow the 
technology from either camp to domi
nate. By not siding with either," he feels, 
"we drew people from both camps to the 
new technology." 

A measure of its success is that, in a 
variation on the departmental-system
eats-mainframe story, the operational 
and clinical systems division took on 
more and more control of computer op
erations, until it subsumed the central IS 
department two years ago. Today, Len
hard is vp of Johns Hopkins Information 
Services, with a staff of over 100. 

"It's true, we did supplant central 
IS, but we try not to take an authoritarian 
role," says Lenhard. "Our role is in set
ting standards, defining interfaces, main
taining s)1ared databases. The ability of 
Unix to support multiple vendors makes 
that job a little easier. We can give users 
the specifications they need and turn 
them loose to go find their own solutions. 
Obviously, we can't write every line of 
applications code and that' s fine. Depart
mental computing should continue to 
play a major role in the 1990s. There are 
a lot of creative people out there with 

The guidelines document was not 
part of the bank's original implementa
tion plan. It grew out of experience 
gained during the project's one-year pilot 
phase. "We expected the pilot to be a 
learning experience," says Susan Young, 
vp of systems development at the bank. 
"The original plan was to proceed with 
further deployment based on what we 
learned in the pilot. But one of the things 
we learned was that we needed clearer 
definitions of responsibility." 

The responsibilities outlined in
clude the ever-complex issues of data se
curity and network management. Securi
ty is retained primarily by the central IS 
group, but guidelines are being estab
lished whereby departments will be re
sponsible for granting access privileges 
to individual users. Similarly, telecom
munications technicians are responsible 
for managing the whole network, includ
ing each end station. But, within each 
work group, systems managers must be 
trained to do local troubleshooting. 

"We knew there would be a need 
for basic procedure manuals," says 
Young, "but we hadn't anticipated the 
level of detail we'd need to go into-what 
groups do what, and just how they work 
together." Once again, it is the balance 
between how much responsibility re
mains in IS and how much responsibility 
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will rest in the local work group that is 
the critical call. 

"Keep as much of the technical ad
ministration as possible centralized in 
IS," advises Jim Tunis, vp of IS at Lincoln 
National, an Indianapolis holding com
pany. "Most LA efforts are doomed 
because of the level of technical adminis
tration that fa lls to users; so are some 
minicomputer networks," he says. "Us
ers probably don't have the technical ex
pertise to take on the job, and for sure 
they don't have the management inter
ests. They don't see that as their job." 

Tunis' advice is based on 10 years' 
experience in departmental computing. 
Lincoln National installed Prime mini
computers in 1978, primarily to reduce 
the use of paper through electronic mail, 
and to encourage end-user computing. 
(He claims success on the latter goal 
only. About 4,000 of Lincoln's 12,000 
employees are frequent users; e-mail us
age is up, but so is paper consumption). 

Tunis credits the success of the in
stallation to what he calls a "tribal com
puting" approach. "I never liked the 
term 'departmental.' It conjures up 

Who's 
In Charger 

something too narrow. We prefer letting 
several related departments or lines of 
business share a system. Too small a 
group will have too narrow an interest; it 
will be too isolated. A larger group en
sures that the data that everyone wants 
will be there," says Tunis. 

Some obvious economies and ad
ministrative benefi ts are associated with 
such an approach. Since IS is responsible 
fo r all technical support at the holding 
company, it means fewer systems. 

Experience has shown that tribal 
computing groups will adopt responsibil
ity for some of the administrative deci
sions regarding their systems. 

" I don't like to call it a police ac
tion," says Tunis, "but if one user is do
ing a heavy processing run at 9 o'clock 
every Monday morning and slowing 
down the system, we' ll hear about it. IS's 
response will be to do a technical analysis 
and get back to the users with the op
tions: either the system needs tuning, 
one of the members needs his own sys
tem, or Joe in finance can start running 
his jobs at night." 

Because user issues are hard to pre-

diet, Tunis advises against spending too 
much time worrying about them in ad
vance. One issue that turned out to be 
much less of a problem than anticipated 
was the locality of data and the need for 
regular updates from the corporate data
base. 

'Tm not exactly sure why, but I sus
pect it has to do with the fact that most 
departmental data don't start out as cor
porate data; it's ad hoc data, desk-drawer 
data. Refreshing the local database on a 
monthly or quarterly basis is sufficient," 
Tunis says. 

On the other hand, an issue that has 
turned out to be more persistent than 
Tunis anticipated is the concern over the 
efficient use of programs and data stor
age: " I keep thinking hardware is going 
to get so cheap that it doesn't matter if 
end-user programming isn't effi cient. 
Just about the time I decide it doesn't 
matter, someone comes up with a new, 
more inefficient way of doing the same 
job." • 

David Stamps is a Minneapolis-based 
freelance writer. 
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mers professional and comprehensive support. 
Call us, and find out about the many ways NEC 
Information Systems takes care of its own. 
Service Excellence Through People, Pride and Professionalism5M 

1-800-325-5500 NEC 
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YOU NEED SOMETHING MORE 
SOPHISTICATED FOR TODAY'S COMPUTER 

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS. 
YOU NEED PRIME. 

Putting out fires- it's part of every 
MIS/DP Manager's job. 

From false alarms in finance to panic in 
personnel, you just get one problem solved 
when anotherone threatens to rage out of 
control. 

But how do you contain your resource 
management fires - such as data manage
ment and access problems, weak commu
nications, and limited applications 
development' 

The PRIME EXL'" Series 
of multiuser, multitasking 
supermicrocomputers. 

Based on Intel386'" tech
nology, these fully compatible 

with the security that they'll work just as 
well in the future . 

Plus, you'll have industry-standard 
communications capabilities through 
Ethernet'" over TCP/IP networking soft
ware, our PRIMFJSNA '" EXL products, and 
PC-Interface:· This provides the ability to 
share peripherals and ensures your access to 
vital information from departments or your 

corporate mainframe and PCs. 
Designed to grow with your 

company, all PRIME EXL Series 
systems are fully compatible. There 
are a variety of configurations you 
can choose. And, of course, you can 
count on the worldwide service and 
support only a Fortune 500 comsystems, running Prime's imple

mentation of AT& T's UNIX 
System V3, are the most efficient 
tools for managing computer 
resources within your company. 

== pany like Prime can provide. == To find out more about the 
PRIME EXL Series, simply com-
plete and mail the coupon to the 
right. Orcall 1-800-343-2540. In 
Canada, call 1-800-268-4700. We'll 
also send you a free copy of "Inte
grating the Desktop and Multiuser 

But not only does the PRIME 
EXL Series support UNIX,® with 
optional software packages your 
users can run their existing DOS ·• 
and PICK® applications as well. 
You'll also be able to develop cus
tom applications for departmen
tal computing problems now 

-------,, -·· 
Operating Environments" It's a 

straightforward discussion of 
computer resource management 
in the UNIX/DOS environment. 

So call today. Because now more than 
ever, you need the right tools to extinguish 
your computer resource management fues
and prevent them in the future . 

You need Prime. 
~--------------1 

I O Puttingoutfiresisabigpartofmy job, I 
I so l'm askingforPrime. I 

I 
Please send me more information about the PRJME I 
EXl Series, and don't forget my (rec copy of 

I "Integrating the Desktop and Multiuser Operating I 
Environments!1 

I D Please have a Marketing Representative contact me. 

1

1 

Name ___________ _ 

Title ___________ _ 

I Company __________ _ 

I Address ___________ _ 

I C1ry Statc __ Z1p __ _ 
I Telephone( __ ) ________ _ 

ApplKat1ons lnterest --------

J Industry Interest----------

1 Orif ;oo prefer.call l-800-343-2540. AD0030023 

I Mail to: ~\;11c5~~fr~~e:·~~rk. Natick, MA 01760 

I 1"11 • 
1 rr1me® L _____________ _ ~ 
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We think they've been given enough 
rope. It's time to make some up-to-date 
comparisons. 

Historically, rotary iron has 
cost more than static iron for 
comparable systems. But recent 
price hikes have brought the capital 
cost of static UPS close to the price 
of a PSC Hybrid™ rotary system. 
Very close. 

The real comparison to make, 
however, is in life cycle costs. And 
here, we've had static systems beat 
since we invented our Hybrid™ rotary 
technology over 20 years ago. 

First of all, our Hybrid™ UPS is 
more reliable. Comparing systems 
that have been in service for at least 
seven years, PSC's Hybrid™ MTBF is 
about four times that of the best static 
UPS. Which is probably why static 
companies like to quote calculated, 

theoretical MTBF figures instead of the 
real thing. 

There are other hidden costs 
associated with static. Like the cost of 
air conditioning: static requires three 
times as much as rotary. And static's 

lower reliability means more for 
maintenance. Lower reliability also 
costs DP departments dearly in 
downtime and system problems 
created by power transients. 

After a decade of experience 
with static UPS, the love affair is 
starting to unravel. And PSC's 
Hybrid™ rotarysalesareclimbing. 

For those of you who aren't 
yet tied to a static UPS, or who 
think a change is in order, call 

PSC at (804)355-2803 for a 
free Cost-Of-Ownership 

Assessment. We think you 
deserve a fair comparison. 

To The UPS Companies 
WhoHaveBeen Roping In 

CustomersOnlhePremiselhat 
Static Costs Lesslhan Rota')( 
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New Products 
TRENDS 
ANNUAL SALES OF IMAGE PRODUCTS to 
small business/home offices are expected to 
continue steady growth through the end of 
the decade, with an exploding market for 
facsimile equipment overshadowing minimal 
or no growth in copiers and electronic 
typewriters. 

A study by CAP International pegs 1987 
total small office equipment sales at $3.7 
billion and projects 13% annual growth to 
$5.3 billion in 1990. Without small busi
ness's insatiable appetite for fax, overall 
growth would be nearly flat. 

A combination of factors-declining 
prices, despite the strong yen; aggressive 
promotion by manufacturers; and effective 
product distribution-will fuel 78.4% annu
al growth in facsimile shipments to $1.6 bil
lion in 1990 from $280 million last year. 
CAP predicts that home offices over the next 
12 months will develop the same hearty ap
petite for faxes. Comprising only 7.6% of 
the total market last year, fax equipment 
will account for nearly 30% of sales in 
1990. 

Copiers should grow at 2.9% annually 
through 1990, to $2.3 billion, from $2. l bil
lion last year. As a percentage of total vol
ume, copiers will decline to 43.5% from 
57.5%. Heavy competition at the low end, 
with Panasonic, Ricoh, and Xerox challeng
ing the longtime domain of Canon, could spur 
sales in home offices, where copier penetra
tion to date is light. 

Electronic typewriter shipments are seen 
falling 10.9% annually, but personal word 
processors will pick up the slack with 26.7% 
annual growth. Overall, this segment will 
decline 3.2% annually over the three years, 
according to CAP. Personal word processor 
sales are strong among small offices that re
quire advanced capabilities such as mail 
merge, but aren't ready for pcs or printers. 

Finally, pc printer sales are predicted to 
grow at a 6.3% annual clip through 1990, 
driven largely by the requirement to produce 
documents in lieu of data printouts. The in
troduction of high-quality 24-pin printers 
and advances in ink-jet technology should 
offset the impact of recent price hikes, says 
CAP. 

If you'd like additional information 
about this issue's hardware Trends, 
please circle 201 on the reader ser
vice card. 

HARDWARE 

Data General Rounds 
Out Its 32-Bit Line 
Small business system fills in the low end of 
minicomputer family . 

Data General Corp. has added a new 
member to its MV line of 32-bit minicom
puters aimed at small business and de
partmental office automation appli 
cations. 

The Eclipse MV /2500 DC is 72% 
faster than the existing models 1400 DC 
and 2000 DC, the company says, and it 
supports both the integral cartr idge 
tapes and Winches ter disks compatible 
across the MV family product line. The 
new system can handle up to 64 users. 

The entr y-leve l MV /2500 DC, 
priced at $30,000, includes the cpu with 
integral floating point unit, 8MB of memo
ry expandable to 24MB, integrated mass 
storage controllers, and office packag
ing. A 322MB Winchester disk and 21MB 
streaming cartridge tape drive offer me
dia compatibility with other MV systems. 
An integral 130MB cartridge tape drive 
can be substituted for the 21MB unit for 
an additional $5,000. 

Data General also expanded its 
pc line with an AT-compatible system, the 

Dasher/ 386. Based on the 80386, the 
system can function as a standalone tool, 
a pc in a networked DG e nvironment, or 
as a technical workstation or multiuser 
pc, the company says . 

A base unit, priced at $5, 735, con
s ists of lMB system memory, with a 
40MB fixed disk; a l.2MB floppy; AT-style 
keyboard; EGA adapter card; mono
chrome monitor; and MS/ DOS 3.3. The 
operating system supports a range of sin
gle-user applications, including Lotus 1-
2-3 and WordPerfect, as well as a multi
tasking environment through MS-Win
dows and a networking environment 
including MS-Net and NetBios. DATA GE -
ERALCORP., Westboro, Mass. CIRCLE 271 

Tape Drive 
New line of tape drives offers 
320MB of storage. 
Cipher Data Products Inc. is offering a 
range of half-inch cartridge tape drives 
for data interchange and backup in micro, 
midrange, and mainframe applications. 
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The Cipher Data 3000i family in
cludes a series of 8-inch form factor tape 
drives for midrange and small mainframe 
computers, and a 51A-inch drive for mi
cros, workstations, and small minis. The 
new drives are compatible with the MSR 
(Multitrack Serpentine Recording) inter
change standard, according to Cipher 
Data. 

The 8-inch and 51A-inch units pro
vide 320MB of data storage. An optional 
stacker containing up to 10 cartridges 
and capable of boosting total capacity to 
3.2GB will be available in 1989, the com
pany says. 

The 8-inch Models 3832 and 3834 
are volume priced at $3, 710 and $4,400, 
respectively. The 51A-inch 3532 drive is 
priced at $1,380. 

Production shipments of the 3830 
products will begin this month. Initial 
3532 shipments are scheduled for early 
next year. Some 26 configurations of the 
three models will be released over the 
next 12 months. CIPHER DATA PRODUCTS 
INC., San Diego. CIRCLE 272 

New Products 

RISC Workstations 
Desktop, floor-standing models 
added to IBM's RT line 

IBM has three new models in its RT series 
of RISC technology 32-bit workstations, 
claimed to offer up to 25% faster perfor
mance over previous RT units. 

The new RT 130, a desktop machine, 
and Model 135, a floor-standing unit, 
must be attached to RT-supported dis
plays and adapters as a minimum config
uration. The floor-standing Model B35 
must be attached to an IBM 5080 graphics 
system. All three models require the AIX/ 
RT operating system version 2.2 or 
equivalent; and all three come with 16MB 
of CMOS memory, four times the amount 
of standard memory previously offered. 

The 130 is priced at $23,220; the 
135 at $30,595; and the B35 at $32,165. 
All three are available now. 

IBM also announced a new 310-mil
lion-character storage option on the RT. 
Larger models can be configured with up 
to three disk storage devices, allowing 

up to 930 million characters of internal 
storage, the company says. IBM CORP., 
Rye Brook, N.Y. CIRCLE 273 

Image Systems 
FileN et broadens its line of optical 
disk-based systems. 
FileNet Corp. has expanded its line of in
tegrated image and data processing sys
tems with the 3100 System Series, a 
product aimed at low-volume users. 

The 3100 complements the 3500 
series, which is based on a distributed ar
chitecture in which document entry, im
age management, and other functions 
are processed by individual microproc
essor servers on a LAN. In the 3100, says 
FileNet, the processing power of all of 
these functions is centralized in a single 
server. The 3100 can be upgraded to the 
3500 by adding more servers. 

Applications for the 3100 include 
paper processing; storage and retrieval 
tasks within departments, such as cus
tomer service; and branch operations, 

ViSi•E 
A Company Committed to Meeting Your Office Needs 
• One stop shopping for all your office and computer supplies 
• Pay only our low published prices ... nothing more ... no surprises 
• Fast 24 hour shipping from 3 locations 
• Easy toll-free ordering 
• 100% Satisfaction Guarantee 
• Top-quality, brand-name products 
• Hassle-free return policy 
• Money-saving monthly specials 
• FREE gifts with your order 

VISIBl.E ~<WV< 7.ooo ~ 
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THE COMPUTER PROFESSIONALS' BOOK SOCIETY 
The easy, reliable way to satisfy your professional book needs. 
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The Handbook of 
Computers and 
Computing 

FREE when you join! 

Edited by Arthur Seidman 
and Ivan Flores 
Featuring 50 original articles by 
leading computer experts, thi s 
professional sourcebook delivers 
the essentials you need in both 
hardware and software areas. 

874 pp. (a $79.95 value) 

How the Club Works 
YOUR BENEFITS: You get 3 books for $1.95 plus shipping & handling when you join. 
You keep on saving with discounts from 20 to 50% as a member. 
YOUR PROFESSIONAL BOOKSTORE BY MAIL: Every 3-4 weeks, you will receive 
the Computer Professionals' Book Society News describing the Main Selection and Alternates, 
as well as bonus offers and special sales, with hundreds of titles to choose from. 
AUTOMATIC ORDER: If you want the Main selection, do nothing and it will be sent to 
you automatically. If you prefer another selection, or no selection at all, sin1ply indicate your 
choice on the reply form provided. As a member, you agree to purchase at least 3 books within 
the next 2 years and may resign at any time thereafter. 
BONUS BOOKS: Starting immediately you will be eligible for our Bonus Book Plan with 
savings of up to 80% off publishers' prices. 
IRONCLAD NO-RISK GUARANTEE: If not satisfied with your books, return them 
within 10 days without obligation! 
EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY: All books are quality publishers' editions especially selected 
by our Editorial Board. 
Al l books are hardcover unless number is followed by a " P" for paperback. (Publishers' Prices shown) DATP-988 
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such as loan processing. It's available 
now; prices begin at $135,000. FILENET 
CORP., Costa Mesa, Calif. CIRCLE 74 

Personal Computers 
NEC unveils 386-based desktop and 
portable pcs. 
NEC Information Systems has introduced 
two new personal computers: the 
Powermate sx and the Powermate Porta
ble sx. Based on the Intel iAPX 80386-sx 
chip, the desktop and portable pcs are 
available immediately. 

Powermate SX is priced at $4,495 
for a desktop unit that includes a key
board, 2MB memory (expandable), l.2MB 
or l.44MB floppy, and 42MB disk drive. 

The Portable sx is priced at $6,595 
and includes cpu, keyboard, 2MB memo
ry expandable to 16MB, l.44MB floppy, 
and 42MB disk drive. The Portable sx em
ploys a gas plasma display screen that of
fers 640 by 480 dpi resolution and up to 
16 shades of gray. NEC INFORMATION SYS
TEMS INC., Boxboro, Mass. CIRCLE 275 

Laser Printers 
ATI introduces two new high-speed 
printers. 

Advanced Technologies Inc.'s new 1270 
series printers, comprised of the 1270 
and the 1275, can produce 12 pages per 
minute and support multiple worksta
tions, says the company. They can ac
commodate up to three feeder trays with 
letter, legal, or statement size paper, pro
viding a 750-page capacity. An automatic 
envelope feeder, which holds up to 50 
standard, letter-sized envelopes, can be 
accommodated. 

The 1270 is a tabletop model de
signed for office use. It emulates, among 
others, the Diablo 630 and the Hewlett
Packard LaserJet Plus/500 printers. The 
1275 is targeted at both office and com
mercial environments. It emulates Post
Script and the HP LaserJet Plus/500. It 
can output PostScript at 12 ppm in text 
mode. Users can draw on a library of 
over 600 fonts, which can be printed in 
any point style, pitch, or rotation, says 
AT!. It offers three interface ports, sup
porting RS232, AppleTalk, and Centron
ics. Both provide 300dpi resolution. The 
1270 is priced at $3,995, the 1275 at 
$8,595. ADVA CED TECHNOLOGI ES INC., 
Milpitas, Calif. CI RCLE 279 

New Products 

BRIEFS 
Aydin Controls, Fort Washington, Pa., 
has brought out its second PC-compati
ble graphics system, the 4110/EGS, 
which can emulate the ISC 8820. Its 8001 
emulation features include ISC 8001G 
character graphics, set-up menus, and 
80 x 25 characters a page. Available now, 
the 4110 is priced at $5,715. CIRCLE 7 

Slicer Controls Inc. , Minneapolis, has an 
XT-compatible diskless workstation 
that functions as a node on a network. 
The unit is priced at $400. CIRCLE 278 

Genicom Corp., Waynesboro, Va., has 
added a new 24-wire printer for word 
processing, spreadsheets, and colo r 
graphics applications. The Model 1040 
prints 432 characters per second in high
speed mode and operates at 55dba. It 
lists for $1,799. CIRCLE 23 

Exide Electronics, Raleigh, N.C., is offer
ing the System 80 uninterruptible pow
er supply (UPS), which supports 40KVA 
to 80KVA (kilo volt amperes) critical 
loads for small mainframes. The four 

System 80 models, described as fu ll on
line UPSs, typically are priced between 
$27,500 and $50, 700. CIRCLE 273 

Trilobyte Computer Corp., San Lean
dro, Calif., has a ruggedized version of 
the Sun 3/60 workstation. In quantities 
of two to nine, the Trilobyte Model 6200 
Sun 3/E, for military and industrial appli
cations, sells for $20,019. CIRCLE 274 

Irwin Magnetic Systems Inc. , Ann Ar
bor, Mich., has announced availability of 
its Model 5080 minicartridge tape 
backup system for Macintosh comput
ers. The system can back up 80MB of 
hard disk data on a single standard DC 
2000 minicartridge, the company says. It 
is priced at $1,695. CIRCLE 40 

Western Digital Corp., Irvine, Calif., has 
entered the Apple Computer market 
with a hard disk drive. The Preference 
AP is available in 20MB and 40MB capaci
ties, priced at $895 and $1,195.CIRCLE 276 

Discover Stralegia 
Micro Management! 

Get the information you need to analy:ze 
and plan for the future implementation of 
end user computing: Buying trends by 
depa rtment , manufacturer, and vendor, sta
tistics on installed base of hardware and soft
ware, or annual service and repair costs. 

Monitor the costs and performance of 
your end user support staff: Support staffs 
average response time, the number of support 
calls taken, orthe annual cost of training and 
support by product or department. 

Show upper management that you are in 
control of their growing investment in end 
user computing. 

(AOMPUTER® 
.r.SSOCIATES 
Software superior by design . 
200 W. Lowe, Fairfield, IA 52556 
(515) 472-6400 

Discover The Micro Resource Manager 
(MRM) and you'll discover why over 500 
corporations and government agencies have 
implemented MRM as their solution to man
aging end user computing. 

MRM is an advanced fourth generation 
application that has earned the un iversal 
praise of micro managers, MIS directors, and 
software experts worldwide. Over 220 re
ports and queries allow you to: 

• Track hardware, software, or services. 
• Analyze budgets, costs, and trends. 
• Determine use and distribution patterns. 
• Control service and maintenance costs. 
• Manage support staff workload . 
. .. And much , much more. 
Call today for a FREE demo disk. 

The Micro 
Resource Manager™ 
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TRENDS 
THE CASE FOR CASE is evidently getting 
stronger. The latest distributed systems in
dustry research report from Boston's Yankee 
Group estimates that by the end of 1987, 
4% of 580,000 MIS professionals and 6% of 
the pros in the integrator, engineering, and 
defense fields were using computer aided 
software design. Usage is forecast to hit 
26% across the board by 1992. 

According to CASE Consulting Group, Port
land, Ore., there are over 150 companies 
competing in the broadly defined CASE mar
ket. Of these, 70 are "classic" front-end 
CASE vendors, representing $120 million in 
sales in 1987. The exponential growth pre
dicted by analysts translates to a market 
turnover of $500,000,000 by 1992. 

The drive for higher software quality and 
productivity has been a boost to the CASE 
market, and the outlines of a distinct CASE 
industry are now appearing. CASE Consult
ing, in its newsletter CASE Outlook, has 
itemized what it sees as the signposts of the 
transition from fledgling product to estab
lished niche (not in order of importance): 
• increased attention in the trade and busi
ness press; 
• industry fragmentation; 
• market boundary expansion; 
• greater presence of major computer 
manufacturers; 
• entry of traditional software tool and 
DBMS vendors; 
• entry of major application software oems; 
• entry of established design automation 
vendors; 
•acquisitions of, and by, CASE companies; 
• the first IPO by a CASE vendor (Index 
Technology); 
• increased CASE-related standards activity; 
• strategic alliances; and 
• greater emphasis on product differentia
tion and support. 

Of these factors, perhaps the most con
vincing would be the presence of major com
puter makers. The heavy tread of the big 
blue giant tends to legitimize any market it 
steps into, and CASE probably will be no ex
ception. IBM's new Workstation Aided Soft
ware Engineering product customizes Pro
fessional Work Manager version 2.0, allow
ing programmers to access a variety of tools 
to support the applications development pro
cess. WASE (as it's called), which runs on the 
IBM AT, PS/2 Models 30, 40, 60, and 80, 
and the IBM 3270 AT, costs $350. 

If you'd like additional information 
about products covered in this is
sue's software Trends, please circle 
280 on the reader service card. 

New Products 

SOFTWARE 

PC Program Organizes Data 
From Multiple Sources 
Crowninshield package integrates data, graphics, 
video, and audiovisual data. 

Crowninshield Software Inc., has begun 
shipping an IBM PC-based data manage
ment program that it says will organize, 
index, and retrieve data from multimedia 
databases. 

MediaBase is designed for non
technical "information heavy" users who 
need to integrate full-text data, graphics, 
video images, and audiovisual sequences 
into a single database, the company says. 
For example, says Crowninshield, text 
regarding prescription drugs and their 
associated side effects could be joined on 
the same screen with graphic images of 
their chemical composition. 

System features include a user
defined, menu-driven data outliner allow
ing users to create hierarchical struc
tures; automatic indexing; contextual 
searching; and word processing. An op
tional publishing utility can output the 
databases for distribution on CD-ROM 
disks, the company says. 

MediaBase imports dBase files, 

ASC!I text files, and DIF' format files direct
ly. It requires an IBM PC, XT, AT, or com
patible, 640KB of memory, a hard disk 
drive, and MS/ DOS 3.0 or higher. If a CD 
is attached, MS/ DOS 3.2 with CD-ROM ex
tension is required. MediaBase is priced 
at $750 and is available immediately. 
CROWNJNSHIELD SOFTWARE INC., 
Boston. CIRCLE 258 

General ledger 
McCormack & Dodge unveils first 
in a series of v AX packages. 
McCormack & Dodge Corp. has intro
duced a version of its mainframe financial 
applications environment, called Millen
nium, for the Digital Equipment Corp. 
VAX computer family . 

General Ledger:Millennium, the 
first in a series of Millennium applica
tions for the VAX, is priced at $100,000. 
Deliveries began in Europe in Septem
ber and will follow in the U.S. next 
month. Existing users of the company's 
Plus Series financial applications for the 
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VAX will receive Millennium at no charge. 
Millennium is designed to work 

with the VMS operating system and rec
ord management system files. Future 
Millennium versions will support the 
VAX/Rdb DBMS as well as other SQL data
bases, according to M&D. 

Millennium for the VAX is functional
ly equivalent to M&D's IBM, !CL, and Fu
jitsu mainframe packages, the company 
says. It plans to release VAX/ VMS ver
sions of its accounts receivable, accounts 
payable, purchase order, and systems 
development products at undisclosed 
times in the future. McCORMACK AND 
DODGE CORP., Natick, Mass. CIRCLE 259 

Artificial Intelligence 
Expert systems development tools 
added by IBM. 

IBM has expanded its line of artificial in
telligence offerings with two new ver
sions and two new products. 

Version 1, release 2 of Expert Sys
tems Environment is designed for users 
with few computer skills. An embedded 
applications programming interface al
lows full integration with IMS/VS and 
CICS/ VS software delivery tools, accord
ing to IBM. 

Expert System Consultation Envi
ronment/ PC, a complementary new 
product, allows completed consultation 
applications to be run under DOS on a 
standalone PS/2, AT, or XT. 

Version 2, release 1 of Knowledge
Tool, aimed at IS professionals who are 
adding expert function to existing appli
cations, incorporates a test facility with 
windowing capability for upgrade to pro
gram product status. 

Finally, IBM KEE, a new product de
signed for IS professionals trained in AI 
applications, provides a System/370 
MVS mainframe version of Intellicorp's 
Knowledge Engineering Environment 
(KEE). Potential applications include 
equipment design and configuration, fac
tory scheduling, and process planning 
and simulation, says IBM. 

Expert System Environment, with 
planned availability in December, carries 
a single charge of $42,500. A single copy 
of Expert System Consultation Environ
ment / PC will be sent automatically to 
current and new licensees of Expert Sys
tem Environment. Additional copies will 
be one-time priced at $595. Availability is 
March 1989. Knowledge Tool, also avail
able next March, has a graduated one
time charge ranging between $9,205 and 
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$105,880. IBM KEE is available at a 
$98,000 one-time charge, with planned 
shipments in December. IBM CORP., Rye 
Brook, N.Y. CIRCLE 260 

local Area Network 
Equinox brings out a LAN geared 
toward small companies. 
Equinox Systems Inc. has entered the 
low-end local area network market with a 
new eight-user LAN. 

SwitchLA -8 networks IBM PCs and 
compatibles using the computer' s serial 
COM port and twisted pair wiring, thus 
obviating network servers or boards in 
the pc, according to Equinox. 

The SwitchLAN program provides 
users with simple pull-down menus for 
selecting printers, managing spooled 
print jobs, transferring files, and con
necting to shared modems, the company 
says. Aimed at small-company and de
partmental networking applications, 
SwitchLAN-8 consists of an eight-user 
software license and network hub capa
ble of connecting eight pcs. It is priced at 
$995. The network may be expanded to 
support up to 16 pcs with the purchase of 
a second SwitchLAN-8 package. EQUINOX 
SYSTEMS INC., Miami. CIRCLE 261 

Performance Monitor 
BlueLine adds CICS and disk man
agement to VM program. 
BlueLine Software Inc., has added CICS 
and disk management options on its Vital 
Signs VM performance monitor. 

The new software, designed for 
managers and technicians of IBM main
frame systems, allows CICS performance 
data from Landmark Systems' product, 
The Monitor for CICS, to be integrated 
with VM performance data in the Vital 
Signs database. 

A separate extension, dubbed Seek
miser, analyzes data from Vital Signs on 
seek activity for a single volume or group 
of volumes and recommends optimal 
placement of VM datasets and the most 
efficient sequence of steps for moving 
the data on the disk storage device. 

Via an interface to IBM's VM directo
ry management system, Dirmaint, Seek
miser's recommendations can be auto
matically implemented, says BlueLine. 

Version 3.1 of Vital Signs is avail
able immediately, with prices beginning 
at about $300 per month for a permanent 
site license. BLUELINE SO FTWARE INC., 
Minneapolis. CIRCLE 262 

BRIEFS 
Connect Computer Co., Eden Prairie, 
Minn., is offering Turnstyle, a LAN man
agement tool for controlling software 
copies on Novell, Banyan, 3Com, and 
IBM networks. The license metering sys
tem is priced at $195 per server license 
and is available immediately. CIRCLE 263 

Data Access Corp., Miami, has brought 
out Office Works, networking software 
consisting of five independent modules 
supporting phone messages, document 
control, name and address database 
maintenance, e-mail , and scheduling. 
The productivity program is priced at 
$1,395 in a LAN version, $195 for the sin
gle-user version. CIRCLE 264 

Abra Cadabra Software, St. Peters
burg, Fla., has introduced Abratrak, a job 
applicant tracking system for the IBM 
PC and Apple Macintosh that comple
ments the Abra 2000 personnel system, 
the company says. It's priced at $995. A 
network version for an unlimited number 
of users is $1,990. CIRCLE 265 

Binary Techniques Inc., Somerville, 
Mass., has released Zip , a real - t ime 
multitasking executive for the IBM PC 
family. Zip is compatible with MS/ DOS, 
and is priced at $995. CIRCLE 266 

PC Manager Inc., Vienna, Va., has de
buted PC Album, an image database re
trieval library. Video disks with up to 
22,000 photographs in 500 categories 
can be integrated in the database, the 
company says. Prices begin at $195 for a 
s ingle disk at one workstation.CIRCLE 267 

Henderson Software Inc. , Winston-Sa
lem, N.C., is offering Finale, a new pro
gram for analyzing corporate acquisi
tions, expansions, and restructurings. 
Designed for business brokers, merger 
and acquisition specialists, and financial 
planners, it's priced at $4,000. CIRCLE 268 

Unison Software , Mountain View, 
Calif., has released a disk space ma n
agement system for HP 3000 and Spec
trum Series computers. DiscMaster is 
claimed to save up to one third of disk 
space. The prices range between $1,600 
and $7,500. CIRCLE 269 

Intelligence Ware Inc., Los Angeles, has 
made available an intelligent database 
system for the IBM PC and DEC VAX / VMS. 
Release 2.0 of the Intelligence/ Compiler 
is priced at $490 for the IBM PC or PS/2, 
$7,500 for the VAX / VMS. CIRCLE 270 
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The Power of 
Automated Operations Is Here. 

' It takes power to automate. Not just iron and a little software. But 
.. a force behind the automation tool that can help when things get 

tough. Candle, the company that defined MYS performance with 
OMEGAMON~ has entered the automated operations field with 
AF/OPERATOR."' 

Energi7.e Just What You Need 
Candle's family of automation products is flexible enough to 
meet your individual needs-from simple message management 
to remote operations. It's up and running in an hour, handling 
basic message traffic and doing flawless IPL.5 at warp speed. 

Or Blast Off Into Full Automation 
When you're ready to automate recovery or complex procedures, 
AF/OPERATOR enhances your growth. With an automated 
operations product from Candle, you're uniquely positioned to 

· handle whatever you need in the engine room, including 
automated availability and performance when the time comes. 

Streamline the Engine Room 
Basic message management is the first step. And with AF/ 
OPERATOR's sample library, that first step is a snap. Yet, your 
horizons are never limited because you have the power to tap 

into fully integrated automated operations with the ability to 
control MYS and its subsystems-IMS, DB2, CICS, and JES. 

With High Performance 
System overhead isn't an issue when you can have less than 1% 
CPU consumption. Nor is scheduling when you can make changes 
to the system on the fly, rather than waiting for an overnight 'gen: 

And Support From the Mother Ship 
When you take a step into the dimension of automated operations, 
you want the best ground crew behind you. And Candles support 
has received DataPros highest rating. This support extends beyond 
round-the-dock customer service and education. Candle spends 
$30 million a year in R&D so you won't ever be left behind. 
So whether you're going to the outer limits of automation or 
just streamlining the engine room, Candle is ready to join your 
crew. Let automated operations beam down into your data center. 
Call Terry Forbes today at (800) 843-3970. 

tCandle® 
Copyright <>1988 Candle Corporation. All rights reserved. 
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DATAMATION 
PROVIDES THE 

VITAL BACKGROUND 
FOR AN ABC 20/20 

TV SEGMENT. 

Software Bugs: 
AMatterof 
Life and Liability 

You read it first in DATAMATION when a major software glitch 
was linked to the deaths of patients. Once again, the editors of 
DATAMATION went beyond business as usual to get the full 
story and its precedent setting legal ramifications for producers 
of software and hardware. 

In ad\dition to keeping MIS professionals informed on the 
subject, the article also provided important background and a 
clear mapping of the borderline between technology and the 
law for the· producers of an ABC 20120 tv segment. 

DATAMATION -The Leader in Information Technology Coverage 
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"Within the first couple of hours INFO® was 
worth the day.'' 

That's what Robert Alston, Director, 
Information and Systems Services, who visited from 
The Stroh Brewery Company of Detroit said about 
last year's event. 

This year, INFO will be worth your time too! It's the 
one event showcasing systems and solutions for all your 
information management requirements . 

For 15 years, INFO has offered the entire spectrum of 
new ideas and solutions . Today more than ever INFO is 
your best source for all the newest technologies . .. ISON, 
SNA, micro-to-mainframe links, fourth generation 
languages, relational database systems , data security, 
voice/data integration and much more . 

INFO '88 will be a showcase of innovative products 
and services from virtually every important manufacturer 
... Unisys, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Honeywell Bull, Lotus, 
NEC, Wang, Ashton-Tate, Prime, Xerox, Digital 
Equipment Corporation, Computer Associates and 
hundreds of others. 

Special "Show-Within·A·Show" 

The Transparent Computing Environment '~ 

presented by Control Data, will be previewed 
at INFO. 

Enter the Transparent Computing Environment "' 
and discover innovative solutions to multi-vendor 
connectivity and integrated information management. 
Experience real-life applications in a variety of 
business settings . 

Transparent Computing Environment is a trademark of 
Control Data Corporation. 

• Systems Management 
•Software 
• Hardware Trends 
• Emerging Technologies 
• Multi-Vendor Connectivity 
• Communications 
• Networking 

- --------, 
Information 
Management 
Exposition & 
Conference 

Jacob K.Javits Convention Center 
11th Ave. at 34th St. • New York, NY 
Show hours: 10am-5pm daily 
Need more information? Call 203-964-8287. 

Clip this coupon and 
bring it to the show for a 
$15 discount! 
This coupon entitles you to a $15 discount 
on show admission. On-site registration is 
regularly $20. With this coupon you pay 
only $5. Fill out registration form on-site 
(available in lobby) and proceed to an 
attendee typist with this ad. sv 
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Sophisticated electronics is everywhere today. The fabu lous 
Showboat Hotel & Casino is no exception. Slot machines. poker. keno games. 
and of course data processing for the facilities employ solid state electronics. 
When any of these fail. it can cost plenty. 

In a business that runs 24-hours a day. the power must be reliable. 
The engineers at the Showboat decided to run their systems on electrical 
power that has been filtered by the POWER SIFTOR" from Current 
Technology. 

The paying customers at Joe Kelley's Showboat have very little 
patience with a machine that is down and malfunctioning. That's why Kelley 
leaves nothing to chance. You shouldn't either. 

Unfiltered power can destroy your computer, communications 
equipment. processing equipment. or other solid state equipment. It can 
wreak havoc by causing lost files and directories. software bugs. master 
checks. and system retries. The Power Siftor can typically eliminate these 
effects of "dirty power" and further increase hardware reliability. 

Now, the odds of you making the right choice have been further 
fiU~·· ·~'I\ improved by Underwriters Laboratories. The Current Technology 
",~. LJ:J products have received outstanding marks in Underwriters new 
~ ... _ . :t category 1449 testing program. 

Joe Kelley is right. There is too much money on the line to gamble 
with erratic power. Protect your systems today. Call or write Current 
Technology for more information. 

The Power Siftor works, you can bet on it. 

The Power to Succeed™ 

CURRENT~~ 
,....,.....,.,"~""' Technology 

1400 South Sherman 
Richardson, TX 75081, (214) 238 • 5300 
Pawer Siftor and The Pawer To Succeed 
are registered trademarks of Current Technology, Inc. 
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Deuartments 

CALENDAR 

OCTOBER 
National AS/ 400 Management 
Conference. 
Oct. 9-11, Houston. Contact ADM Inc., 
265 Highland Ave., Cheshire, CT06410, 
(203) 271-1300. 

Info '88. 
Oct.11-14, New York. Contact the Show 
Manager, Info '88, 999 Summer St., 
Stamford, CT 06905, (203) 964-0000. 

Dexpo West 88. 
Oct. 18-20, Anaheim, Calif. Contact Ex
poconsul International Inc., 3 Indepen
dence Way, Princeton, NJ 08540, (609) 
987-9400. 

Electronic Printing and Publishing 
Conference. 
Oct. 19-21, San Jose. Contact Kristin 
Fischer, CAP International Inc., One 
Longwater Cir., Norwell, MA 02061 
(617) 982-9500. 

Office Products Exchange Network. 
Oct. 19-21, Dallas. Contact Steve Oliver, 
OPEN Inc., c/ o !COT Network Systems 
Div., P.O. Box 91395, Mobile, AL36691, 
(800) 762-3270. 

American Society for Information 
Science. 
Oct. 23-27, Atlanta. Contact American 
Society for Information Science, Exhib
its Management, 142416th St., NW, 
Washington, DC 20036, (202) 462-1000. 

Northeast Computer Faire. 
Oct. 27-29, Boston. Contact The Inter
face Group Inc., 300 First Ave., Need
ham, MA 02194, (617) 449-6600. 

Ninth International Conference on Com
puter Communication. 
Oct. 30-Nov. 4, Tel Aviv, Israel. Contact 
Channy Greenberg, KENES U.S.A., 271 
Madison Ave., Suite 903, New York, NY 
10016, (212) 986-8300. 

Unix Expo 
Oct. 31-Nov. 2, New York. Contact Na
tional Expositions Company Inc., 15 W. 
39th St., New York, NY 10018, (212) 391-
9111. 

DPMA Dallas '88 
Oct. 31-Nov. 2, Dallas. Contact DPMA 
Dallas '88, c/ o DPMA Headquarters, 505 
Busse Hwy., Park Ridge, IL 60068-3191, 
(312) 825-8124. 
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That's Quantum Computer Services, 
America's fastest-growing leader in 
providing online interactive services to the 
home computer market. And chances are, 
we're unlike any company you 've ever 
experienced. 

At Quantum, you 'll test your talents - and 
creativity - developing services for 
owners of Apple, Commodore, Tandy, and 
other PC clones. And what you'll develop 
will run the gamut of online services. Our 
offerings include communications like 
electron ic mai l, real-time chat, and mes
sage boards. Computer enhancements 
that provide software libraries and a broad 
spectrum of hardware/ software support. 
Multi-player nationwide games and other 
just-for-fun options. General and financial 
information from up-to-the-minute news to 
stock quotes. Education services, includ 
ing electronic encyclopedias and online 
classes. Plus transactions that let the user 
do anything from reserving a flig ht to buy
ing securities. 

The right environment 
for real success. 
Best of all , our atmosphere is one-of-a
kind. It's hands-on, casual , and fun . That's 
why we're so successful. In the past two 
years alone, we've grown more than 200%. 
Today, Quantum is the first online compu
ter company to form major marketing and 
development alliances with leading PC 
manufacturers. And we're still the only one 
to tai lor products to the PCs used to 
access our network. 

Take the Quantum leap 
for your career. 
If Quantum sounds like your next career 
move, join us as a Programmer/ Analyst 
and help us develop a nationwide tele
communications system that supports 
thousands of users simu ltaneously. This 
system runs on one of the largest net
works of Stratus min i-computers in the 
country. 

What does it take? Experience with struc
tured languages like PL/1 , C, or Pascal on 
a mini-computer. The abil ity to produce 
highly reliable code. First-hand knowledge 
of software development at all stages -
from design through test and implementa
tion . The ideal candidate also has expe
rience in a real-time multiprocessor 
environment with applications that use 
inter-process communication . 
We're also on the lookout for top-notch 
professionals to work in these areas: 

• Project Management - Information 
Technology 

• PC / Macintosh Programming 
• Product/Software Test 
• Quality Assurance 
• Training 
• Software Control 
• Documentation 
• Technical Writing 
• Software Development 
Are you ready to work with real people in 
the ideal environment? Then get online 
with Quantum and discover a w hole new 
way of looking at your career . .. and 
software. We'll reward you with an excel 
lent salary and benefits package and the 
kind of upbeat, casual atmosphere you 
need to deliver your best. And, when the 
workday is through, you 'll thrive with the 
excitement and diversity of life right out
side of Washington, D.C. It's all happening 
now at Quantum. Make it happen for you . 
To apply, send your resume to: 

Cindy Soltis 
Human Resources Department 
Quantum Computer Services, Inc. 
8619 Westwood Center Drive 
Vienna, VA 22180 

lllln'h!ll!J:l!P 
An equal opportunity employer Principals only 
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OHIO, NEW JERSEY, FLORIDA AND VIRGINIA OPPORTUNITIES 

CSC.· 
the human 

mind in 
concert 

with 
the 

, 
sciences 

Contputer Professionals 
The tools of the Human Mind are fuel for the Information Age. Nowhere will you find more of the combined 
resource that is created when human imagination and technology are balanced and utilized than at Computer 
Sciences Corporation. For over a quarter of a century, with over 19,000 employees in more than 300 loca
tions worldwide, we have put the advancements of people, computers and communications to work providing 
information systems services to business, government, and industry. 

CSC's Communications Industry Services Division designs, implements and manages computer-based 
systems on a project basis. To meet the challenges that lie ahead, we use our collective capabilities to provide 
a variety of contract services for our clients in the areas of software applications development, office automa
tion, network provisioning and billing. Excellent opportunities exist for qualified professionals to join us at our 
Ohio, New Jersey, Florida and Virginia facilities. 

SYSTEMS ANALYSTS 
Successful candidates will have excellent interpersonal skills for extensive user interaction as well as a 
strong systems analysis and development background. Must be able to read COBOL programs and have 
five years of experience with the IMS database. Responsibilities will include determination and analysis of 
user requirements for financial applications as well as writing of system specifications, record layouts, 
determination of functional specifications, test plan development, test cases, and certification of system 
functionality. 

COBOL/IMS PROGRAMMER ANALYSTS 
Successful candidates will have programming experience with proficiency in IMS (DB or DC) in an IBM en
vironment. We require a minimum of six months of COBOUIMS experience and no more than three years. 
Responsibilities will include design, development, testing, and programming. Previous experience with 
customer service/billing applications, collection cash process, system specification writing and functional/ 
integration testing are pluses. Good interpersonal ski lls as well as the ability to work effectively and efficiently in 
a group setting are necessary. 

CSC offers the salaries, the benefits (including a 401 (k) plan), and the career paths to match your skills, your 
talents, and your goals. If you're an over achiever intent on reaching your fullest potential in a challenging and 
supportive environment, CSC is the place for you. Interested and qualified candidates please call toll free at 
1-800-345-9419. Or in New Jersey call (201) 981 -9119. Or send your resume along with salary history in 
confidence to: D.M. Burdick, Computer Sciences Corporation, Communications Industry Services, 
371 Hoes Lane, Piscataway, NJ 08854. Equal Opportunity Employer. 

Computer Sciences Corporation 
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''YOU 
CAN'T 

DO 
IHAI '' 

Build a large scale mainframe com
puter that will outperform the compe
tition's leading model? 

"IMPOSSIBLE!" they said. 

But Amdahl did it back in the early 
1970s. And today we are a leader in 
the development, manufacturing, 
marketing and support of general 
purpose and scientific computer sys
tems, storage products, communica
tions systems and software. 

In less than two decades we have 
grown from 5 to more than 8,000 "can 
do" employees around the globe. Our 
success is a result of teamwork, in
novation and commitment to achiev
ing the impossible. If you are ready 
for challenge, creativity and growth, 
explore your opportunities with Amdahl 
in one of the following areas: 

Based in Sunnyvale, CA 

MACROCODE 
DEVELOPMENT AND 
SUPPORT ___ _ 
Macrocode is the layer of firmware em
bedded in Amdahl processors which makes 
" compatibility-plus" a reality. Macrocode, 
besides providing the environment in 
which MVS, VM and UTS* run , makes 
possible innovative new features like 
MDF, our Multiple Domain Facility. MDF 
is a significant development in operating 
system power, performance, and flexibility. 

Macrocode developers work at a level closer 
to the mainframe than any other type of 
programmer. Our macrocode developers 
are working on features and facilities the 
rest of the the computing world won't 
even hear about for two to three years. 

VM SOFTWARE 
DEVELOPMENT __ _ 
You can be involved at the architectural 
level, creating and testing detailed simula
tions of processor architecture for upcoming 
Amdahl products. Our processor simulation 
group is tackling the architectural issues 
of the '90s. 

To contribute to this important project, you 'll 
need strong 370 Assembler skills and ex
perience developing software at the system 
control program level in a VM/CP environ
ment. Strong VM internals and 370 XA/ 
ESA architecture skills are a must. 

COMPATIBILITY SOFTWARE 
Amdahl's breakthrough development of a 
processor that handles more than 100 
million instructions per second has cre
ated a whole new set of challenges in 
software compatibility. Meeting these 
challenges at system control program 
level will strengthen your 370 XA/ESA ar
chitecture skills, MVS or VM internals, 
and 370 Assembler skills. 

DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEMS 
DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS 
AND MANAGERS __ _ 
Amdahl's reputation is the result of our 
intense commitment to quality assurance 
at every step of the design and engineer
ing process. Our R&D expenditure per 
employee is the highest in the industry, 
and our products show the result of our 
commitment. 

YOU CAN be part of our quality revolu
tion in the development of diagnostics 
software. Our diagnostics developers en
joy a high level of interaction with other 
engineering groups and the thrill that 
comes with breaking new ground. 

The high-energy candidates we seek will 
possess a BSCS/EE, or equivalent , with 
3 or more years 370/XA architecture ex
perience, strong 370 Assembler skills, 
and C/ **UNIX® knowledge. 

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS_ 
YOU CAN participate in the performance 
breakthroughs of the 90s, developing new 
methods for the measuring and enhanc
ing mainframe system performances. Use 
your expertise in 370 XA/ESA architecture, 
mainframe operating systems, and model
ing to enhance the performance of our 
current products and create simulations 
of future product performance. Opportuni
ties in workload development, analysis 
tools, DASD/ peripheral performance, and 
modeling all provide a high level of visibil
ity and technical challenge. 

VALIDATION & TEST __ 
Amdahl 's reputation as a leader in prod
uct reliability, performance and customer 
satisfaction didn't happen by accident. 
Our exacting requirements for design 
verification and reliability testing have 
sparked the development of some of the 
most sophisticated validation tools and 
methods in the industry. You can be part 
of our quality revolution, in one of the fol
lowing areas: Test Tools Development Man
agement, System-Level Bringup, Software 
QA/Product Validation , Operating Systems 
Validation , and Product Certification. 

TPF SYSTEMS SOFTWARE 
SPECIALISTS. ___ _ 
YOU CAN play a leading role in develop
ing and enhancing Amdahl 's commitment 
to TPF software support. Your TPF inter
nals knowledge and software testing ex
perience will help you make a major 
contribution to compatibility assurance 
and support-planning issues as Amdahl 
makes its entrance into the TPF arena. 

YOU CAN join in the excitement of creat
ing the computer systems of the future, 
while enjoying the benefits and competi
tive salary you would expect from an in
dustry leader. 

YOU CAN contact Susan Raskin at (800) 
538-8460, extension 6191 , or send your 
resume to her at Amdahl Corporation , 
Employment Department 10-4, P.O. Box 
3470, MIS 300, Sunnyvale, California 
94088-3470. Principals only, please. 

Amdahl Corporation is proud to be an 
equal opportunity employer through af
firmative action. 

· uTS is a registered trademark of Amdahl 
Corporation. 

..UNIX® is a registered trademark of AT&T Bell Labs. 

YOU CAN AT 

anidahl 
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We are most interested in interviewing those expe
rienced with ADABAS/Natural programming , how
ever, we will consider all quality resumes for place
ment in our expanding MIS Department. 

If you are open to relocation in South Florida, and are 
curious about what we can offer you , forward a re
sume with salary requirements to: TROPICAL SHIP
PING, 821 Avenue E, Riviera Beach, FL 33404. 

TROPICAL SHIPPING 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 

ARE YOU UNDERPAID? DOES THE VICE 
PRESIDENT OF MIS AT THE COMPANY 

AROUND THE CORNER MAKE MORE MONEY 
THAN YOU? 

DATAMATION's Annual Salary Survey Reveals 
That Increases For 1988 Are Expected To 

Average 6.6%. 

DATAMATION's 1988 Salary Survey 
reports average salaries, perks and company benefits 
among MIS professionals across all titles and levels 

of responsibility. In addition, this data is broken 
down by: 

• Geographic Location 
•Industry 

• Company Size 

Data on industry spending levels as well as 
technologies that help to increase productivity are 

highlighted. 

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW! 
Send your company purchase order or check for $299 
per copy to : 
DATAMATION/Cahners Publishing Company 
Attention : Laraine Donisi 
249 West 17th Street, New York, NY 10011 
Or call (212) 463-6893 for more information 
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Why--~ 

Settle For The 
\:::::t:~~ Ordinary ... 

Make A Major Move To CTG 
Computer Task Group con show you a better way 
to use your technical skills. We're a leading 
consulting, systems integration and professional 
services firm with a clear view of the future. The 
systems professionals who join our team will be 
associated with a company making major strides 
into systems integration, expert systems, case tools 
and relational data base. You'll use your talents to 
help our Fortune 500 client companies find 
innovative MIS solutions. 
Computer Task Group is interested in professionals 
with extensive experience in advanced systems 
development: 
Compensation and benefits ore a step ahead of 
the ordinary. If you wont to know more, send your 
resume or coll CTG immediately. Computer Task 
Group, Office of Recruitment, 800 Delaware 
Avenue, Buffalo, NY 14209, 1-800-752-6284. Equal 
Opportunity Employer. 

CrG 
Imagine a career 
that touches tomorrow 

SYSTEMS ENGINEER 
An opportunity exists in the Computer and Telecommu
nications Group for an experienced SYSTEMS EN
GINEER to provide technical and project leadership for 
the support and enhancement of our facili ty consisting 
of two Amdahl 5890-180 E's and an IBM 4381, all oper
ating under IBM VM/CMS, an FPS 264 array processor, 
an Ethernet local area network and data communications 
systems employing di rect or switched connections over 
a digital PBX. 
We are looking for someone who enjoys a service
oriented environment, developing innovative solutions for 
a variety of challenging user requirements, and who can 
deal effectively with a diversified user community. 
The successful candidate shou ld possess at least 10 
years of direct involvement in the planning , selection, use 
and maintenance of large mainframes, local area net
works and data commun ications systems. Current 
knowledge of IBM and compatible systems is highly 
desirable. An MS or Ph .D. in Mathematics, Engineering , 
or Computer Science preferred . Consideration will be 
given to a BS with significant experience. 
Lincoln Laboratory offers a competitive salary plan 
and an outstanding benefits package. Interested can
d idates are invited to forward their resume, together 
with a recent salary history, to Rosemary Malvermi, 
MIT Lincoln Laboratory, DM1 , 244 Wood St. , Lexington, 
MA 02173. 

An equal opportunity employer 

MITLINCOLN 
LABORATORY 
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For Professional 
Growth and 
Development 

Programmers 
- -- - - --- --- ---- - - ------ ·----- --- • - ® 

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 

Banking Environment 

IBM in Charlotte, North Carolina, has a continuing mis
sion to develop and manufacture superior systems 
and products for the finance ind us try. We ' re actively 
involved in the use of image technology to provide cus
tomer solutions in item processing. 

Opportunities now exist for career-oriented profes
sionals with various levels of experience. Currently, we 
are seeking candidates with ALL THE FOLLOWING 
CREDENTIALS: 

•Minimum of two years installing, modifying , and/or 
maintaining item processing applications such as 
Check Processing Control Systems (CPCS) or 
DOSCH ECK. 

•Minimum of two years S/370 Assembler program
ming in MVS/370, MVS/XA, or DOS/VSE environ
ments . Experience with COBOL, VM/CMS , and 
SCRIPT/GML helpful. 

•Experience in application development, including 
requirements, design , code, unit test, integration test, 
system test, and project management. 

As part of The Bigger Picture of information handling 
and processing in Charlotte, you 'll discover all the ad
vantages offered by the largest city between Atlanta 
and Washington , D.C. Our broad range of cultural and 
recreational attractions includes museums, perform
ing arts theatres , a world-class motor speedway and 
an NBA team-the Charlotte Hornets. Close proximity 
to our pristine beaches and mountains, and a year
round moderate climate are also ideal forthe outdoor 
person . 

Qualified applicants may explore these opportunities 
further by sending their resume in confidence to: IBM 
Corporation, 1001 W.T. Harris Blvd., Dept. 16P/ 
Bldg. 667-4, Charlotte, NC 28257-3000. 

--- ------ - - --- - --- - ---- - - ------ ----- · - The Bigger Picture 
An equal opportunity employer 
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Realtime Embedded 
Software Engineers 

If you are an experienced Real time Embedded 
Software Engineer, we would like to talk to you. 

Because right now, Boeing Computer Services has 
immediate openings for highly qualified engineers 
to work on challenging state-of-the-art aerospace 
projects. 

The Requirements 
To qualify for this position, you must have a BS 

degree or higher in EE, Computer Science, Physics or 
Math. Experience is required in the following areas: 

• Requirements Definition and 
Specifications Development 

• Systems Architecture 

• Systems Design 

•Test System Development 

•Verification and Validation 

• Configuration Management 

• Subcontract Management 

Requirements also include familiarity with 
DOD-SID-2167 and related government specifications. 
Experience in software development life cycle, 
Fortran, Assembler or ADA languages is desirable. 

U.S. citizenship is required. 

The Benefits 
As an industry leader, we can offer you the right 

salary, comprehensive benefits and a highly supportive 
environment. 

Plus, you'll be working and living in the beautiful 
Puget Sound area of the Pacific Northwest. Near 
Seattle-the Number One-ranked city for recreation 
and livability. 

Write Today 
We'd like to hear from you. Please send your resume, 

with present and expected salary, to Boeing Employment 
Office, P.O. Box 3707-PRF, Seattle, WA 98124. 
Principals only. 

We are an equal opportunity employer. 

BOEING 



MITRE 
MITRE: 
200systems 
engineering 
projects ... 

Ready to 
respond to 

. your expertise. 
At The MITRE Corporation, we are currently working on over 200 vital , 

state-of-the-art systems engineering projects for the U.S . Air Force-our 
principal client- and our other customers including many civil agencies of 

• the U .S. Government. Each project offers an excellent opportunity to demon
strate your expertise. Each one will challenge and expand your technical 

• knowledge . Each one will spotlight your important contributions. 

MITRE's systems engineers are making significant contributions to such 
important C' I programs as SDI , GWEN, WIS, MILSTAR, BMEWS, 
AWACS, Joint STARS , and JTIDS. They are involved in a U .S. Navy pro
gram to assure position-secure, jam-resistant communications systems for 

+ deeply submerged submarines utilizing ELF technology. Involvement in civil 
projects includes an effort to develop an automated claims system for the 
Departments of Labor and Health & Human Services; a project to upgrade 
the Washington-Moscow hotline to permit facsimile transmission; and air 
traffic control automation activities for the FAA . 

For over 25 years, MITRE's expertise in systems engineering analysis, 
research, design, and development has been internationally recognized and 
highly respected- and with good reason. Almost two-thirds of our technical 

" staff have earned advanced degrees. And , just as important , their perform
ance has proven their expertise- and ours-in the creation of systems engi
neering solutions that work. 

MITRE: we offer all the challenge you can handle, all the diversity you 
could want , plus the top-level recognition you have earned . 

U.S. Citizenship required. 

Communications 
System Design and Analyses• Digital Communications 
• Microprocessor Applications• Communications Proc
essors (Hardware and Software)• Local Area Networks 
• Protocol Development/Evaluation • Modulation/Cod
ing Techniques• Secure Communications• Systems 
Test and Evaluation • Switching and Control Systems 
• Satellite and Terrestrial Transmission• Survivability/ 
Vulnerability and Electromagnetic Pulse• Line of Sight, 
Tropo, Millimeter Wave and Fiber-Optics 

Command and Control 
Air Defense Systems (Deployable and Fixed)• Tactical Air 
Traffic Control Systems (Deployable and Fixed)• Foreign 
Air Command and Control• Missile Warning Systems 
• Satellite Surveillance Systems • Systems Analyses and 
Specifications • Software Development • Display Tech
nology• Bus-Oriented System Architectures 

Computer Systems 
Requirements Analyses• Systems Analyses• Systems 
Architecture and Engineering• Technology Assessment 
• System Acquisition • Performance Analyses• Simula
tion and Analytical Modeling• Artificial Intelligence 
• Image Processing• Fault Tolerant Systems• Local 
Network Design • Ada• Software Cost Estimation 
• Computer Security• Software Metrics• Distributed 
Data Base Systems• Program Verification 

Systems Architecture 
Advanced Systems Design • Advanced Planning 
• lntersystems Engineering• Functional/Operational 
Analyses• Systems Interoperability• Cost Analyses 

Radar Systems 
Digital Signal Processing • Radar System Surveillance 
Techniques • Radar System Analyses • Radar System 
Design• Anti.Jam Analyses• Intelligence Operations 
Analyses • Embedded Computer Hardware and Software 

System Software 
OnVM•CMS•VCNA•RSCS•VS1•RSTS 
•RSX 11-M •UNIX®• VAX/VMS• Design, Implement 
and Document System Software• Performance Moni
toring• Software and Hardware Evaluations• Enhance 
User Facilities• Applications Software-Corporate, 
Financial & Administrative Applications; MVS/COM
PLETE/ADABAS Environment; PU1 & NATURAL Pro
gramming Languages 

Software Technology 
Knowledge Based Expert Systems • Automatic 
Programming• Fault Tolerant Systems• Reusable 
Software 

Software Engineering 
Performance Simulation• Real-Time Computer Soft
ware Analysis and Sizing• Ada Compiler Evaluation 
• Software Cost Estimation• Project Management Tools 
• Artificial Intelligence 
UNIX is a registered Trademark of AT&T Bell Labs. 

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F. 

BOSTON 
For C'I Systems 
Engineering Opportunities, 
please send your resume to: 

David L. Finnegan 
The MITRE Corporation 
2109 Middlesex Turnpike 
Bedford, MA 01730 

WASHINGTON 
For C'I and Civilian Systems 
Engineering Opportunities, 
please send your resume to: 

M.K. Mason 
The MITRE Corporation 
7525 Colshire Drive 
McLean, VA 22102 
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UNIVERSITY OF UTAH 
DEPARTMENT OF 

COMPUTER SCIENCE 

The Department of Computer Science at the University 
of Utah solicits applications at all professorial ranks. A 
candidate for Assistant Professor must earn the Ph .D. in 
Computer Science or related field prior to September. A 
candidate for Associate Professor must have, in addition , 
at least three years of teaching or research experience 
in Computer Science. A candidate for the rank of Pro
fessor must have a well-established research record in 
Computer Science. 

The Department currently has 18 tenure-track faculty 
members, 2 teaching faculty, as well as an additional 
eleven serving in research and adjunct capacitites. The 
student population includes approximately 200 
undergraduate majors, 50 Master's degree students, and 
35 Ph.D. students. 

Substantially funded faculty research projects include: 
asynchronous computation , computer-aided geometric 
design, computer-aided instruction, computer graphics, 
computer system architecture, computer vision, models 
of computation, program verification , programming 
languages, robotics, sensory information processing, 
software for small computer systems, symbolic and 
algebraic computation , theory of computation , and very 
large scale integrated circuit design. Funding sources in
clude major support from the NSF/CER program and from 
DARPA. Other governmental agencies and private in
dustry also provide significant support. 

Over the past few years, the department has created an 
outstanding research environment. The department 
maintains a professionally staffed research computing 
facility which includes a VAX 8600, five other VAX main
frames and a Gould 9080. An 18-node BBN Butterfly 
parallel computer system, a 20-node CSA distributed 
transputer system and over 70 Hewlett-Packard, Apollo 
and Sun workstations are installed . The facility is con
nected to most major geographic networks (Arpanet, 
CSNET, USENET and Telenet). A computer graphics 
laboratory with equipment representative of the most ad
vanced devices available in the industry is also available. 
Other specialized laboratories include facilities for image 
processing and understanding, robotics , parallel pro
cessing, lisp programming, computer aided instruction 
and VLSI research . 

Starting date for appointment is July 1989. Direct vita , 
along with the names of three or more references, by Feb 
1, 1989 or until positions are filled to: 

Recruiting Committee Chairman 
Department of Computer Science 

University of Utah 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84112 

The University of Utah is an Affirmative/Equal Opportu nity Employer and 
especially encourages applicat ion from women and members 

of minority groups 
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FREEll&~E 
If you 're in programming, systems analysis or design- and you plan to 
use 082-our latest Guide to 082 could help make things easier. 

Guide to 082 is written in a clear, concise format to aid busy 
professionals. It's the pertect way to review critical data on 082 
architecture, objects, Structured Query Language and more. In less 
than 25 pages, you 'll have a good start towards a more complete 
understanding of how you can use 082 in your applications. 

Call 1-800-533-4200 
Extension 138 

Call anytime 7 days a week for 
your free copy. 
Or write: Department NU2, 
P.O. Box 7571 . 
San Mateo, CA 94403-7571 

DID YOU KNOW? . 

• 77% of over 182,000 of the most quali fi ed Computer 
Systems/Operati ons/Data Process ing/and Software 
Engineerin g Profess ionals read DATAMATION 
regularl y; at least 3 out of 4 issues. 

• The DATAMATION reader spends 1 hour 14 minutes 
read ing each issue, and has been doing so for 8 
years. 

• More than 64% of these readers go through each 
issue page-by-page, and pass the magazine along to 
an additional 5 people. 

NOW, the DATAMATION CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
section w ill bring you the latest in currem job 
opportunities! 

For more information, and to reserve your ad in our 
next issue ca l l: 

Roberta Renard 201/228-8602 
National Recruitment Sa les Manager 
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CTG/DATAWARE 
Save money, time, and manpower on 
your conversion project with CTG/ 
Dataware . Our skilled specialists work 
with you to ensure a smooth, timely, 
cost-effective conversion. 

COBOL TO COBOL 
RPG TO COBOL 

ASSEMBLER TO COBOL 
AUTOCODER TO COBOL 
EASYCODER TO COBOL 

PU1 TO COBOL 
RPG TO PU1 
DOS TO MVS 

CTG/Dataware has the total solution 
- software, methodology, and support 
services - to help you change hard
ware , programming languages, or op
erating systems smoothly and quickly. 
Call the conversion specialists , CTG/ 
Dataware : 

1-800-367-2687 

COMPUTER TASK GROUP INC. 
DATAWARE CONVERSION SERVICES 

3095 Union Road 
Orchard Park, New York 14127-1214 
(716) 674-9310 TELEX: 510-100-2155 

CIRCLE 200 ON READER CARD 

FREE! T-SHIRT 

Certified 100% Error Free 
K A O performs beyond industry standards 
And in 3.5- micro-d iskettes , you can't get 
any better than this • 
SS-135TPI $10.50/Box ::-
DS-135TPI $13.50/Box ~ 
HD-2MB $34.90/Box 
10 disks /box. S&H : $4.00 /per 10 boxes. (One T-Shin 
per 100 or more disks). Boxes of different disks can be 
combined for 10/ box price. ~-

Prices Subject to Change . ...... 
Order Now Limited Quan tity 0 o 
Foreign Inquiries Invited c; \~ 
FREE Catalog with every order "='- · 

Call Toll FREE: 800 - 258-0028 
In Ml: 800 - 632 - 2468 

1111 dllll 
Precision Data Products™ 

p P.O. Box 8367, Grand Rapids, Ml 49518 
I~ 616-452-3457 FAX : 616-452-4914 

CIRCLE 201 ON READER CARD 
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